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:’or Sale.

Exchange St. Portland.

store and one-half ot the double
bourn
the corner of Danforth and
Walnut atroet,
of the most desirable
locations in the city
It in very large and will be sold on
very easv
torms.
A large portion can remain on
mo-tgaee

§Tho
on

Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid In ad-

one

vance.

mauhTstate

the
Is

every Thursday Morning at
if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

year,

Real Estate

press

published

G.R.

$2 50

DAVIS?

a

and Mortgage Broker.
eodlin

WILL

buildings.
Also, within nne-lhird of a mile of the above, on
the Foreside roail to Portland, abont 40 acres, mostly
field, with Orchard, and between 200 and 300 Cords
oi W ood

the same.
wood kit of 40 acres

ou

Alsu, a

with nearly 1000 Cords
standing, situate on the Hangewav, and
the Depots of the Grand Trunk and M. C. R:.ilroads, in Cumberland.
Also 4 acres of Marsh near Martin’s Point Bridge,
of W ood
near

6

in Falmouth.

Yarmouth Oct. 2, 1873.

BUSINESS CARDS.

oc3dedd&w4\v

Cottage for Sale.
COTTAGE house
of
the Southerly
THE
Hanover and Port laud Sts., contains eight finished
all in nice
on

PORTLAND

order, Sebago water. Apply to
Wm. H. JERUIS, Raal Estate Agent.
ocl6*3w
No. 42 Pleasant Street.
House from 2 to 5 q’cloCk P. M.
Portland, Oct. 13th.

HOUSE

Boiler

For Sale or

OF

,f

ROOFERS.
Manufactures and Sole proprietors, in this State

For

nnd

A

repairing leak
descriptions re-

and Shingle Roofs Painted.

2S Spring Street,
Portland Me.
se22d3m

p. Q. Box 1413.

mar21tf

Bradford & Co’

SALE.

FOR

vacant land, situated
the west
A of High, between
Pleasant and Danforth,
Tilts let has
LOT of

STEEL PENS.
Special

attention called to the

w^ll-known

numbers

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland

Mt Vernon; Office, 75 John St.,

aut

KKW YORK.

~W.

C.

3m

Tlie “Limerick

CLARK,

FOR

5 Doors East of Temple St.,

■SAS

WATER

AND

PIPING.
ap21

tf

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR

THE
dersigned.
F.

Estate

to Loan.

House

on

Casco Street for Sale.

TWO

story House, nine rooms, cellar, good
A
water. Lot about 25 80. Title perfect. Possession
at
This
l» situated
x

once.
near
given
property
Congress street, and can be purchased for $2500.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate,
Room 13, Fluent Block.
ocl4dtf

_

For all of which

A Desirable Country Residence for
Sale.
So. Paris, Me., known as the Widow Morse

AT

property. The houso is in good repair, lias 15
rooms, bathing room, water on 1st and-2d floors, and
is carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables
and barns on the premises, and a young orchard of
100 trees. The lot contains 9 acres and is beautifully
situated on the Little Androscoggin River, within
ten minutes walk of tie Depot ana in the immediate
vicinity of churches and schools. The property will
be sold with oa .without the furniture. Price loro
and terms easy. Apply in j*erson or by letter to F.
G. PATTERSON, Portland, or O. IV. BENT, So.
se29dlm
Paris, Me.

no

charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for vourselvcs. mchl8dtf
MRS. PAULDING.

MEDICAL CLAIRVOYANT,
346 Congress
St.
(Bouts 9 A. M. to S P. M.)

2m*

MARKS
REPORT OF THE CONDITION
OF

THE

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

CANAL NATIONAL BANK

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.

OF

ap22 tc

At

SAMUEL II. JOSE,
ARCHITECT AND BUILDER,

KEELER,
PAINTER,

FRESCO

NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,
6

RESIDENCE

MAT

Portland

iyiT

Me.

LIABILITIES.

tf

Capital Stock paid in.
Surplus Fund. 120,000 00
Discount..

00

State Bank
Dividends unpaid.
Individual Deposits.
Due to National Banks.

LAW,

9.419 00

1,445 00
487,456 58
17,430 34

$1,883,360

NO. 84 1-2 MIDDLE STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
deeds for the several States.

Subscribed and

LAMSOSf,_

October,

No. 152 Middle Street*

this 17th day of
GEO. C. PETERS.
Justice of the Peace.

before

W. W. Thomas,
Wm. Hammond,
A. L. Gilkey,

OF

)

[ Directors.
)

d3t

THE

Casco National Bank
A.T

Moilcrote
may 20

At

STURDIVANT,

Specie.
Legal Tender Notes.

DEALERS

Capital Stock.
Surplus Fund.160,000 00
Discounts.17,815 94
Profit and Loss.158,168 34

$2,203,246 00
STATE OF MAINE,
\
County of Cumberland, 1 88,
I, William A. Winshin, Cashier of the Casco National Bank of Portland, do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 16th dav
of
1873.
day October,
A. F. QERRISH, Justice of Peace.
Correct, Attest:—S. K. Spring,
)
J. Walker,
J Directors.

}

that the Cttv Clerk yive notice to the
Portland Gas Company, the Portland v\ ater
Company and all other persons, that any and all exto b« made in any public street or way
within the City
limits, for purpose of laying Gas or
vvarer
Mains, or making Connections with said
any
or private sewer, must be comNovember let, 1873, and be
completed before the t5tb, of
1873.

ORDERED

ca.y^O°ns

I. P.

ocl7

^ain8,^or
true

attest,

H. I.

Farrington, )

3t

November

SINQi f ^ ^PATEN^*? oa)BBeb 1

copy.

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

_f°U_

SMALL LOCKET with a Photograph of a
child in it. Owner can have the same by call-

oclidlw

office.

Wanted.
FEW table BOARDERS at 130 Cumberland
St.,
two minutes walk of the City Building.
ocl4
*jw

~~~

Weatherstrips I

d3w

KKPREMJNTATIVIE OF Alt
Till!
English firm i. at present In New York aroointagents for article, of great

Ing
commercial value
and endorsed by the leading merchant, in both continent*; SUite agencies open (excepting New York
city) to suitable men with small capital. Address
oclSdSt
box 3,954 New York Post Offlce.

jT-tssv jccip/vs'
FOR SALE BY AGENTS

|

WAV?
MANUFACTURED BY ■

^^OEBUCI^S^^EjJTYORK^BOSTON^J
oc!5

1“

_

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,
4$ Danloi’th Street. Portland, me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
oclOtf
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.

Elocution!

MRS. ROBERTS,
prepared to receive Pupils iu all the principles of
Practical Elocution, and Voice Culture; either in
class or private. For terms &c., applv personally or
#NO. 8 CASCO STREET.
by letter to
References—Hon. Benj. Kingsbury, Jr., Rev.A.
K. P. Small, Rev. Charles B. Pitblado.
ocldtf
Is

Wanted.
a young Gentleman, PUPILS in vocal and
1|Tinstrumental
Music. Those taking Vocal lessons will nave the
opportunity of singing before, and
hearing Mrs. Fannie Fraser Foster, of Boston, and
thereby gain much both in style and expression.
1 would also like a situation as organist, in or near
Portland.
33 FRANKLIN STREET.
Portland, Oct. 8, 1873.
ocl0d2w*

for RUBBER
and others

men

printing. *

to

doing

*10 easily made datlyAddress COOKE. SMITH & C'O., 41 State
Sireet, Boston, manufacturers of Rubber Dating,
Bank and Business Hand Stamps, under letters
patent. Send lor illustrated catalogue.
N. B.—Beware of imitatious made of glue
composition. represented to be made of rubber.
own

>

se23

1tu

BURRO WE*

?!!i*are
^r»il

of Cross *t.

HAVING

our

it up with
the aid of

the
which we are enabled to get out our work accurately
and expeditiously,) we are now prepared to take contracts of any size in the building line. Plans and
specifications prepared at a reasonable price. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erectingsea side houses please take note of the 8#w>ve.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will furnish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from parties using power who contemplate
a change of quarters, or that may need any service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture of patented articles on more favorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BURRO WES.
J. W. BURRO WES.

myl3

AN

—

enlarged

IN

mavl4tf

Life

f5

•

5 O

Wringers Repaired

as

ocll*2w

The

COMMERCIAL

or

tflken in Exchange.

WOOD

pany.
N. B.

This is the. only Company in the world in
which ordinary life payment policies have become
self sustaining—on which the dividends annually
paid by the company, are equal or more than the annualpremium, as will be seen by the foregoing examples.
ISr~NO TONTINE Policies issued bv this Company.

D.

or

Exchange

ocl6

at

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL

MUTUAL

Risks
—os—

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

|

Dividend

Policy Holders

to

Premiums

50

St*

166 FORE

W.

indispensable

to Batchers, Provision dealers.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
save more than its cost every Summer.
Butchers
who use it, in its best form, will soon find their meats
recommended by tbeir customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ol cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighteen cases.
For LICENSE, BIGHTS, Ac., apply to

or

Gentlemen’s Garments

Molasses,

Property

a

AT F

HTKR’S DYE HOUSE.

au35MTh&Stf*44

Uuioo Street.

JSTOTICE!
an

urnishing music for Balls, Parties, Concerts, Levees, ate atter Sept. 1st, 1873.
D. H. Chandler,
Chas. Chimheb,
J. M. Mullaly,
C. M. Richardson,
J. Tyler,
E. M. Gammon.
All

engagements must be made with D. H. Chandler. Leader.
Any number of pleceB furnished.
[Advertiser copy.l
jy23ti

champagxeT
just received from

REIMS,
IN

Pecuniary

value of

a

LIFE
and

Popular

IUSURANCE

CO.,

for free distribution at A. Robinson’s Book
112 Middle Street, or of the General Ageuts, at
of their offices.

are

Store,

either

^

American

Popular

Life Insurance

The BEST Family Machine in the WORLD. Also, General Agent for

RELIABLE PATTERNS.

S. W. EATON,

13 Free

St.,

PORT I. A.3(0

Jy2G-3m

Ship Timber and Knees
HAVE the
and best stock ot Ship Knees
I the State.largest
Also best quality seasoned White
Oak
Treenails, and

can

furnish

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank
at

the lowest cash prices.
L

419 A 421 BROADWAY,

TAYLOR

Portland, Dec. 30, 1872

All persons of the same age are not insured at the
same rates, but persons with long liven ancestry,
with good habits, healthy vocation, residence, Ac.,
&c., who arc physically sound are taken at much
lower rates than in the old plan, where the long
lived pay for tbe shoit lived, while those less favored
with long lived ancestry must
pay higher rates.
Any person may be rated free by calling at cither
of the offices of

3m

Dissolution or Partnership.
Is lioreby given that the firm of Scribner

& Andrews Is iioreby dissolved by
NOT—E

mutual con-

sent.

G. SCRIBNER,
SILAS D. ANDREWS.
All demands of the late firm will be settled by either of the above parties.
Otisfield. March 101b, 1873.
an23dtt
R.

annual

State and Danforth Streets, on Tuesat 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
ABBYS. BARRETT, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct. 13,1873.
oclldtd
corner

21st

FOR SALE BY STETSON & POPE.

inst,

For Sale Cheap.
First
for
ONE

tl

Class HACK and Runners. Suitable
two horses. Enquire of DANIEL F

31

Oxford St., Portland, Me.

oef*2w

A fresh importatien of Doubl? and Single GUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS and PISTOLS. Also all
kind* of SPOUTING GOODS. Wholesale and re-

O. L BAILEY,
8 Exohan.ee

BARNES

&

GEN E R -A. L.

30

Exchange St.,

O’BRION,

and 288 Congress St.

JOHN B. HUDSON, Special Agent,
386 Co.grrs. 81., Portland, Maine
3m
oclj

m13

be

accom-

dtl

Sebago Dye House,
NO. 17 PLUM STREET.
House of

this

H. McVEY late
Dye
MR.City,
has reopened the Sebago Dye House No. 17
Plum St., where
to do all kinds of dyeis
of Foster

he

FEW TABLE BOARDERS
A
modated at 30| High street.
9. S. KNIGHT
•oCeodtl
can

St.

Agent fur Dn Punt’s Gunpowder.

-AGENTS,

Table Boarders.

one or

KNIGHTS,

Sewing Machine!

Mine. DEFOREST S

Co.,

H. PEYRET.

day, the

WEED

in

NEW YORK.

on

!?“

Man to his

Minimum Cost, Maximum Results.

American

oct8dtf

IMPROVED

!

For sale at No. 146 Exchange Street by the importer,

Annual Meeting:.

and Dock, First, comer of E Street
ey Wharf
No.
Office.
State street, Boston,
my3eodly

Life

of

LABOR TERM INSURANCE !

FRANCE,

meeting of the subscribers to the Female Orphan Asylum, will be held at their bouse
THE
the
of

AMO STEP BOARDS.

Measure

Portland, Me., Oct. 15,1873.

QUARTS AND PINTS,

On hand and sawed to dimensions.

Flooring

The

~

Hard Pine Timber
Ilard Pine Plank, hard pine

BIOMETBY

as

aug9

Presieil Ready for Wear.
Ripping required. Warranted not to crack.

REASONABLE KATES.

Tbe above documents aro published Ijr the

—OR—

and

Insurance !

SST’There are Companies with smaller capitals
which have “proved stronger than some of the largest companies.”—Ex-Insurance Commissioner John
K. Sanford. Speaker, Mass. House of Representatives, Dec. 12, 1872.
Care and caution in the conduct of business, taking limited amounts on well selected and well scattered risks at adequate rates—looking well to the
moral hazard is after all the grand secret of success.
Such a method we propose to adopt, and with the
companies we represent and the superior facilities
we have f* r placing large or small lines, the insurance public can rest assured that only safe and reliable insurance will he furnished at this office and AT

Family.

Association to be
undersigned have lormed
THE
known
Chandler's Band, for the pnrpose oi

CLEANSED
Dyed Brown, Black. Bluc-Rlack
and Blue,

!

$200,000.

Tliis is a careful and conservative Company, and Its
managers are courteous, sagacious and influential
men.
Its platform is to do a first class business and
establish an enviable reputation with the insurance
public. Its assets are securely invested and advancing in value.

B. BARNES, Jr.,
THOS. \j. O’BRION,

The

No. 4 Portland Pier.

ngOdtf

No. 80 Middle St.,

to whrm all applications should be made, and who
Las full power to settle infringement?,,
mchteodtf

Ne

Hunger,

ready

advance

as

a

Year

as a

Kafir.

By

a

Kafir.’’

At one of the sessions of the Alliance,
says
the Independent, an usher was’requested by a

lady

to

point

out the

presiding officer,

and

Cardinal Wolsey.
In Kansas

a

widow married

a

young

man

in the

has turned the youug
home.

man

out of house

and

The St. Louis papers are getting so fond of
fights between dogs, pugilists and other
brutes, that one of them has devoted nearly
a column to describing a
fight between a dog
and

man, which occurred over 500 years

a

ago.

Perhaps

it was not

amusing

to see

John,

the other night, singing contentedly to himself and crumbling bread into a bowl of starch
which his wife had placed in the pantry, and
saying there was nothing like bread and milk,
after all.
A

Hillsboro, 111., philosopher, named Jeff
Yokum, after listening to various exploits of
early days narrated by a party of gentlemen,
broke in with: “Well, fellers, I tell you it
seems

to me that as men gets older fun gets

skeerser!”

Jeff

was

profoundly right

Young lady, to a beau of whose company
getting tired—“I hope you are not

she is

nervous, because that clock has a queer effect

people. All my gentleman acquaintances
start when it strikes ten and it’s going to
on

so if you nervous perhaps you had
better go home before it begins.” ne went.

strike;

An Indian church upon the extreme

wes-

tern frontier have

recently purchased a lull
sized bell for use in their chapel. The purchase money was entirely contributed, as the
order reads, by “red men who, a dozen years
since, were painted savages with iheir tinkling bells on their leggius.” The bell bears
the inscription, “Praise the Lord.” This is
civilization

versus

extermination.

A female Hampden has appeared in the
of Mrs. Virginia L. Minor, of St.
Louis, who refuses to make return to the
Assessors of her property subject to taxation, because “taxation without representation is the sum of all tyranny.” She should
remember, however, that she has the disadvantage of being a “Minor” as well as a woperson

man.

In connection with the meeting of the Association for the Advancement of Science, at
Lyons the story is told of a well-known Geneva professor that, on the occasion of one of
the exped tions of the association into the
country, they were thrown upon the resources of a second-rate cafe for refreshment.
The professor demanded of the garcon if they
had any chicory.
“Yes”; and a supply was
brought. “Have you any more?” “Cer-

tainly”

and some more made its appearance.
“Is this al’ ?” “Yes, monsieur, that is all
our

supply.’* “Now, will

you make us some

inrougn vntQ

ww

ing and cleansing of gentleiner s garments. Satisfaction guaranteed.
H. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),
No. 17 Plum afreet.
au27dly

them,‘ait off

Amy.

They had lived peacefully all their lives in
that motherly old house by the bay side,
where successive generations had lived before them. The painted tiles around the open fire looked as if their tbps aud fine ladies
had stepped out of the Spectator and tho Tatler;the great mahogany chairs looked as hospitable as when the French officers were quartered in the house during the revolution, and
its Quaker owner, Miss Martha's grand uncle,
had carried out a seat that the weary sentinel might sit down. Descended from oue of
those families of Quaker beauties whom De
Lauzun celebrated, they bore the memory of
those romantic lives, as something very sacred
in hearts which, perhaps, held as genuine romances of their own.
Miss Martha's sweet
face was softened by advancing deafness aud
by that gentle, appealing look which comes
when mind and memory grow a little dimmer
though the loving nature knows no change.
“Sister Amy says,” she meekly confessed,
“that I am losing my memory. But I do not
care very much.
There are so few things
worth remembering!”
They kept house together in sweet accord,
and were indeed trained in the neat Quaker
ways so thoroughly that they always worked
by the same methods. In opinion and emotion they were almost duplicates. Yet the
world hold* no absolute and perfect correspondence, aud it is useless to affect to conceal—what was apparent to any intimate
guest—that there

was one

domestic question

which perfect sympathy was wanting. Durtheii whole lives they had never been able
to take precisely the same view of the best
method of grinding Indian meal. Miss Martha preferred to have it from a wind mill;
while Miss Amy was too conscientious to deny that she thought it better when prepared
by a water mill. She said firmly though gently, that-it seemed to her “less gritty.”
Living their whole lives in this scarcely broken harmony by the margin of the bay, they
had long built together one castle in the air.
They had talked of it for many au hour by
their evening fire,and they from their chamber
windows had looked towards the Red Light
on Rose Island to see if it were coming true.
This vision was, that they were to awake some
morning after an autumnal storm and to find
on

an unknown vessel ashore behind the
house,
without name or crew or passengers; only
there was to be one sleeping child, with aristocratic features and a few yards of exquisite
embroidery. Years had passed, and their
lives were waning, without a glimpse of lhat

swamp!

The fellows were

iT*AL

Bran and Corn

ready

for

to

go.”

Cows.—The

Practical Farmer says: “It is well settled
in the opinion of all our best dairymen that
bran greatly promotes Ibe milk secretions in
cows, and it is fed almost universally. About
equally mixed with corn meal is the usual
proportion. This mixture seems to promote
both quantity and quality of milk.
From
several sources we hear that buckwheat bran
Is a great milk producer, and it is now being
used

considerably among our Cbester-County
dairymen, in about the same proportion as
the other. Thomas Gawthorp, near West
Grove, Chester County, also by repeated trials with his own cows, has
tully satisfied hims If that
they do as well with corn and cob

meal and bran as with pure corn meal and
bran. The amouut of nutriment in corncobs
is so very small that this result will have to
explained on the supposition of the ground
cob acting to promote digestion by distending
the stomach. The presence of bulky material being eceasary to promote distension and
till up the stomach of
ruminating animals,
before perfect digestion can lie accomplished,
is frequently lost sight of. Hungarian grass
is alro found for milch cows to be ra'her superior to the oidiuary run of hay. The last
year or two Hungarian grass has loomed up
wonderfully in the estimation of our dairy
farmers; and a very largo scope of land will
be sowed with it the coming season. It matures for cutting in about
sixty days, and produces two to lour tons per acre—.he latter of
course on good soils.
Three pecks to the
acre is the usual allowance.
Where a good
hay market is convenient this substitution of
Hungarian glass for common hay in home
feeding will be a clear additional source of

profit.

Apple Butter. First, if you have cider,
boil it down to thickness of molasses or
syrup;
if intending to make the butter next
day,
leave some of the cider to cool the
apples; if
not intending to make right away, when
you
do make, put the apples to cool in
water, or
the weak eider, and as soon as
they begin to
cool begin to stir to keep from
burning in the
kettle; as the apples cook down, till up the
kettle with raw apples or some that have
been cooked in auother kettle; when the
apples arc all in and cooked smooth, without
any lumps, then put the strong cider in and
boil till it is strong as wanted. It cider is not
plenty (some prefer when it is to make it
without using molasses or other sweets instead) it is made the same way, always cooling the apples well before putting in the
sweetening; for the apples will not cook
smooth iu strong cider or molasses. I will
not give any particnlar measures or rules, as
there are few people who like the same. Last
year I had one. birrel of cider; 1 boiled it
down to lour gallons and made sixteen gallons
of nutter. The cider was not sweet enough
and I added sugar and molasses. We made
the buttsr at dillerent times, boiling the last
the longest to make it strong enough to keep.
For a stirrer w) use a narro w board, a little
higher than the kettle, with a long handle
and some holes bored iu the board end. Be
sure to keep stirring and keep the stirrer ou
the bottom of the kettle.
The Poet and the Max of Intellect.
—What a faculty must that be which can

paint the most barren landscape'and humblest life iti glorious colors! It is pure and invigorated sense reacting on a sound and
and strong imagination. Is not this the
poet’s
case ?
The intellect of most men is barren.
It is the marriage of the soul with Nature
that makes the intellect fruitful, that gives
birth to the imagination. When we are dead
and dry as the
highway, some sense which
has been healthily fed will put us in relation
with Nature, in sympathy with her, some
grains of fertilizing pollen floating in the air
tall on us, and suddenly the sky is all one
rainbow, is full of music and fragrance and
flavor. The man of intellect only, the prosaic man, is a barren and staminiferous flower; the i>oet is a fertile and perfect flower.
The poet must keep himself unstained and
aloof. Let him perambulate the hounds of
imagination’s provinces, the realms of poesy
and not the insignificant boundaries of towns.
How mauy faculties there are which with
we have never fouud! Some men, melhinki,
have found only their hands and feet.—Thor-

Imperishable

Fragrance.
MURRAY
&

LAWMAN’S
CELEB RATtJ)

FLORIDA WATER,
The richest, most lasting, jet most delicate of al
perfumes, for use on tne

HANDKERCHIEF,
AT THE

TOIEET,

AND IN THE BATH.
As there are Imitations and
counterfeits, always
•sk for the Flordla Water which has on the
bottle,
L>n thei’ampblet, the names of
iniBBA 1 Sc f‘AX.TUn, without t hlch none
in it-puine.
jyl old
au8d23w

Fsill and Winter Styles
—OP—

HATS & BOSNETS !
and

choice stock of

a

MILLINERY GOODS,
to

be found at

EASTMAN & CUTTS’,
No.

1, U. S. Hotel Bnllding.
0C19__dtl

ANDREW MULNIX,
DEALER IN

PARLOR,

OFFICE

AND

—

COOKING

waif of gentle blood. Ooce, in an
October night, Miss Martha had been awakened by a crash, aud looking out had seen
that their pier had been carried away, and
that a dark vessel lay stranded with her bowsprit in the kitchen window. But daylight
tevealed the schooner Polly Lawton, -with a
cargo of coal, and the dream remained unfulfilled. They had never revealed it except to

each othei.—Higginson's “Oldport Days."

A Plucky Conductor.—How some westgaublers found tbeir master ina Michigan conductor is thus told by the Detroit
Free Press of Friday: “For the last month a
trio of monte men have been ‘working’the
lines running into Detroit. They had been
ern

Central,

chased off the Detroit

and Milwaukee, and kicked off the Lansing,
road, but they made a fresh start the other
morning on the Southern, going out on Con-

ductor Wilsey's train. At the depot they got
in with an old 'man named Fremont, who
live6 in Pittsburg, and was on bis way home.
They preteuded to live in Pittsburg also, and
soon after getting on board the train they
brought out their cards. Fremont is one of
those smart old chaps who think themselves
posted, and he knew the game, and decide.!
He lost
to make some money out of them.
$5, then $10. and between Detroit and the
This
was
all
lost
the
he
$55.
Junction
money
he had, but his blood was ur, and he had
hauled out a heavy gold watcu to stake on
the next bet, when the conductor passed
along. Seeing what was going on, Wilsey told the old man to put up his watch.
At this, oue of the gamblers snatched it.
saying, ‘I have won this!’ and then looked up
at the conductor with a face full of brass.
The train bad been at a stand-still, and as it
started the conductor pulled the signal to
stop, and turned to the gamblers and de
nianded that they give Fremont back his
watch and mcney. They refused in chorus,
and one of the gamblers, as the conductor’s
coat came off, shouted, ‘This is better!’and
pulled out a revolver and lined it on

Wilsey’s

eye. ‘Commenceshooting!’replied the conductor, and out came his owu pistol, and up
into two men’s faces, hammers up and fingers on the triggers. The two other gamblers began to feel for their hip pockets,
when Wilsey quietly said, ‘If you don't hold
up your hands I’ll blow the top of your head
oft!’ At that moment a Cleveland merchant
and a Toledo lake captain catne up, each with ]
a cocked
At this the gamblers
revolver.

—

STOYES,

precious

off the

»•><>;•« ?

eau.

Miss Martha and Miss

put

thu

\ efj

I shall remember you, and it
of you ou my tram again I'll have catch™
the engi
neer run her up to sixty miles an
hour ami
my hrakemon will pitch you into the first

ing

OF ROCHESTER, N. V.,

tber

anv

dlmeodltm&w6w

Family

E. CHURCHILL & CO.,

AfiENT FOR MAINE,

No. 2 Park Street

se-

1873.

feb!7

FOR SALE BY

The best and Only Reliable One in
the market.

IT

perfect

CORRESPONDENT.

Life is

All Choice Grocery,

like.
tf

Patent Pure Dry Air Refrigerator

is

CENT,

STREET, PORTLAND,

John

Barbadoes,
Cienfuegos,
Sagua la Grande,

BROWN
yon

has been managed by the same President, Secretary,
and nearly all the other officers during its 20 years’
eiistence—a strong and important recommendation.
The actual value of the stock is $300. par value $100.
One of our strongest companies.”—Ex-Insuiance
Commissioner William Barnes, New York.

OFFICE,

SETTER,

and Caibarien

Its assets in e*ght years have increased over 300 per
cent., besides increasing the capital stock $100,000.
The dividends are paid from interest on loans and
othor investments. The premiums are set aside to
pay losses and to add to the surplus, thereby increasing the security of the policy holders. The Company

Capital Oct. 1, 1873,

MOLASSES.

ery.

as

on

Terminating in 1872,

PER

$775,000

This company insures only desirable farm property, private residences and contents. Its charter contines it to these classes. Damage by lightning is
paid whether fire taaes place or not.
It takes no
risks exposed by business property.
The career of
“the Agricultural” has been one of great prosperity.

!

curity, costing
company in this country.

maintain their well earned reputa' ion
timekeeping and reasonable price. In every variety of gold and silver cases—open face and hunters.
Kev winders and stem winders.
myl2-d9nio

he will send you Saturday evening. Then by nutting them in your own ovt n you can find them there
at breakfast time and save’ the unpleasant task of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bak-

Co.,

ROCHESTER GERMAN,

Exchange

WE

STREET,

choice

Assets October 1. 1878,

ASSETS:

Spectacles and Jewelry,

.A.t 54

Fire Ins.

OF WATERTOWN, N. 1',.

in this Company obtain
far less than to insure in

Porto Rico,

not,

Agricultural

by the Year.

Of Foreign and American Make,
*

Nothing

$350,ooo

The success of this company is an established fact.
Its stockholders and managers are leading and influencial men. Its increasing strength and reliability is larely owing to its taxing reduced amounts
and scattering its business. Their present year has
been one of unusual prosperity, and the company
stands high in insurance circles, In a letter received
from a prominent business firm at Pittsburg, we
find the f-flowing: “the President Mr. Schmertz,
stands very high here.
He is a good business man
and of undoubted integrity.
He is honorable and
straight forward in all ids transactions. We consider
the company equal In all respects to any company of
its size in the country.”

Only

$15,571,206

Year

coffee ?■’

1838.

INSURES AQAINST

Marine

Co.,

OF PITTSBURG, PA.,

Policy Holders

Chronometers and Clocks,

Now if you wish to try them, you can by sending
*n your order have them brought right from the oven
to yojy door any morning during the week. Or. if
you say you want them Sabbath morning (a9 is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will have a fresh lot ready which

or

Allemannia Fire Ins.

for the Superior Waltham Watches,

GOOD !

some

«

1VFW Fonu,

have been tested and pronounced

8.—Take

d3w

ATLANTIC

which
AGEXT
for

his Bakery,

fac.ty

Street.

COMPANY

$360,000

The Globe was organized some eight years since
and lias done an excellent business. It paid in full
all its losses at the Chicago fire, and since the present
Secretary Mr, S. P. Walker, has bad charge of the
institution, during the past year, the Globe has made
splendid progress. Mr. Walker was the Secretary ef
the old Firemens’, which he m naged with great saand success. The cash capital of the Globe is
The
500,000 and its asters are rapidly increasing.
company is doing a business of over $25,000 per
and
the
losses
this
not
over
20
month,
year being
per
cent.—a most favorable showing.
We cordially recenmmend this company to the public favor.
“The Globe Insurance Co. of Chicago has been after a careful, thorough and inteligent examination,
admitted to do business in this State.
This Company is possessed of substantial assets, to the value of
$347,232,44, and is in everyway entitled to confidence.
It is officered by men of character and experience,
and the best and most successful underwriters in the
West. The Globe begins business here under good
ausDices, and deserves well of that class of our hest
business men who are in search of more or more reliable insurance.”— The Chronicle, Aew York. July,
1873.
The New York Underwriter, July, 1873, and the
New York Spectator, Sept. 1873, have similar complete endorsements.

in

water with little

—

selling BY TIIE QUAKT,

Is

Assets October 1, 1873,

OFFICE

SIMPLEST,

WATCHES,

THOSE BAKED BEANS
WHICH

1803.

LITTLE,

MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE,

49 1-2

a

OF CHICAGO, ILL.,

—FOR—

—BY—

W. €. COBB

Globe Fire Insurance Co.,

GENERAL AGENT dc MANAGER

General Agent for State of Maine.
se3
d&wtf

Proprietor.

—

The city of Hartford lias been for years regarded
the “bub” of insurance, and policies iu Hartford
Companies have ever been in gicat demand. The
Atlas was formed a few months since by some of
the most influential and experienced insurance men
and capitalists, and the company therefore is estalilished on a solid basis with $1,000,000 authorized
capital: the present cash capital being $200,000. The
is meeting with great success, beiug careful
company
and taking limited amounts on desirable property,
its board of directors includes names of men wellknown and influential throughout New England.

Beware of all new, impracticable, and
unreliable Schemes, and insure with the
Old ‘‘Mutual Life.”
There is no occasion for
dissatisfaction by those who insure with this Com-

W.

$250,000

as

Cenf.

KENDALL A WHITNEY,

five

Beans.

Assets October 1, 1873,

Expenses in 1872 Less (ban 7 per

circular.

been enlarged, remodelled and finished
to suit the times, is prepared to accommodate
HAVING
Gentlemen boarders at rates
from
to

Those Baked

187!*.

apply

1853.

They neither Rust, Poison nor give the slightest
taste to the water, hence, are much superior to metal or other wooden Pumps.
Made by accurate machinery, perfect in all their parts, raising a large

HOUSE,

ranging

and

without waiting for personal solicitation.

Assets October 1, 1873,

Durable and Cheapest Pomp
Use.

PORTLAND,

week.

facts before insuring;

the

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

•

labor; durable and reliable, they are acknowledged, after years of thorough
Pest
the
and
the
trial,
Cheapest Pump made. Send

CORKER CROSS AND FORE STS,

per

Investigate

Atlas Fire Insurance Co.,

Celebrated

THEE
most

or a

eight dollars

This is sometimes disputed or doubted by those interested in other institutions. Parties who hold
policies in other companies, can for themsolves reauily
determine the difference in the dividends they have
received, and those paid the holders of our Policies.
at my office

$700,000

•

This company stands A No. 1 and is one of the
most careful and desirable in the business. Its
policies are eagerly sought in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and other leading cities., its managers are
experienced and prudent men, and for many years
engaged in underwriting. Its investments are remarkably Accllent and its success an established
fact. During the six months ending June 31st, it
increased its assets $10-*,000—a very handsome exhibit.
Some of the first and foremost citizens of New York
and Newark ore directors and stockholders.

PUMP!

amount

HOTELS.

Assets October 1, 1873,

those paid by Some Companies.

356 Congress street.

se22eodlm

gentlemen of experience in relation thereto. A suitable
party is desired at Portland as General Agent
who will be afforded unusual facilities.
Local
Agens throughout the State, with or without experience will be liberally dealt with.
Address confidentially win full particulars,
INSURANCE SUPERINTENDENT,
oc9d&w3w
P. O. BOX 126, Amesbury, Mess.

OF NEWARK, N. J.,
1838.

Cheapest place in the City for all for all kiuds of
Kitchen furnishing goods and Wooden ware.

the most progressive and popular AmeriONE ofLite
Companies, being about to re-organize
CUCUMBER
their Maine Agencies desires to conespond with

SITUATION
land P. O.

as

Best and Cheapest Wringer in the Market

Attention!

Agents

Merchants’ Fire Ins. Co.,

are

INSURANCE

SIMPSON & SAWYER.

WAITED I

insurance journals and circles give “The Girard7’ the
highest endorsement.

Large

as

$750,000

The Girard is one of the stannehest and most re'liable companies In this country. Its
managers, directors ami stockholders include some of the
leading
citizens of Pennsylvania, holding eminent Judicial
and
business positions. The e xcess of receipt*
public
over expend!rares for 1872, was
$188,975.64 ami no
losses due and unpaid at end of year. This
year has
been one of unexampled success,
arising from an enterprising, careful and rational course. Tne leading

LARGE

Four Times

or

Lady.

In the press, shortly to be
published, uniform with the above, “How to Dress on

PA..

Assets October 1, 1873,

Gr E R

AS

PHILADELPHIA,
1833.

tf

CO.

Rooms Wanted.
a pleasant part of the city, furnished or unfurwith
or withont board.
nished,
Address
E. B., 37 Brown St., Portland.

OF

987.40

8,013.00! 16,013.00
2,654.97 j 5,654.97

Paid by Most Other Companies;

Three

BUY THE “HOUSEHOLD”,
Manufactured by the ProvidenclTTool Co., on

tf

487.40

a

Fifteen Pounds

then asked him and if he was the man known

FOLLOWING

Girard Fire Insurance Co.,

1,560.54

2.029,70
5,698.31

1,029.70
2,698.311

70.16|

It

OF

jys

$7,751.31
1,078.01

578.01
860.54

232.02!

A.

BY THE —

PORTLAND STAR MATCH

$4251.31

15.25 i
34.59!
34.20
126.19!
14.98

By

on

spring, just at planting time.
Her crops have now been gathered in, aud she

Than those paid by any other Company in
the world, and

WITHOUT A WRINGER ?

WANTFD

THE

Exchange,

Lady.

early

«

L

WHAT IS HOME

r
n

Additions.

!

IN "FACT

BUILDERS,

loot

shop and fitted
latest improved machinery (by

Wanted.
ACTIVE and reliable agent in thisi'rr
represent one of the oldest Life Companies
the country. Address with references
“PENN” Lock Box 55 F. O.
jylTtf
Philadelphia Pa.

GIRLS

Planing mill,

Doten’s

ST..

First Class and Reliable Fire Companies.

obove are examples of Policies now in force
not exc«Pfi°Bal illustrations, but actual and
uniform results of insurance with this
Company, It
be seen that nearly all these Policies have more
than doubled in mount.
There is no “Mystery” or “Swindle” about this.
The experience of THIRTY years of this great
leading Company has shown »he most satisfactory
results, with which every Policy holder is satisfied.
Let those who doubt, call aua see for themselves.

BROTHER*,

CARPENTERS AND

REPRESENT

and

dlw

a

j_Dividends

$137 G7j

TWICE

ocl4

odist Church and camp at home.
“How to Dress

FLOOR,)

2 Doors North of Merchants’

Amount
of Policy
and

Dividend

!

lor 1B<3

76.20;

As those

BBS. A. H. P1CNDLETON,
will open a school tor Boys and GDIs, in the School
Room under the Casco street Church, on MONDAY
next c20th inst.) Suitable assistance will be employed. Attention will also be given to a class in Penmanship in P. M., two or more days in a week
For particulars inqnire at No. 11 Myrtle Street.

School of

riiViden.i
fjl

212.00|

S^OOl

I

fa.}.

I_!
•*’J2S! ®93.15j
12.15
52? i, 2541!
12?
.28.101
3,222' 151*47!
*22, 13.751
8,000!

EDUCATIONAL.

A

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

Individual Deposits.531,501 72
Due to National Banks. 54,274 34
State Banks and Bankers. 2,570 26

,1
of
i£nm\al|
Policy, j Prem’m |

room

d&wlw

335,984 28

Notice is hereby Riven that the
be Strictly
order of the City Council will
Enforced.

A

800,000 00

Circulation,. 476,300 00
Dividends unpaid. 2,615 40

PORTLAND.

Approved October lo, 1873.

00

LIABILITIES.

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coni mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
^ilkesharre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
of New York. VesCoals, shipped from the vicinity
sels procured for the trailportation of coals from
desired.
tfanr27
rt of shipment o aDy point

Board of Mayor

87
00
50
30
87
20,000 00
20,000 00
2,424 33
35,470 13
33,693 00
726 32
9,078 08
70,000 00

§2,203,246

179 Commercial 8t., Portland.

In

GENTLEMAN and wife can secure a pleasant
with board, at 62 Free Street
oc*0eod2w»

A

AS. LYMAN'S

Other Real Estate.
Current Expenses.
Cash Items.
Bills of otherNational Banks.
Fractional Currency (including nickels).

dim

CITY OF

oc!5

(2d

The Dividends ol this Comp'y

Board.

Lawrence, Kansas, is liav'ng “home camp
meetings.’’ You go to meeting at the Meth-

as

dlw then eodtf

school:

apl5

Loans and Discounts.
§1,258,563
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
535,000
Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgage?.
41,602
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts.
153,338
National Banks.
17,342

Street.

oc7

WHOLESALE COAL

ANEW

!

A good MAN Wanted from 21 to 35
years old (good size) to driYe a Hone
team a part of the time and do other
work. He must be strictly temperate and
trustworthy, as he will be left with care
on his mind; and one that don’t think
himself above work. For such a man I
will pay a good price and work the year
round. Apply to W. S. MAINS, Windham, Me., or at Wine Store .203 Middle
St., Portland, Me.

BREAD with them

THE STATE OF

Banking House.

ROSS &

"WANTED

resources.

KINSMAN,
Exchange

To Let.
Store on Atlantic near Congress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
and domestic goods or Groceries. Apply to S. A.
ANDERSON, No. 37 St. Lawrence St.

Agents,

30 EXCHANGE

—

ASSETS $65,000,000—AEE CASH.

.]

P.

PORTLAND,

MAINE,
the close of business Sept. 12th, 1873.
IN

FIXTURES!

128

of the Stores on Myrtle street. In Cahoon
Apply to WM. H. JEREIS, Real Esoclfidlw

Agent.

A NY
or
SALESWOMAN with gopd references, may address F. E. S., 30 Danforth St., or Press Office.
OClG

General Insurance

ERTABLUHED IN 1843.

Amo’ntl.

OCT. 20. 1879

—

QJ^,ie

Low Price.

a

ONEBlock.

tate

Situation Wanted.
ONE wishing an cxperianced CLERK

me

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

J.

to

ocl8

ME.

at

sworn

1873.

Correct, Attest:

PHOTOGRAPHER,

I^Motto-Gaod work
Price*. Aim to Pltase.

septlldlf

mar26

ocietf

92

feblO

PORTLAND,

A

A

I, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal National
Bank, of Portland,” do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier*

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

GAS

Wanted.
SITUATION by a young man of experience in
a wholesale or Grocery Store.
Address i\ O.
Box 1438, Portland, or MATTOl KS &
FOX, 83 Mid-

Jyl9dtf

$288,840 00
National Bank Circulation outstanding..
478,770 00

has removed to

J. II.

gentleman of business experience wonld
position of responsibility (financial preferred) hi
eastern concern or com pany engaged in
a substantial remurerative business
If associations
prove satisfactary would invest $10,(K0 to $25,000.
Address giving particulars.
H. CLARK,
oclGdlw
346 Broadway, N. Y.
a
an

WOT. F. ni NWKV,

15,174 77

248 00
Profit and Loss. 153,417 23

O’DONWELL,

AT

600,(KK)

Exchange.

A. M.. and from 1 to 3 P. M.
HAS
se3dtf

COUNSELLOR

store in the Rackleff Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegantl\ finished and
adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
Apply to
ALLEN HAINES.

Wanted.

$1,883,360 92

DR. LUDWIG

Commissioner of

N. Y.

housekeeper bv a competent
American woman. Address MRS. C. E., Port-

STREET.

resumed practice. Office hours from 10 to 11

JAMES

large brick

A Good Rent at

Situation Wanted

close of business September 12, 1873.

Chans and Discounts. 1,012,848 38
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
533,000 00
Other Bonds.
14.900 00
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts.
141,317 03
Due from other National Banks.
11,813 41
Banking House.,
25,000 00
Current expenses.
2,510 57
Checks aud other Cash Items.
54,601 30
Bills of National Banks.
25,000 00
Fractional Currency and Nickels.
2,370 23
GO ,000 00
Legal Tender Notes.

16 Cotton Street Portland.
Office Furniture, Book Cases. Desks and Hard
wood Doors, made to order.
selO*lmthentf

L.

PORTLAND,

RESOURCES.

No

W.

STORE TO LET.

can

& Job Printer

Book, Card

_

■

extra

se4

To Let.
OF THE BEST OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
STREET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tf
No. 46 Exchange St.

_*ly

on

sola. Apply to F.
bought
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

Cm

ARTIST,

of the Skin.

G. Patterson’s Real
Money

_

M.

general HOUSE WORK. Enquire at 25
Carlton street, Portland Me.

Agents, to take orders
LIVE
8TAHPS for business

first

316 CONGRESS STREET,
Is prepared to make all tlie various styles of Card
Picture*, Rrmbrant, Medallion, Ac., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Get ri<l of Erectile*, Mole* and other im-

WM.

Girl Wanted.

ANtake

jn24*lw then tf

POCKET BOOK,

by

TO
ocl7

by

NEW YORK.

tf

ONE

somewhat worn, containing nearly Fifteen Dollars
two receipts, one for Tuition at Greelv Institute
Charles Herrick, and one for Dooks signed
signed
G.
M. Seniors. The finder will be suitably reby
warded by leaving it at this office.
ocl7d3t*

DO

Free Street.

At 52

ana

their

or

GEO. E. COLLINS,

No

beyond Tukey’s Bridge,

OF

—

To LeL
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
WITH
for families or single gentlemen.

Wednesday Afternoon, tbo 15th, between the
of Washington street and Iron Foundry
ONhead
small
a

BARNES & O’BRION

Mutual Life Ins. Co.,

Spring street.

MOXDAlftlOBMSG,

Gossip aud Gleanings.

THE—

THE

—

New Insurance Firm!

-■

Wanted.

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
ON vicinity—Rents
collected, taxes paid, &c.,
Commission. Houses
and

3£5 OLD STATE HOUSE,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

State Street, occupied by the unThis house is thoroughly built of

BULLETIN.

OUNSELLORSATLAW,
BOSTON.

on

brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-ti

TAMES F. PICKERING,
WILLIAM HOBSON,

perfection*

ocl8*3t

*

Lost.

ing

For Sale.
house

AT LAW

No. 30 Exchange St*. Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts In the District of» olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of claims fcelore the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.
octll-ti

anl

by leaving him at 58 State St.

Wanted.
STEADY reliable man to drive an Express
\ Team.
Such a man with $200 to invest can have
a profitable, pleasant and healthy business.
ocl8*3t
Enquire at this office.

Aat this

The suo.-criber offers for sale his Hotel
pro] rty in Limerick Village, York County.
;
1
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
I
|
[two wells of water on the premises, ami
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marlSdtf
Limerick. Me.

LET!

WITH BOARD, A FRONT CHAMBER, at
NO.
53
SPRINGSTREET.
dtf

roe

be rewarded

Found.

House,”

—AT

!

$8.00 per annum in

THE PRESS.

K

dividends paid

To L,et with Board.

Pier,

SALE.

TVflO

Lost.

(To

L

Rooms To I„et.
Gentlemen and their wires and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free Btreet.
oc7tr

TO

'Terms

INSURANCE.

HOW IT PAYS

lw

Yellow

From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

mar28

FEDERAL STREET,

103

sido

on

Sts.
a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have hecn drawn b> How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

505-75-28-20 A 22.

Factory,

Dog

of West-

FINE resilience one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-ofllce, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house anil Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Bam 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, 4 acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
ami good cistern ill the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences ill the county. Terms easy.
Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

oel*

WHITE and
spotted “Pointer" Dog,
LARGE FRONT ROOM at
A205named
“Jack," collar marked Alfred J. Mon- A
311
St. Paul street Balti aore, Aid.
FiDder will
ee30

dle street.

brook.

Individual Right*

paired.

in the Town

■•

1873.

INSURANCE.

oc3_

Exchange

oc6dtf&wlt

For Sale

Sale at this Office.

Harrison,

travel through Maine
and N. H.. to sell goods that every family
wants.
Call, or send stamp for circular. Sample
sent, on recept of 50 cents. MILLIKEN & CO., 68
Middle street, Portland.
ocl8deodif&wlt

fA.ilL

to

—

Abo boxes of prepared cement lor
rooiB and gutters.
Slate roofs and leaky roofs of all
Tin

ocl3dtf

Portland.

elastic soapstoneroofing.
County, Towns

the

at

vorite

Nf. McCOY & CO.

of the

Inquire

For other Property. A rare chance.
A first rate Farm, containing 160
acres of good land, well
divided; has
a nice Sugar Orchard of 4U0
trees,
tons
of
__cut twenty-five
hay this year.
An abundance of wood and water. This larm is situated in the town of Campton, N. H., which is a faresort for Summer Boarders. Is only four
miles from Plymouth. It offers a rare opportunity
to one who wishes either to engage in film ing or
keeping boarders, and a very excellent one for both
brane’.ies, as the place must be sold to dose an estate. Apply to WM. H. JEURIS, Real Estate
Agent,

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
PORTLAND, MAINE.
apU

SALESMEN,

as

For Sale

Makers and Blacksmiths.

—

corner

rooms,

MACHINE WORKS

^r.

*

Enquire of Capt. Wm. DriDkwater near the premises, or
CHARLES HUMPHREY.
Administrator, at Yarmouth V llage.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

MANUFACTURERS

Wanted.

be sold, the Homestead of the late Cant.
Reeel Drmkwater in
Cumberland, situated
one-nalf mile from Cumberland Dei>ot,
containing
about 4g acres, with two story
House, Barn and out

■j™

Founders,

enclose stamp for particulars. SaraCall,
on recept of 50 cts.
MILLIKEN & CO.,
Pje^at
i>8 Middle street,
oclbdeod&wtf
Portland, Me.

estate-for sale r MEN

real

daily

Iron

iaraily.

_

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space,
•ngth of column, constitutes a “square.”
50 per square
lirst week: 75 cents per
w >ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
tfUlf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, oue third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $ 1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press’’ (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) lor $1 00 per square lor first
insertion,
50 ceut8 per Ware for each
subsequent inser-

Engineers.

as

or

20.

—

To L,et,
The Brick House and Stable No. 27 Spriof
Street. Enquire of
A. K. SHURTLEFF.

Wanted.
MEN
SALESMEN, to travel through
LIVE
Maine and N. H., to Fell goods wanted in every

OCTOBER

TO LEI.
-v----

PORTLAND Pl RLVNHIiVa CO.,
At 109

ESTATE.

REAL

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

MORNING,

MON DAT

Ranges & Walker Furnaces
39 CENTRE

STREET,

BETWEEN FREE AND

CONOR EBB.
tf

se29

Have your Shingles and
Tin Roofs painted with

water-proof Paint.

our

Do it

before Winter sets in.
J.

N.

McCOl &

CO.,

28 SPRING STREET.
jril___«uw

baked

beans

aih)—

—

BROWN

BREAD.

Be read? for yonr Hot Baked
Beans and Brown Bread when yon
hear W. C, COBB’S Bells
coining

SATURDAY EVENINGS,
five and

seven

oclO

between

o’clock.

tl

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
fhe three points ol excellence which I claim, are,
1st: constant ami thoioagh circulation of pure air;
ryn«t»*. no ilamj new* mould nor taint; 3rd; no
®
Intel mingling of .xlvr.-j parity
.*lr»
.lemonls of It. sm ew,
bSi'i"
**ta
belor
ami
Manntector.il
..
LmtIU
Boraham
tween Cross ami Colton sW-.
M«.
land.
Pori
K.nso.
Ice
A Co.«

2nd;

fc.ll-£'ni*

_JeSdtf

Graham Floor,
Oat meal
Bolted Corn Meal,
YOB SALE

BY

GEO. W. TREE A CO.,
US COAiWEBl'MIi RTBKBT.

oclti

2w

'X’EiE-PRESS.
~MONDAY

what a
On the whole we are warranted in concludto provide
ing that Portland will not be taxed
these villages with better municipal adjutagwill not
es than they now have, while they
at present.
find their taxes as irksome as
There is one other point that should not be
lost sight of, and that is the interest of the
remaining part of Cape Elizabeth. We would

MORNING,OCT. 20, 1873.

reznlar attache of the Press Is famished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hote
manager* will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of ever.v person claiming to represent oui
'Journal,' as we have information that several “bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even past'vely, a i>arty to such fraud
Every

with

a

card

gai gai gai gai gai gai gai gai guai gai—Coricor.
dzio dzi > pi.’’ Any of oar readers wishing to
emulato the sweet songstress of the night need
only to practise his lay as above.

conferring reputations upon others and getting none himself. Exchauges please copy.

they should have now, and just
wise policy would give them.

more than

—Arcadian.
It may be true that old William Allen of
Ohio is partially paralyzed, but, as President Lincoln remarked, with regard to complaints of whiskey being used in the Western
army, we should like to have seen some of
the recent Republican candidates afflicted
with a little ot the same kind of paralysis,
—N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.

not do the citizens of that portion any injusIf we
or be unmindful of thei® rights.

correctly informed, the rural portion is
sometimes jealous of the powerol the villages,
aud if these should unite, would be completely iu their power. There is always a feeling
of jealousy between the villages of a large
town and the agricultural sections. The latter object to paying taxes foi sewers, sidewalks, and a fire department, while the former insist on having them.
There is always
a lack of
harmony and unity of purpose eveu where the rural portion finds its market in
the villages. Iu Cape Elizabeth there is ro
such bond of interest. There is not a single
interest tlyit b.nds the agricultural section
The latter are suband villages together.
are

W e do not read anonymous letters and communications. The uaiue and address of the writer are it
all

cases

but

as a

W

iudispensab

e, not necessarily for

publication

guaranty of good faith.

undertake

cannot

tnunicauoi^ that

to return

reserve

or

com

are not useu.

The Annexation Project.
When the project of annexing the barhor
villages of Cape "Elizabeth to the city of Portland. was first agitated, it was commonly re
garded as a thin disguise to start the village

lyceums prosperously.lt certainly was not regarded as a business-like proposition that

would eulist the influence and effort of a
large majority of the most conservative and

influential citizens residing in those villag
it was

consequently,
etty by

who

men

hardly thought

are

;
ol In tbi:.

not accustomed to waste

time upon visionary speculations and in idldis ussion. But now that the prej V. has c m-

!

metided its.-li to the best men in the sec!ions
named and they are determined so far athey are concerned to accomplish tl.eir plans,
the question is or.e that commends itself to
the carelul and dispassionate consideration of
the citizens of Portland.
On the part of the city, the first question
to be considered is: ‘‘Is an extension of the

acquisition

must follow that the

of the

a

by which

the means

party Head, have changed their views
since last Tuesday. They believe it may yet
be nursed into a formidable invalid. In view

hole

independent young Democrats
old.eadors, despite the
le.son of Tuesday, had better be a little more
discreet. They are now suspected privates

of this fact, the

who still denounce the

whom their Bourbon chiefs would not think
placing on picket,but reserve them for hea-

accomplished.

it can be

of

If, on the other hand, we shall arrive at the
opposite conclusion—if the city at present

vy assaults alone under their own eves.

Thui-sday of the

same on which the Dominion Parliament
meets, it is likely to prove anything but a glad
day to the ministry. It is however, a matter
of congratulation that one by one our Dominion friends are adapting Yankee institutions
and observances, so that when the Provinces

the

enterprises lo-

have Portland

well t

as

cated in Cape Elizabeth, if there is no common
bond of business interest that renders the
control of both sections by one municipal

government necessary or even desirable, then
it is of little consequence, though entirely unobjectionable so long as the burden 01 taxa-

become States of the Union, the
will be fully acclimated.

equalized.

tion is

It will

no

thanksgiving lakes place on
present week. As the day is

The Dominion

good people

It is said that Judge Danforth would have

doubt be urged by objectors that

there is still much land withiu the city limits
that is unoccupied. This may be true, but is

dismissed

the

prevent the

territory suited to the extension of
wharfage or general manufactories? We
think not. It can only be Trade valuable and
useful by an extension of business that will

petition

Maiue

for an

injunction

Central directors

to

from

building a bridge across the College Narrows
the Kennebec, if he had bten able to have

that

on

satisfied himself that such a structure at that
place would not interfere with the passage of

render such sections desirable for residences.
If we go to Commercial street, we find it

For that cause he reserved

in the river.

logs

his decision.

crowded with railroad tracks and trains and

Il there are any people in Maine consider
ing the project of constructing a railway with

■

disputed territory for these interests to quarThe wharves, we are told, are
rel over.
crowded and greatly confused with different
Where there was ample
kinds of traffic.
room, ten years since, business is crowded

wooden rails, they had better abandon it.
Quebec has just learned at a serious expense
that the thing is impracticable, and that
money spent in such experiments is no better
than thrown away.

When the Grand Trunk doubles its

now.

business,

it

as

to do when

confidently expects

Its gauge is narrowed to conform to the railway system of .the country, and the Ogdens-

burg

is

completed and

The -Maine Central

1872, 21,036,000

produce

its extensive

Certainly

shipment?

age and

not on

bay

The back

the

will doubtless afford

grain elevators,

railroad

State of Maine iu the

the intensive business that our best infer
men

predict, it

The only

resort

can never

Philadelphia
viclion strengthens

ed

gent business

be made available.

or the

part

the Portland &

Ogdeusburg E. E.

It may be urged that t iere can be no objection to this; and even if there is, it will be

villages

time to annex these

j
|

busi-

when our

renders it necessary. In answer to the
above, we may say that there art; Serious obness

jections

to that course.

Men

in Port-

living

land will be very slow to build wharves, stores
and factories in a town of which they are r.ot

residents, aud in whose management they
have no voice. Now only such Portland interests

as are

crowded out of the

tike

city,

Bolting Mifis.the Portland Kerosene Oil
and the Dry Dock Company go to Cape

on our

!
Co., !
the

year.

i

Eliz-

men

Press says

daily the

among our most intelithat the great need of the

shoulders.—Rochester Democrat.

to th»

Alliance than the

talking

heterodoxy

it has

ah >ut.

the Nation “the way back to
payments'’ is considered to be to let

places proves

con-

The Nation thinks that the “blank indifference as to all doxy” is a more formidable foe

been
The hritoiy of annexation in other
In
that as soon as these v ilages !

abelh.

*

coun.ry is a flexible currency. Everybody
now admits that the amount of the iustruincut uf exchanges at present in circulation
is wholly and lamentably inadequate to the
imperative demands of business. Our currency should be so flexible or elastic that in
times of panic, when money is hoarded, as
well as every fall, when, as things have been,
the movement of the crops causes a stringency amounting almost to a panic, it could be
readily expanded until the emtrgency is over.
The Wayne Democratic Press remarks
that we are endeavoring to mislead printers
into sending abroad erroneous Democratic
\\ c never saw a
bal'ots. No such thing.
Democratic ballot that wasn’t erroneous^ but
it is outrageous to tndcavor to load the fault

will be to go to the other side

nnronr, wmnn tne limits of another
municipality, aud there establish the outlet
of our traffic, particularly that of
for a

same

Current Notes.
The

for

yards

charge

000 in one year, or a sum two and a half
times greater than the tax levied by the

space for certain kinds of trafic, but for
wharves from which to load large vessels, for
and

tons one mile at the

in

road, accordingly, saved the public $3,252,-

present frontage of the harbor within the city
limits.

carried

of $1)47.800. The cost by highway would
have been $4,200,000. The use of the rail-

and lumber-trade is added to the volume Of
our business, where will it find room for stor-

specie
things

become a part of the city, other interests
that now remain within its limits, becau:e ; alone, and the expansion of the business of
withiu, will find a newer and cheaper loca- country without ittcrease in the volume
cau

tion there.

This may seem to be mere sci.tiexoerience in such cases proves

of the currency gives us the benefit of contraction. If there he not currency enough to

meat, but
that in business there is a deal of such sentimentalism. Again, the more conservative
citizen, who has not so much faith in the
will
Portland
that
that-is-to-be,
say
it

will

villages

be

ample

when our

time

to

anuex

do the business of the country gold will flow
iu and the two approximate. There is no
such tiling, it add;, as “an elastic currency,”
which is neither coin nor redeemable in coin;
for irreemable paper does not go back.

the

A

We contend that Portland needs these opporfor expansion now; but allowing
that it does not, when the time comes that
Portland interests shall want them, it is alto-

gether probable
junction of circumstances

a

fortunate

as now

exists,

con-

are

will

those who assert that the annex-

stance of a party

anil

cite

that came here

the in-

with the

locating an extensive manufactory in
this city, but finding no favorable location

view of

withiu its limits, declined to entertain a proposition to locate in Cape Elizabeth, because
he wished to avail himself of au
trade that

could be

—Journal of Commerce.
A. Catholic,” writing to one of the New
York dailies, refers to the fierce onslaughts
upon the Catholic Chuich that were made by

advantage in
a city

better secured in

known abroad.

Claiming that the proposed annexation is of
first importance from abusiness point of view,
let us next consider it from a municipal standpoint. The part of the town proposed to be
set off, comprises the villages known as Ferry,
Knighvville, Turner's Island, and Ligonia, or
the part of the town that is not strictly agri
cultural,embracing a te-ritory about the same
as the present area of the city.
Within
these limits there is a popntation of about
2300, with 600 polls, and a valuation of $810,850, which will be increased to over $1,000,000 when the Rolling Mills and other proper-

the

or six Catholic clergymen
Shreveport and Memphis from vellosy
fever contracted by their attendance on the
poor victims of the plague. Finally, he sug-

gests that the alliance shall send down

priesthood!”

The New York Mail says there is one
way
of preventing the hoarding of
greenbacks.

Suppose that Congress-sliall pass a law providing for the issue of five per cent, gold interest paying bonds of small denominations,
in exchauge tor greenbacks at par, the same
to be reconveitible into greenbacks on de-

There aie very few holders of greenbacks who would be stupid enough to put
mand.

them away tor safe

get interest-paying

The aggregate length of streets is not great,

tively light.

keeping, when they could
and convertible bonds in

exchange.

them is compara-

We do not. of course, court political disasters; but it would be the best stimulant to
success here if defeat should befal us somewhere. Our only fears arise from the over
If something
confidence of our friends.
would happen to frighten them a little, it
would make a difference-of thirty thousand
votes in November.—Albany Journal.
The Louisville Commercial, iu an article

no

of thetr own to
extinguish fires, and
it is doubtful if
they ever will while they remain in the town of
Cape Elizabeth, where
the agrlcu.tural
portion will vote solid against
appropriations for precautions against fires,
sewers, etc., and the rival
villages will afford
sufficient strength to defeat
any measure calculated to exclusively benefit
one of them
There will, then, l,e an outlay to

means

on

not

the Ku-Klux in

“It is

Kentucky, says:
complimentary to Kentucky, we admit,

but the time has come for the Federal authorities to interfere. The honor of the
whole country demands it.”

provide
•ome protection against fire in the
way of reservoirs, and perhaps a change iu the location
of one of the city’s engines; or it the
city
government deoides to practically convert one
in
the
harbor
into a harbor
of the tug boats
tire-boat by placing a steam pump thereon,
with a power equal t three steamers, and at
a cost of $2000 annually, these villages by that
means would be tor tbe
greater part provided
with facilities to
extinguish fires. The cast

Mr®. Burnham writes to the Missouri Re-

publican concerning Beecher, and concludes
that, “all things considered, it is a swell
thing to be a pet parson.”
The true plan for the
resumption of specie
payments appears to be for those who are in

special hurry to resume ou their own account.
We hear of one house
which has adopted
the plan
successfully-paying in c un but deducting the premium ruling whentbe rav11
ment is made.—New York
Graphic

of

police can be but trifling. As to bridges,
city assumes no greater responsibi’ity
than at present, and while as a
pari of the
«ity. the people of the Ferry and Knigbtville
Wiil be likely to secure better acce.-s to this
side, in laudings and stieets, it will be no

a

committee of their reverend members to
those cit'es, “just to make inquiries among
the fever patients at the hospitals there what
they think of the superstition of those surpliced emissaries of Rome.” Or, if they have
uo inquiries to make, he urges that a delegation should be sent “to counteract the baleful effects of this conduct on the part of the

new, and adequate to the present demand,
except for the higher grade of scholars, who
can l-e accommodated at the
city high school.

maintaining

and then he recites

the fact that five

The debt of the town
is about $54,000, about two-thirds of which
would go with the valuation of the part in
question. The percentage of taxation has
been about the same as in Poitland on a
lighter valuation. The school-houses are all

The larger villages have

Evangelical Alliance,

died at

ty become available.

and the cost of

we now

send from hence abou* forty-six per cent, of
the country. If the proportion of increase
and decrease as given at this port holds geod
at the other ports, and it does as far as we
have the returns, then “the old lady of
Threadneedle street,” London, may put up
her rate of interest never so high, she cannot
stop the flow of specie to this country. The
balance of trade is iu our favor, and the sovereigns of Great Britain must melt their
pride in the crucibles of the American Mint.

ation will lead to the establismeut of manu-

facturing establishments,

a

poitiou of exports has increased until

not favor the union.

There

off in nine months of

thirty-five
gain for the same
of
mdliot
s
of
period
forty-eight
exports (exclusive of specie), is something worthy of remark. New York brings out about twothirds of the total foteign imports, and tormerly shipped about forty per cent, of the
produce and merchandise exports. Our pro-

tunities

that such

falling

millions in imports, and

business demands them.

the

!

!

STATE

Somebody writes to us and wants us to
give a definition of a journalist. We will do
A journalist is a man who
so with pleasure.
spends seme of the best days of his life In

AND

your

IK

YOUK

SHOES

STOCK

OF

KENNEBEC

factory

in

lowing letter:
"Tell Jimmy he may have all my clothes, for
I am going where I shall never see him again.

sorry I have done as I have. Give all my
to Jimmy, for I am going where lie’ll
neve, see me again.
Tell J-[a young lady
was named] to kiss Jimmy three times for me.
am

things

Lizzy,”

signature, and asking her to go and get
her things in Lewiston and send them to her.
This letter hail neither date nor address.
Some months before the finding of the skeleton Mrs. Burton (mother of the missiDg wosame

follows to a lady in Lewiston:
“I dreamed that I saw Lizzie in the woods
near Barker’s Mills, on her kuees, lugging for
life. Her hands were uplifted and she. was
saying, “Don’t kill me; don’t kill me;” hut it
seemed to me that that somebody killed her
aod buried her there,”

II

when

inquietude.

because he has

mfrs,

John, the boiler of the steam tug St.
George, exploded Saturday, killing the engineer and seriously scalding the fireman.
At Port Byron, N. Y., they are making paper
barrels, which

said to be stronger than those
made of wood. At present the heads are made
of wood, but paper is to be used eventually.
Polygamy is fading out in Turkey by the
are

gradual imitation of European customs, and a
conviction that a single wife is less expensive
and makes a happier home. Many of the higher classes of officials now keep but one wife.
Gov. Dix in the course of some remarks before the Quarantine Commission recently, said:
“I take pleasure in mentioning, as a grateful
evideuce of the prevailing spirit of reform, that
the management of the New York Custom
House, by the present officers of the Federal

Government,

is conceded to be worthy of all
commendation.”
A German naturalist thus transla'es the
song

°F

''Zozozozozozozozozozozozirrhading—Hezezezezezezezezozezezeze
zezzee cowar he dze hoi—Hi
gai gai gai gai gai
aozo

nightingale:

stock of the

NEWEST AND CHOICEST FAEE
GOODS
that can he found in Portland. His selections are from the Choicest Samples
in Boston and New York. He has just
receii ed a larger and Better assortment
of superior

than he has before displayed. Also Pants
Hoods, which for beauty, strengh and
stylishness arc the admiration of all.
In displaying these Goods and his

system, they should be at once corrected—as they
always may be, by a course of Hostetter’s Stomach

Bitters.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL
AND

STOCK

—

RIR«T

DRY

business.

other

fakes cajiftcial ulDRsnre, knowing, that

present better.

OX.AGG

IN THIS

Location good.

ke

none can

—

GOODS

FOR

SUITINGS,

FALL

FIXTURES

OF A

STORE

KOHLING is confident that even his
critical customers can find no fault with
the goods he offers for their inspection
this Fall,.knowing that they are satisfied that the best articles are the cheapest.

CITY

SALE.
Reason for selling,

Rent low.

Address for particulars,

BOX 1736 P.

ness, and other diseases arising fioiu the errors of
or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health aud happiness. It is the cheapest and best
medical work ever published, and the only one on
this class ot ills worth reading. IL'Cth edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful
Sent by mail, post
French cloth. Price only $1.
paid, oti receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bullinch street. Boston,
Mass., or Dit. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be conMilfod on the above as
w ell as ail diseases requiring skill aud experienee.

ivar3lsneod&wly

D1S. JAMES A. SPALDING,

mother.

NEW

W.

RETCD ORGANS.
Sh et Music, Music Books. Violins, Guitars, Acof the best quality, ana all kinds of
Musical Instruments and Merchandise, Wholesale
and Retail by
C. K. H AWES,
71 Middle St.
Particular attention given to orders.
8el2
sn3mos

cordeons, Strings

GOODS

ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

THE WAY TO BE HAPPY.
Peace to liis bones, the first who spread
The soft luxuriunt bed,

—ALSO—

For man’s

Still,

CLOAKS, DOLMANS, JACKETS
AND

—

SILKS

DECIDED

indulgence given;

I stretch each weary

grateful thought

limb,

a

scolding wife

and

on

surely win

Her love for you forever,
Go buy a Walnut Chamber

BARGAINS.

Set
Merriman’s Store—now don’t forget,
And you’ll regret it never.

At

AMERICAN

SILKS
au2

—

AND

—

sntf

BONDS.

CITY.

SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
Allcarefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

^in-

CLOTH

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

SHADES.

MIDDLE

96
S^*P!eaie call and set

our

EASTMAN

For

1

!

PARSONS, ITI.
Has removed to

338 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND.
sndAwtf

MARKET

IS

NO

SQUARE.

^"SPECIALTY—Administration

of

Ether for

the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.
sntf
,iunl3

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.
Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and iresh and imparting to it

NOTICE.

a MARBLE PURITY.

1

;

Eastern and maine Central Railroads.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. G. SCH LOTTERBECK
CO., Apotliecaries.and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au26antf

The Pawengfr Trains on both of these Railroads arrive at and leave the Eastern Railroad
Station, Commercial Street, foot of State
GEO. BACHELDER,
Street.
General Agent Eastern & Maine Central R. R.
Portland, Aug. 11,1873.aul5sntf

To the Public.
The Society for the Prevention oi
Cruelty to Animals respectfully give* notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

FOR

Society.
The public a^e therefore requested to give
prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may omne to their knowledge, and he v. LU *ee to it
that the offenders are brought to speed v and strict
justice.
Perepder.

aP^9__
RESERVED

CITY

sntf

SEATS

Apply on the Premises.
sep25sntt

HALL.

FRENCH

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Notice.

~fotT>ioth,

Block.___ocl8sn*3w

Druggists
ocH

patches, freckles
PERRY’S Moth and

Freckle
Sold by
reliable and harmless.
N.
Y.
49
Bond
St.
everywhere. Depot,

And TAN,
Lotion. It is

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE'
Blackhead and Fleshworm, use TERRY’S improved Comedone and Pimple Remedy, the
great skin
mecioine
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERRY
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold bv Dnig°lsts
everywhere,oc8dcod& wsn2m4l

use

d<3twsneod2m41

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
Thl« splendid Hair Dve is the best In t\e world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
no disappoint men t; no ridiculous
and
fleets of
tiDli or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
had dyes washes. Produces Imkb'.diAtely a superb
the
hair
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves
clean, soft and beautiful. The, genuine, signed W. A.
v.chelor. Sold by all Druggists.

Instantaneous;

To Lei.
coraniodfcons four storied Brick

Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate pose** ion given'
THE
fflf
ELIAS THOMAS
Orol

anti

au2

Mrs. R. C. Springer will receive pupils in
object
drawing and painting at her room No. 12 Gaboon

& CO
Commercial St.
W.'W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
Mptl2sntf

LANGUAGE.

a APPLETOM BLOCK.

°cl8snpt___Chairman.

Inquire

JAMES A. TENNEY.

JUEES L. MORAZAIft,
OB' PARIS,
Inslrtuctor in French at the High
School.

JNO. O. RICE,

..

on

& etc.

The Committee respccttully announce to the
public
that the sale of Reserved Seat* will take place at
Army and Navy H all THURSDAY EVENING Oct.
Twenty-third (23d\, commencing at 8 o’clock precisely. Tickets one -dollar for the course, and sale of
Sfe *ts to any one in dividual not to exceed
twelve
The Hall with a n arrangement ot settees
for forming a line will be open for tho accommodation of the

Pub1*®*

SALE.

Emery Street, just finished with all
the modern improvements; Bath Room.Scbago, Gas,
New Houses

Army & N avy Union Lect ures and Concerts
.A.T

jy7MWS6m

NATIONAL TONIC BITTERS,
Purely Medicinal
For Sale by all Druggists.*
National Tonic Bitters,

MEDICINAL-

PURELY

FOB SALE BV ALL DBUGGISTS.
BLd&w3m39

sel7

MARRIED.
In Waldoboro, Sept. 20, Robert Sukeforth and Miss
Almanza S. Castner.
In Saco, Oct. 2, Pbineas Merrill and Miss Annette

Dewey.
In Ohina, Sept. 28, Theodore W. Priest and Louisa
Johnson, both of Vasaalboro.

DIED.__
In Deering. Oct. 19, Newell A., infant son of Newell W. and Mary L. Edson.
[Funeral services this Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
In Bowdoinbam, Oct. 17, Hannah M. Sampson,
aged 79 years 5 months.
Jli Brunswick; Oct. 10, F. M. Lincoln, aged 22 yrs.
In Bowdoiubam, Oct. 13, Mr. John Orr, aged 87 yrs
and 11 months.
In Bath, Oct. 15, Mr. Hugh Lombard, aged 76 years
and 4 months.

thews, Portland, (Juno25): Everett (tray, Loring,
Feruandina; 21st, brig Elizabeth Winslow, White,
j Portland, (June 25.)
Sld Aug 21, barque Jennie S Barker, Waite, for
Calcutta; 22d, Clara, lor Havana.
Sld fm Rio Grande Aug 21, Nellie Antrim, Loud,

21
22
Merrimack.New York. ,Rio Janeiro.. Oct 23
New York Liverpool... .Oct 23
City of Brooklyn
Frisia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 23
Prussian. Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 25
Claribol.New York. .Kingston, J.. .Oct 25
City of Richmond .New York. Liverpool.Oct ‘-5
Saxonia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 25
Marathon.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 28
Wilmington.New York. .Havana.Oct 28
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 29

Almanac.[October ‘JO.

Sun rises..6.19
Sun Pets.5.10

rises.o—U

Mood

No. 90

1

ld&w

CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. 7.
lyrs N

Boots and shoes, lull
t'hUdtat7w7*iittIY1
5e»ler»of
day been iiisoive«i
by mrtual consent.
Wl“ cont,nut‘ Bie business at 3*
Union st'rMt*1*”6'1
this

Portland

am

NEWS.

Branscomb, Philadelphia.
Arat CardenaA 8Hj inst, barque Ellen Stevens,
Brown, Mnianzas.
Sld fm Mavaguez 10th ulr, barque Andes, Davis,
St John, PR, to load ior Baltimore.
Ar at Point a Pei re 151 h ult. sch Azelda & Laura,
Mclndoe, New York, (and sailed 19th for Baracoa.)
In
port 24th. sch Hattie, McClintock, from Jacksonville. ar 13th, for New York.
Ar at Port Spain 8th nit, schs Wm Connor, Toole,
Bangor, (and sailed 20tli tor Bonaire.)
Ar at Sagua 17th inst, brig Merriwa. Downs, from
Brunswick, Ga; 30lh, F H Jennings. Mahoney, from

Philadelphia.

At Fajardo, PR, 25th, sch Mary Louise, Hutchinson, waiting.
0
Ar at Nassau NP, 18th ult, sch Louisa Smith,Webber. New York.
A at St John. NB. 17th, schs Lome, Flowers, fm
Portland; l) Sawyer, Rogers. Jones]M>rr.
Cld 17th, sch Mary, Sawyer, Philadelphia.

[Latest by European steamers.!
Sld fra Liverpool 2d iust. Enoch Talbot, Talbot, for
Rio Janeiro via Cardiff.
Ar at Ardrossan 2d inst, li C Sibley, Colson, from

Greenock.
Sld fm Queenstown 3d, T F Wbitton, Blanchard,
Bremen.
Sld fm Samarang 8ih u’.t, Southern Cross, Hughes,

ISAAC II. ESTEY
Cures diseases by laying on of
hands.
No. ft Prospect street, hoars 9 to 12 and 1 to 4, a few
or20#3t
flays only.
I. O. O. F.
Monthly f.lcetingof
ciation of the I. «>. O. F., will
THE
TUESDAY
Fellows Hall

the Mutual Relief Assobe holden at (hid

EVENING, Oct. 21st,

on

7k o’clock.

at

Per Order
II. C.
1873.

Portland, Oct. 18,

Batavia.

Ar at Trieste 27th ult, Henry FlitDer, Dickey, from
New York.
Ar at Lisbon 27th ult, Rocky Glen, Higgins. New
York.
Sld ftn Havre 1st inst, Gen Berry. Levensalier, for*
New Orleans; Arizona, Conant. Cardiff for N York.
In Dunkirk Roads 2d inst, Neliie May, Blair, from
New York.
Sld ftn the Texel 30tb, Pacific. Johnson, New York.
Sld ftn Brouwershaven 2d inst, Mogul, rreemau,
for Dordt.
Sld fm Breraerhaven 30th ult, Eloida A Kennedy,
Hatch, South America.

8POKEN.
Aug 27, lat 14N, Ion 27 W, ship Mt Washington,
from Liverpool for Gailee.
Aug 5, lat 30 S. Ion 32 W, ship Winged Hunter,
from Liverpool for Bombay.
No date, 23 miles S of Cape Henry, barque Jane
Adeline, from Sagua for New York.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

ARTICLES
can

you

purchase

To Lei,
milE well built Brick House situated on the wesJL terlv side ami near the toot of Pearl street.
Enquire of EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.
oc20
dtf

Boat for Sale,
THIRTEEN foot ROW I OAT, nearly new,
with oars, sail, etc., for sale very low. Enquire

WHARFINGER,

Union Wharf.

City

and

thereby SATE MONEY

sortment to select

Portland

of

will undoubtedly take place in a short time; meanwhile, we, the undersigned, having removed from
our former place* of buaim *b to

XO. ol EXCHANGE ST.,
and formed

copartnership under the firm

a

I>. W. & S. It.

FURNITURE

BARGAINS

BETTER
than

found elsewhere In this

be

can

and have

Barbadoes;

Redondo. Moore.

J

keep constantly

We

D

Ingraham, Packard, Fortlaud;

T

Benedict,

?c5® K,va

L

Leonard, Gault, Charleston;

Petrel. Davis. New York.
NEWPORT—SId 16th, schs Siak, Sherman. Machiaa; Harry Percy. Percy, Augusta; Mn-yLymnbrner. French. Fall River for Brunswick. Ga; Madagascar, Adams. and Franconia. Adams, do for New
Hill, Grant, Salem for New York.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 16th, schs Saratoga, Nickerson
Python, Hale, and L Holway, Bryant, Calais.
Ar 18th, sch A K
Woodward, Woodward, fm Ellsworth.
FALL RIVER—Ar 16tb, scb9 Chas Heath. Warren,
Bangor; Express, Laity, Calais; Fannie & Edith,
Ryder. Belfast; Hytie, Oliver, Kennebec.
Ar 16th. sch Harriet Gardiner, Merrill, South AmStorm

boy.

city.

hand

on

Ship and Office Furniture made to Order.
Aiso

IaOungCMy

a

full assortment of

Spring

Kerin Tin liremmfm
Rett ding of all kind*.

and

Returning our Fincero tb.inks toonr former customers. find desiring a com immure of their patronage
in the future, which we shall endeavor at all times to
merit* we invite all in want of Fumiture of any description to give us a call.
Upholstering and Repairing Furniture of all kinds
neatly ami promptly done at our old Stand, No, 87
Federal street.

Exchange St.
lm

For
DRESS GOODS,

a

larger as

SHAWLS
Neck
Ties,
■

DOMESTICS

MEBINO U.\DEB«A5iMESiTS,
all qualities for Misses,

House

all

DAVIS

qualities

—

—

AT

—

%

Company's

OLD STAND,
Congress, Corner Brown Streets.

CO/S.

&

CALL

Covdl &

for Ladies at

AND

Furnishing Goods,

MERINO UNDERGARMENTS,

THAT IS WHERE

Low Prices Prevail.
0«n

litf

FIRE"!

BA. [«}AL\B

Day!

only Building left standing in the
path of the great Ore July 4. IS66,

Foj’s ^Corset and Skirt

We still continue to sell
the

warrant

a

fit in every

Ail

case.

n

since burnt onl,

FINE

at

now

rebuilt, and

the display of

sec

.Jacqueline Corsets

cur

very low price of One Dollar

FIRE!

Call at 155 Middle St, at the Old
Store of Emery A Waterhouse, the

Supporter $1.10 per pair.

WATCHES

pair, and

other Corsets at the

Silver and Plated Ware, Jewelry,

same

BRONZE AND FANCY GOODS.

Extremely

Low Prices.

Grateful to the patrons of the old ttrrn of Lowell
& Senter the subscriber solicits a continuance at the
new

store.

ABNER LOVEL-

ocl8

HOSIERY!

d2w

INVESTMENT^-

SAFE
HOME

HOSIERY !
of

all qualities.

$100,000

lO doz, Mi*aeft (White and Col’d Wool) £5c
per pair.
Lndie*’ Wool Hose 15c.
if

«

PKR

BONDS

The Bonds are payable In 20 and 40
years and redeemable at the pleasure of
the City after ten years.
A
A

strictly

rare

first class security, as good as the best.
chance for Savings Banks and Trust Funds.

33 EXCHANGE STREET

Fleered Hose J35c.

ocl

we

LEWISTON,

CENT.

II. HI. PAYSON & CO.,

<«

The above goods

OF

CITY

We oiler bargains in Hosleiy.

iO doz. Minseti White Fleeced Hose 16c
per pair.

SECURITY.

The Kubarriber* offer for Sale

o

PORTLAND.

dti

ask Special attention to.

To our regular stock of Worsteds
complete assortment of

we

have added

BONDS

a

Germantown Wool in all Colors.

Portland
Bath
Belfast

•

Bangor

....

Toledo

...

Cincinnati
Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky.,
Marlon County, Ind.,
Allen Connty,

...

....

Kid

Cloves

a

Specialty \

KUCHING, RUFFLING, GIMP ORNAMENTS, BUTTONS, Ac.

New

•

Maine Central R. It.
E. & N. A me r Ida n R. R. Gold
FOB

SWAN &

YAK LACES AND BRAIDS.

afI>24

G’g
G’s
G’s
G’s
7’s
8’s
7 3-10
7’s
7’s
7’a
8’s
8’s
7’s
7’s

....

Cleveland O.,
“

SALE

BY

BARRETT,

IOO MIDDLE STREET.
cod lebis
_

74

Goods received daily, to which we invite all
before purchasing elsewhere.

to examins

Lynn.

Crockett, do; David Torrey. Soule, Clark’s island;
A Blalsdell, GartieUI, Kenuebec tor Philadelphia;
Henry, Merritt, Calais.
Also ar 17tl. brig Mansanilla, Benson. Portland;
schs Alaska. Thorndike, do; G W Rawlev, Rawley.
Fox Island for Philadelphia; Mary. Gilchrist, Belfast; Geo H Prescott, Mayo, Yinalhaven; Florida,
Thompson, Spruce Head; J B Knowles, Knowles,
Macliias; Jas Warren. Drisko, Calais; S J Watts
Watts, Salem; Wm H Mitchell, Cole, Shulee, NS;
Kelpie, Bryant, Machias; Gen Howard, Erskius, fro
Gardiner; Pikrt’s Bride, Brewster, Fall River; AG
Pease, Dean, Portland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 16th, schs Lizzie Raymond,
Lord, south Amboy; Lucy Allen. Baker, Rockland.
Fern, Eaton, Elizabothnort.
£.r,

any other

Parlor Suits in Flush, Rep and
Hair Cloth. Easy. Fancy and
Reception Chairs, marble
Top Tables, Hat Tree*,
Black Walnut, Chestnut and Fine Chamber Setts.

qualities for Children.

all

The Order of the

NEWYORK-Ar I6tb, brie J ti drown. Foster.
Sagua 20 days; Hiram A biff. Tibbetts, do 18 days;
fchs Eastern Belle, Parker, Jacksonville 20 days;
I yndon, Hilliard, Eastport ; J D Williamsi. Pierce.
Wilmington; 1. A Knowles. Knowles, Baltimore;
Tei rapin. Wooster, Philadelphia (or Salem.
Cld 16th. schs t, A Edwards, Miller, Fernandina;
Scio Smith, Jacksonville.
Ar 17th. barque Linda Stewart, Stmcbfield. Matanzas'’Odavs; brigs Kodiak, Peters, Lisbon, 3i» days;
Mary A Chase. Uolan, Matanzas 21 days; Mary E
Dana, Toothaker. Georgetown SC, (lost part of deck
load resin); schs Frank Howard, Anderson, Para 24
days; Eveline. Sawyer, Fajardo PR; Fanny Pike.
Robbins, Key West; Eliza B Coffin, Mitchell, Port
Caledonia; Jeddie, Saunders, Windsor, NS; S J
Gilmore. Dutch, Belfast; Anna Frye, Smith. Whitiug; Luvolta, Whitten,ore, Portland; B J Willard,
Woodbury, do for Philadelphia; Star. Crowell, and

or

As we manufacture all of the Stuffed
Furniture we sell weeau iruarantee erery
artieleto be exactly what we represent It.

Store

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FERNANDINA—Sid 9th, barque James E Ward,

more,

DEANE,

of all kinds to be found in this city, w hich, notwithstanding the recent financinl |>unir and failure
of the 44rnpbic Balloon to reach Bur opr,
we shall sell at

from, than at any other plate:

Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport NS.
Jason, Sawyer, Machias—master.
Anaconda, Wallace. Millbndge—Nathl Blake.
Sch Express. Smith, Ellsworth—Naty Blake.
25 doz. Md’ihe
Monday, Oct. 19.
ARRIVED.
Sch Willis Putnam, Noble, Boston, to load lor j

SAVANNAH—Cld 13th, sch Louisa Wilson. Holt,
Jacksonville.
Ar 14tli. sch Carrio Alice. Call. Kennebec.
SATILLA MILLS—Sid 8th, schs Georgia, McClure.
New York ; L B French, Gulliver, do.
CIIARLESTON-Ar 16th, brig c V Nichols. Chase,
Matanzas; sebs Geo Washington, Sherlock, Baracoa;
John E Dailey, Long. Belfast.
WILMINGTON—Ar 10th, sch Stephen G Hart,
Pierson, St George.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 17th. barque
Geo S Hunt, Nowell, from Cardenas for Baltimore.
Passed out 17th. sch H Prescott, Merrimun, from
Baltimore for Bermuda.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, seh F H Odiorne, Crowell,
Providence.
Sid 16th, ship St Lucie, for San Francisco: barque
L T Stocker, for-; brig Proteus, for Norfolk.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 16th. schsChimo, Whitte-

of

name

the citizens of Portland and vicinity the
finest assortment of

offer to

now

MERINO UNDERGARMENTS,

Sch
Sch
Sch

Sch Carrie Alice, Call, at Savannah lroni Dresden,
reports having stove boat and disabled one of the
crew while endeavoring to render assistance to sebr
M R Carlisle. The latter lias since been abandoned
and the crew went board a schr bound to Providence.
Scb Wigwam, Field, from Jacksonville for Bridgeport, Cf, which put into Charleston 13th in distress,
encountered a heavy gale in lat 31, during which lost
foresail, mainboom, forestay, and stove cabiu and lost
part of deckload.

Deering

—

D. W. A S. B, DEANE.

Davis & Co.’s

CLEARED.

Barque Homeward Bound, Merriman. at New York
from Dublin. took the Northern passage and had
strong easterly winds; lost mizzenmast and split
sail".
Brig J B Brown, Foster, at New York from Sagua,
reports having been 14 days North ot Hatteras with
heavy N and NE gales; lost and split sails, and shifted cargo.
Brig Mary A Chase. Dolan, at New York from Malanzas. was 10 days North ot Hatteras with N and
NE gales, and|lost and split sails.
Sch Eastern Belle. Parker, from New York for
Jacksonville, reports heavy N and NE gales, lost part
of deck load aDO sprung aleak.
Sch Sylvan, Vcazie, from Charleston SC for Providence. has been abandoned at sea. No particulars.
Sch Annie Leland, from Brunswick. Ga, for Norfolk. passed Fortress Monroe 14th wiib loss of mainsail and boat in the gale of the 7th. She reports having seeu about 30 crippled vessels in the Gulf Stream.

&

to tuf

—

Warerooms No. 51

Clarence. Hawes, Norfolk—J Freeman.
Sch Manitoba, (Br) Warren, Halifax—John Port-

1TIE3VORANDA.
Barque. Linda Stewart, (ot Portland) Stinclifield,
at New York trom Matanzas, reports, 8th inst, fifty
miles ESE of Hatteras, encountered a nevere gale
from NNE. lasting tour days; lost deck load molasOn the 10tb, 100
8- s. stove bulwarks, split sails.
miles from Hatteras, fell in with sch R J Mercer of
Providence, in a sinking condition, and took off the

oo2*L>t«

—OF—

at

Sell Albert

rFROM OUB COBRESrOHDEXT.l
KENNKBCNKPORT, Oct 18—Sid, schs John N
Gancewell. (new, of New York, 534 tons, 3 masts)
Cant A H Berry, for Baltimore.
Also sailed, "sch Albert W Smith, (new, ot Providence, 602 tons, 3 masts, centre-Doard,) Capt Geo W
Leavitt, for Baltimore.

oc20di't

ocM_

goo# A Bx>,
Sch Bowdoin, Randall, Baltimore—coal to dames L
Farmer.
Scb G F Baird, (Br) Granville. Boston.
Sch Wm Thomas. Littlejohn. Boston.
Sch E Bowlby. Marchie, St Andrews, NB.
Sch Uowena. Guptill, Machias.
Sch Arboreer, Clark. Ellsworth.
Sch Prize, Look. Addison for Boston.
Sch Lizzie Guptill, Flyc. Rockland for Boston.
Sch Ida Blancae. Sellers, Penobscot for Boston.
Sch Black Swan, Merrill. Rockport for Boston.

Calais.
Sch Savannah, Haskell, Plymouth—fish barrels to
Dana
Co.
Sch Pearl. Thayer, Danvers—iron to A E Stevens
& Co.
Sell Maud & Bessie, (Br) Elkin, St John, NB—ship
knees to L Taylor.

BARNES Sor’y.

__

PORTLAND,

Mnturdny, Oct. 18*
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox
Steamer Falmonth, Colby. Halifax, NS—passengers
and mdse to John Porteous.
Sell J & H Crowley, Crowley, Alexandria—coal to

M‘111

"A

TO THE SICK.

—

PORT OF

*

Oct. 18, 1878.

THE ANNEXATION

I Higb watei.11.00 AM

MARINE

Partnership hiiherto existing between
Clin*, lil. Thomas A
Cbas. J. Bond.'

A

Olympus.Bostou.Liverpool.Oct
Nevada.New York. .Liverpeol.Oct

ifliaiat’ire

NOTICE!
1'lie

New York.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 5tli uP, barque Estella, Loring,
Marseilles.
of
At Rio Janeiro 7th ult, ships itaska. Rush, and
Prussia, Patten, disg; Jos Clark, Crocker, and Sabi- !
no, Paine, ui:c; Zouave, Rowell, disg; Emerald Isle,
Blanchard, from Guanape tor Hamburg, repg; Thus
Lord, Whittemore, for New Orleans.
Ar at St Thomas 28th ult, barque Aberdeen, Dunbar, for Hnmacoaand Philadelphia: Anna M Knight
Davis, New York, tor do aud New York; Jeremiah,
Griffin, Boston.
Sld fm Barbadoes 9th ult, barque Rachel, Bucknam, St Lucie.
Ai Curacoa 27th ult, sch Kolon. McKown, for New
York. ldg.
Arat Cienfucgos 4th ult, barque Florence Peters,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAJIEK*
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall.Oct 20
Columbia.New York Havana!.Oct 21

Lies gang. Wavaua.

DENTIST

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

j

sale by all druggists.
s.n

sntf

A.

BROS,

;

STREET,

junta

Prices*

!
1

and call for

Run eastward 60 hours.

COUNTY BONDS.

LYONS POPLINS

elegant

sure

St John. NB.
Cld at Malaga 25th, brigs Ellen Maria. Hoxie, and
Atlas, Powers, New York.
Ar 27th, sch Mabel F Staples, Cole, Gibraltar.
Ar at Montevideo Aug 25. brig A W OMdanl, Johnson. St John, NB; 29lb, barque Sami B Hale. Mat-

captain and crew

him,
And wish him rest in Heaven.
Yet lie’s a niuny, who suppose*
That every bed’s a bed cf roses,
For idle’s the conjecture.
The bachelor’s from bliss deb#f\l,
Aud he finds Hymen’s ratlier hard,
Who hears a curtain lecture.
Would you avoid the noisome din
Of

AT

as

I cast

REDINGOTES.

BLACK

KOHLING,

NO. 99 EXCHANGE STREET.

RECEIVING

—

H.

sdlm
_se30
WOOD’S. ESTEY’S and SMITH’S

BROS.

DRESS

Be

“MRS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP.”

E3?**These goods will be made up in a manner to
give style to the young and comfort to the older, to
please the wearer and delight the beholder.

O.

the Consumptive.—Wilbor’s Compound of Cod Liver Oil and Lime, without possessing the very nauseating flavor of the article as
heretofore used, is endowed by the phosphate of lime
wirh a healing property, which renders the oil doubly
efficacious. Remaikable testimonials of its efficacy
can be exhibited to those who desire to see them.
For sale by A. B. WlLBOR, Chemist. Boston Mass.
eodsnlw
oc20

ARE

sellsutbn

Don’t fail to procure MBS. WINSLOW’S SOOTHING SYRUP for all diseases incident to the pet iod
of teething in children. It relieves the child from
pain, cures win 1 colic, regulates the bowels, and by
giving relief and health to the child, gives rest to the

To

EASTMAN

Residence Prelie

Mothers, Mothers, Mothers,

^

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Cape Elizabeth

3011-9 CONGRESS ST., Room No. «.
Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

FOREIGN FORTH.
Ar at Liverpool 15th inst, ship St Joseph, Colley

eous.

sntf

oc20

MAN.

OVERCOATINGS

physical and mental disturbgeneral failure of all the powers of

a

the

News and Other Items.
At St.

a

of

As these

tend to

ances

Colony.—The Presque Isle
Sunrise devotes over a column to the Boston
Journal’s letter declaring that the Swedish colony is a failure. The article is written in the
usual vigorous style of the editor aud shows
that Toby Candor’s ijformant did not take
time to investigate the condition of the colony,
and drew upon his imagination for a part of
his so called facts. The Sunrise concludes as

Portland.—Edw & Geo. Nixon, soao
W. S. Nixon.

at

they pnrehase goods

KOHLING’S,

Thr Swedish

dis.; now Geo.

sntf

snlra

heartburn, headache, flatulenco, costiveness, nausea, distaste tor foo 1, languor and debility, palpitation ot tbe heart, trembling of the hands, noises in tbe
ears, disordered \ ision, disturbed 6leep, and ment il

The Latin States—France, Belgium, Switzerland and Italy—also issue a subsidiary silver
coinage, the seigniorage being at the present
value of siver nearly equal to that of Great
Britain.
Subsidiary silver coins are intended for internal circulation, and not for expert. They
are not mouey of commerce, and do not leave
the country of their issue until expelled by an
mferior currency, as, for instance, excessive
issues of irredeemable paper money.— Washington Chronicle.

Business Changes.—The following are rebusiness chauges in this State:
Farmington.—G. C. Stewart & Co., fancyJ
goods, dis.
Lewiston.—Bailey & Davis, men's furn’g
goods, sold out to Willard Carver.
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EVERYBODY SATISFIED

remedy.
guaranteed

converted at a sufficient profit, into coins to
be paid out at their nominal value, and circulate concurrently with United States currency.
Silver bulli n will go to the Mint for such
coinage whenever it is the best market for it.
It should be added that these coins are issued by the government at the rate of 124 4-10
cents per ounce standard, the difference between that rate and the purchasing price—120
cents per ounce—being the seigniorage to the
gc eminent, the latter manufacturing the coiu
on its own account, and consequently
defraying
the expense of coinage.
The standard for the trade dollar is 420 grains
or 34 2-10 grains more than
two half-dollars,
and is therefore, at the present market rate for
silver, worth about 984 cents in gold, or 1068-10
cents currency.
In all countries where gold is the standard or
measure of value silver coins are overvalued
and of limited legal tender. In Great Britain
the difference between the nominal and intrinsic value is about ten per cent., and the recent
coinage laws of Germany. Norway, and Sweden and Deumark provide for a simiiar seig-
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these Goods and
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tetter’s Bitters is considered an indespensable fatni
ly medicine on tbe borders of our Southern and
Western rivers, and in new settlements where the
the plough auri the axe are for the first time disturbing the solitudes of nature. Its reputation, however,
is not confined to such localities.
Wherever the
elements of disease are rife it is the surest sifeguard
of health; wherever sickness prevails, it is efficacious
as a
Among the serious diseases which it is
to cont ol are indigestion, biliousness,
and all the minor ailments connected with derangements of the stomach, the liver, and the bowels such

For the out-turn from the Mint in fractional
silver coin we will suppose 100 ounces of standard silver to be sold to the Mint at 120 cents
(the existing Mint purchasing rate), payable
in such coin—100 ounces standard silver bullion at 1124 cents gold per standard ounct—
8112 50; add 84 per cent premium on gold
($9 50), which gives as the currency cost,
8123 00.
This bullion, if sold to the Mint, would at
the present purchasing rale (120 oeuls per
ounce standard) return to the seller $1 20, or
$2 0(1 less than cost. It will therefore be seen
that, with the g old premium at 84 per cent
the price of standard silver must fall to about
1094 cents, gold, per ounce before it can be

follows:
There is really no more reason to expect that
these people will leave than there is that the
people of Presque Isle or Lyndon will leave.
The idea is so ridiculous that it seems ridiculous to answer it. Here is a settlement but
three years from the bush, of 600 people; only
fifteen towns in Aroostook county having a
larger population, aud not over eight liavi.ig a
materially larger one. The State erected for
the first 25 families which came very cheap log
houses, not worth over 850 each. These colonists have finished off the log houses built by
the State, and made them worth four times as
much as when they received them. In addition these people have built ninety other
houses, some of them large, commodious, and
well finished, a hundred barns and other buildings. Rev. Mr. Wiren, their pastor, has a
house in a good slate of forwardness, which
when done, will cost and be worth $2000. They
have cleared more than 2500 acres of land,
and are still clearing.
They are constantly
erecting new buildings and improving the former ones.
Does all this indicate a restless,nneasy aud discontented people,
removal to somewhere else? Of course it does
not. Does not Mr. Wiren know the feelings of
his parishioners? And if he had any suspicion
that they would leave, would he lie
expending
hia money in building a home for life.
Of
course he would not.

see

my Workmen.
200,000 Cigars to be sold at from
5 to 7 per cent, at wholesale, lower
than my usual low price, and in
tetail a come down of from lO to
20 per cent. Splendid Imported
Ciftars trom $60 to $120 per Thousand. Domestic from $14 to $75
per Thousand. Why buy Cheroots
and pay $1.10 per box, When you
can {gel a box of Cigars for $1.40
per box. Fine doable thick Navy
Tobacco from 40 to 50 cts. per lb.,
wholesale.
This is the amouut of goods in Cigar Store Corner
Middle and Exchange Streets, and at Workshop 16
Market Square.
£3?“Conie and satisfy yourselves.
E. PONCE.

Ailment** Vanquished.
On account ef the promptness with which it checks
fevers
the
generated bv uuhealthy exhalation, Hoe-

of two half dollars is 98 cents. The above calculation refers to silver coiu- -half and quarter
dollars and dimes already issued.

i

of re- ;

PAMC
IN CIGARS.
Rather Sacrifice in Price than Discharge

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The weight of two half dollars, as fixed
by law, is 385 8-10 grains, and since 480 grains
(one ounce troy) are worth 1124 cents gold, two
half dollars (385 8-10 grains) are worth 90 4 10
cents. With gold at 1084, the currency value

arc

GREAT

The Augusta Journal learns that the gang of
horse and cattle thieves which has infested
Somerset and Piscataquis counties, captured
and shot last week,have been informed by their
physician that tlieir chances of living are small,
and that they have confessed to their wrong
doing and given their names.

United States standard:
Fine silver is worth in gold at present about
125 cents per ounce, making the price of standard silver (900 thousandths line) 1124 cents per

em-

GENTS, LA-
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John E. Hutchins of Wiscasset, has been arrested ia Rath for makitig an indecent assault
upon u lady of that city.

Troops

betore,

ever

EVERY

Sld 17th, j»chs Nellie. French, Baltimore; Julia &
Martha, Lunt. New York.
SOMERSET—SU 17 cl), sch Robert By ton. Clement,
lor New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar lOtb, sch Helen, Stanley,
Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, schs J A H Crowley, Crowley. Alexandria fir Portland; Rbcu Fisher,
Windsor. NS for Alexandria.
Reynolds,
Ski 16th. schs Teazer. J il Crowley.
BOSTON—Ar 17th, barque Nicholas Thayer, Cros
by, Newcastle, E; brig J A Devereux, Rich, JiaHi-*
more; schs Abbott Devereux. Rich, do; Angola, Joy,
Elizabeth port; Flying Arrow, Hammoud. and Jed
Five. Col la more, Pori Johnson; Exeter, Pendleton,
Romlout; Callsta. Hull, do; Massachusetts, Lewis,
New York; Garland, Libby, Machias.
Cld 17th, barque Scotland, Rogers. Mobile; schs
S K F James, Blssett, anil Iris, Buchard, Portland;
Lillian, Ryan, Belfast.
Ar 18th. schs Maty Ann. Alley, fm FMzilbctbport;
Copy,Treworgy, Ellsworth; Samaritan, Dodge, Bangor;* Ann E Kranz, Purverc, Bath for Baltimore,
having been ashore in the Kennebec liver;
leaky,
Col Higgins, Deerlng, Portland.
Cld 18th, seh S L Davis. Cottrell. Georgetown.
PORTSMOUTH—A r 17th, sch Sarah Wooster, Belaud, Calais.
Below 16th, brig Isaal Carver, Williams. Bangor
for Wilmington; sch Willie Marlin, Blake, Portland
for New York.

youth

GEO. F. GOLDTH WAIT

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Comparative Value of Silver Coiu
and United States Currency.
Tho following data, furnished by Dr. Linderman, director of the United States mints, explain the comparative value of silver coins and
United States currency, both measured by the

as-

learn prices before you buy.
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BOTTLE.

OCULIST.

Don't fail to

Four workmen employed iu a Brownville slate
quarry, Friday, while tamping down an eighteen inch charge of dualin, the whole charge
exploded with fearful force, fairly blowing all
four into tlie air.
The tamping stick of hard
wood struck John Rolierts in the left eye and
went completely through his head, coming out
of tlie back part of his gknil.
He was shockingly burned and bruised beyond possibility of
recovery. Newton Talcott was terribly burned
and a large piece of his scalp torn from tlie side
of his head.
Jacob Merrill and a French boy
were burned and bruised, but their wounds will
probably not prove fatal.

said that this letter is not in Mrs.
Lowell’s handwriting, and that she always
signed her name “Lizzie.” Her sister had a
letter shortly after the first one, bearing the

larger

for FASH.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

now
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offered at the very Lowest Frices

Wa-

Michael Higgins and .John Furey, two lads
who were arrest -d ill Bangor Thursday, are old
offenders, and have several times escaped from
the State Reform School.
They are held to
await the orders of the officers of that institution, although there are several serious charges
against them.
Mr. George D. Plummer, formerly of Bangor,
and a member of the firm of Plummer & Patterson, died at Memphis, Tenn.. on the 13th
inst. He had been for some weeks devoting his
whole time to caring for patients sick with the
yellow fever, when lie was himself seized with
the terrible disease, with fatal results.

by Mrs. Lowell on the night of tue
Sunday ride. The day after the disappearance
some of the corporation girls picked up the fol-

neglected,
reyond the

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria, Impotcncy. Spermatorrhea or Seminal Weak-

liable manufacture, and will be

TENOBSCOT COUNTY

worn

a

dren's wear, all of which

The Commercial gives currency to a rumor
that there will he no consolidation ot the
European and North American Railway with
the Eastern and Maine Central Railroad tine
till spring. The Company has stopped making
either broad or narrow gauge freight cars, one
reasou for the discontinuation of work being
probably the uncertain state of affairs as re-

gartls

WINTER.
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ABOOK FOR

DIES, MISSES, BOYS and CHII-

COUNTY.

Th» corner stone to the new
terville was laid Thursday.

missing woman, think the remnants of dress
found on the skeleton are portions of the gar-

man)] wrote

now

sonable Goods

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

mouths he married a Mary Turner and left
Lewiston. Not long since he wrote to his
wife’s mother (Mrs. Burton of Holden,)saying
Lizzie (his wife) wished to come and live with
him again, but that he shouldn't permit it.
Mrs. Blood and other women who knew the

(Signed,)

am

mas-

FOR SALE Bf ALL DRUGGISTS.
Jy26sn!Vl W&S3m&w32

bracing all the latest styles of Sea-

One. hundred and thirty-three Swedes have
signified their intention to become citizenv of
the L'nited States.
^

she seemed to be fond.
Some three
weeks after he called for her clothes, but Mrs.
Blood refused to give them up.
In a few

It is

NEWS.

Charles C. Smith has been appointed postSouth Durham, iu place of Thomas
C. Pinkham. resigned.

said,

ments

I

master at

quent. Sunday, June 12th, 1872, Lowell called
After that she
for his wife to take her to ride.
was never seen in Lewiston.
Lowell called at
her boarding place next day and said he left her
at 10 o’clock the night before.
He didn’t know
what had become of her, but surmised she had
ruu away with a circus employee,
of whom,
he

PRICE ONE DOLLAR
FOR THE

FALL AND

safe

heartburn,
eepl ssnass,
id physical

[From tl e Boston Journal.]
“Dyspepsia.’* White’s Specialty lor this aggravating complaint has been thoroughly tested by
thousands who have been benefitted by it, and are
willing to testify to its eftieaey,**
[From the Congregationalist (Boston.)]
“White’s Specialty lor Dyspepsia, from pure
merit and virtue air ne is last overtaking, and bids
fair to exceed, in its sale, all the old popular medicines of the d y.”

RUBBERS.

AND

SPECIALTY
Dyspepsia.

This is the only prompt, efficient, an
ter of such symptoms as loss of appetif.
palpitation of the heart, dizziness, »
melancholly, costiveness, wii d, mental
debility as well as many others which
will soon place “Me house ice live in”
reach of uy remedy.

feet

shod? If not, go to

lay

BOOTS,

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

ounce.

railroad

are

GOLDTH WAIT’S

sortment

of the Lewiston Corporations.
Her
husband did not room with her though he
came to visit her frequently.
They both had
ih tempers of devils, and quarrels were fre-

I

embraces sufficient territory, if its wharf
frontage is adequate to the present and future
demands of a fast increasing business, if it is

just

past few

ocratic

then at issue is

only question

Ihe

weeks have been iueliued to believe the Dem-

of the harbor line and of the outlying territoindustries
ry now or likely to b 3 occupied by
in which Portland people are int rested and
Portland capital Involved, is of first iropor
tauce and the

__

The papeis which during

For cold aud wet weather,—that is,

given by Attorney-General Williams.

Lowell, Mass., on charge of her murder. We
glean from a very full account in the Lewiston

on one

thereby.

WHITES
Tor

kansas. The report is very severe in the charges
which It makes against the whole management
of
columns
these
Mention has been made in
; of that
office; and nearly all of the officers of
the finding of the headless skeleton ef a wohe court in that district and most of the marThis
man at Barker’s Mills, near Lewiston.
shall’s deputies, as well as the marshal himself,
skeleton is supposed to be the remains of a
are reported as being directly concerned in gross
diswho
Elizabeth
mysteriously
Lowell,
Mary
irregularities. The methods by which these
in
June
1870.
Friday officials have
appeared from Lewiston
managed to accomplish their purJames M. Lowell, the husbatid of the missing
poses were by a direct violation of instructions
woman, was arrested, as has been stated, in

of the towD, having a common interest, will
get along in harmony, without being taxed or

and communities interested will be benefited

READY

YOU

well

NOTICES.

SPECIAL
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Evidence.

Journal some particulers of the affair.
In June 1870 Mrs. Lowell was doing housework for Mrs. Blood, a boarding house keeper

one conclusion, viz:
That no interest can by
by any means sutt'er by the annexation ofthi9
territory to Portland, hut that all the sections

limits of the city desirable ? Is its business
in the future likely to require the control of
more of the harbor fine?”
If, from a careful
consideration of these questions, we arrive at
an affirmative answer, the logical conclusion

Interesting Developments in the I.rwiitou mystery—Supposed Identification of
the Remains-Strong
Circamntautial

urbs of Portland. Their butiuess is in Port
land, and in all except name, they are identical with it. On the other hand, the balance

irritated by the majorities in the villages.
Six weeks since when the subject of annexation was first publicly discussed, the
Pjess was deposed to oppose it. Since that
time, we have candidly considered the project in all its bearings, and can arrive at but

ARE

The Louisville “Courier-Journal” keeps up
its war ou the Ku Klux. A late issno says:
‘‘The fact that the victims ot the Ku Klnx
dread the vengeance of tlieir persecutors more
than the Ku Klux dread tlie laws enacted
against them, and that the sufferers tremble at
the possible evils which may recoil upon them
from an ineffectual prosecution,.warns both citizens at large and civil officers particularly that
the true remedy lies not iu words or iu new
statutes bristling with formidable
penalties,
but in prompt, sharp and decisive actiou.”
Colonel Wkitely, chief of the secret service
of the Treasury, has just submitted a report of
a thorough investigation of the affairs of the
marshal’s office for the western district of Ar-

The Headless Skeleton.

tice,

SPECIAL NOTICES.
_
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Furnishing House,

CO.,

347 CONGRESS STREET.
NO. 10 CLAPP’S BLOCK,
CONGRESS

STREET.
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L. B. MARTIN.
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PORTLAND

&

OGDENSBURG

R.

R.

CHANGE OF TIIUE.
_

On

an«l after Monday, Oct. 20,1873,
until further notice trains will

"J^leave,

follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 front North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the following Stair* c inception*:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
a*

Freedom.

At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryetmrsr for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston A Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. R. arrive and

depait.

«T. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 18,1873.
ang30ti

Umbrella Lost.
person that took an UMBRELLA from Plymouth Church yesterday (Sunday) afternoon
wl l please leave it at 178 Congress street.
oc20d3t
GEO. T. MEANS.

THE

Childrens* Clothing: of nil kinds,
Ready Hade and Hade to Order.

Books Cheaper than Erc-r.
stock in the State, and lowest prices.
J All onr real estate In Maine has been sold
except
two small farms which we will “aimoat give
away.”
“Old man Colby” has postponed going to New Orleans till sometime in December, as he prefers “Jack
Frost” to “Yellow Jack.” Call soon, for most ol
our books will be shippedsouth before “the
old eentleman” goes. ALBERT COLBY & SONS, 119 Fx-

IARGEST

change

Strict._oclgdtf

Portland

Savings Rank,

NO. 91 EXCHANGE
deposits

ST.

dollar and upwards comInterest on the first day of the montfi
date of deposit.
following
FRANK NOYES. Treasurer.
»nav29-dtf

ALL

ot

one

mence

the

Maine Savings Bank.
IVo. IOO MilMIr s»w«, FortlnuJ.
on the first day
Interest the same day.
b^in, on lntoreat the

deposited in this Bank

immfb K-gins
Uof
MONFN
rt.v
I d^UcYon aSr other
anv

on

the
MONDAY

press.

MORNING,

SUNDAY

OCT. 20. 1873

CASCO STREET CHURCH.

The pastor, Rev. A. Smith, preached a very
able sermon iu the morning from Mat. xxi, 28,
The
“Sou, go work today iu my vineyard.”
words of the text are familiar yet very few
have learned the lesson t hey teach—a lesson
we all need.
That life is the nearest perfect
which develops the most holiness and does the
most work for God. God is always waiting for
the heart to ask for something to do and when
it asks, He will surely provide work for it.
It
is no excuse for the Christian to say, “I am not
fit to do Christ’s work;” the command is, “Go
work in my vineyard just as you are.”
The
Christian’s work should be life long.
He cannot work a few years and then live the rest of
his lifiMipon his dividends.
Sitting by life’s
wayside we may not be able to see the fields
white for the harvest; we must go and seek
them. What a vast amount of undone work
has accumulated in the church of Christ and
what a power it would be in the world today
had every member done his duty. It is not sufficient that we give money to support the v iueyard, nor can we send a substitute to work iu
it, we must go and work ourselves.

THE pkew
1

Depots of
at‘he, I>erio<licalBrunell
&

1Iubl,»s°n,
AmlrewsB\v ’(War,T"!'/('le“'l«»nin«
aiol ^

•ou

Moses,

us lu lu
Bros., on all trains that
itv
At Btddeford, of
Pillpbury.
At Saco of L,
At Waterville,HoOgdon.
of f. S. Carter.
At
ot News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O.
Shaw.
At
Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunk. of C. E.
Miller.

ttie’

Fe.-

Co.,

Ilenderrun out of

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

AdferiiNrun nU To-Day.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Rare and beautiful Shells, &c—F. O. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Stock and Fixtures for Sale.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
*
Articles you can purchase —Davis & Co.
Portland & Ogdenslnrg R. R.—Change of Time.
I. O. O. F —Mutual Relief Association.
To the Sick—Isaac Estey.
Notice—Chas. M. Thomas.
To Let—Em try, Waterhouse & Co.
Boat for Sale.
Umbrella Lost—George T. Means.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Hate and Caps—Orin Hawkes & Ce.
Black Waterproof, &c.

INDIA STREET

new

pastor gave the first of two sermons
yesterday afternoon, from the text in John xiv.
2d, “Iu my Fathers house are many mansions.”
In the evening he gave the fifth lecture in the

practical course entitled the “Active Hand.”
from the text in Eccl. 9, 10—“Whatsoever thy
hand findeth to do, do it with all thy might.”
CHESTNUT

Jotting*.
brick block on Fore street,

contemplated

on

the

CHURCH.

the afternoon, the pastor, Rev. S. F.
Jones, took his text from Romans 1st, 11—“I
am debtor both to the Greeks and to the barbarians, both to the wise and the unwise.”
Eliminate from the New Testament the experiences of Raul, and, next to those of the Mas-

The f uneral of John P. Sheridan was attended yesterday afternoon by the Portland
YacJjt
Club.
are

STREET

In

approaches completion.

Improvements

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH.

The

Brief

P. Sullivan’s

SERVICES.

en_

ter, it would loose its choicest treasures.

gine house, ward six.

How

Jerusalem gave him an
Paul a debtor?
education, but it made him a narrow-minded
bigot, aud was he not smitten add scourged on
every hand? By the grace of God Paul become
what he was, and he counted all tilings as loss
that he might win souls to Christ. In this senso
he felt himself a debtor to every man. God
allows nojselfish monopoly of those gifts which
the world stands in need of. The only genuiue
proprietor is God himself. None have the right
to say that they possess anything exclusively.
There is no chest or reservoir for saving sunwas

Saturday, St. Luke’s day, was observed at
St. Luke’s Cathedral by the celebration of the
Holy Eucharist by* Bishop Neely, assisted by
Canon Hayes and Rev. Air. Samuels.
An unusual amount of building operation is
now going on in the
city.
Tlie “Army and Navy Journal’’ is the title
of a neat little sheet printed by Eustis & Castelle, and iutended for circulation at the concerts in this course.
The aunual session of the York and Cumberland Association will be held at West Cumberland on Tuesday and Wednesday next, Oct.
21st and 22d.
The following delegates have
been elected to represent the India Street Society of tins city:—John W. Chase, E. N.

beams, rain-drops, flowers, fragrance, music,

beauty. The bounties of nature are for the eujoymeut of every creature. “Freely ye have
received, freely give,” is the great law, aud man
God
must put himself iu harmony therewith.
has made us ouly the depository of his gifts, to

be used for the good of others; we are the alAll the
moners of his bounty—hi3 stewards.
Greeley and Charles T. Hezeltine.
world exists for us, that we may live for God.
The barque Linda Stewart, owned by D. H. I All things say, “Hoard me not for self, but
bear me up to the throne of God.”
Drummond Esq., of this city, arrived in New
We, like
Paul, each owe the debt to God to dispense the
York Saturday, 25 days
from Matanzas,
blessings he has vouchsafed for his glory aud
with loss of deck load and damage to the vesthe good of maukiud—the entire homage of our
“Thou
set
hearts and the service of our lives.
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.” Each is
The damaged grain on Galt’s wharf is not yet
his brother’s keeper. He who lives fully for
all sold.
self, dies a poor, wretched bankrupt. The soul
The Worcester and Nashua Railroad Comof thy neighbor is ou thy hands to day. if thou
hast received the Gospel of Christ thou art a
pany sends its damaged engines to the Portdebtor to him who has it not. Do thy duty iu
land Co.’s Works for repairs.
thy Master’s name, aud receive at least the
Raymond’s daocing school is proving a sucwelcome, “Well done, good and faithful ser-

j

vant,”

cess.

The Cadet class at the High School, pursued
their studies in astronomy, Saturday evening,
on Lincoln Park, through the school telescope.
Rev. Edwin Burnham will preach at Free
Also
street church this evening at 7J o’clock.
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at the same
place.
A wholesale dry goods house in this city furnished every one of its employees with a ticket
to the M. L, A. course.
A correspondent pines to have the new en-

gine called “Fire-fly.”
A dry goods merchant says he has seen
figures which indicate that September was the
best month of business ever experienced in
that trade in Portland.
There will be a temperance

meeting this

Adevening at the Allen Mission Chapel.
dresses by Rev. Chas. B. Pitblado and Rev.
Geo. W. Bicknell.
It is stated that Gen. Chamberlain favors the
orgauizition of another regiment of infantry in
the State.
Casholic Faib.—Saturday
up the twelve days’ tair at the Orphan Asylum
on Free street.
Articles not disposed of will be
raffled at City Hall on Tuesday evening when
The two
the elegant tea set will be drawn.
pins sent from Rome by the Pope were drawn,
one by Col. A. W. Bradbury and the other by
James D. Devlin of the City Hotel who aiso
drew a toilet set. The gold watch fell to James
Miss Daulty; porcelain picture
of Father O’Callaghan to Miss Hoffins; silver
castor to Mrs. Peterson; picture to J. Haveriyi

Lee; cbromo

to

to Father Clement of Bangor;
toilet set to Thos. Toll; picture Miss Cochrane;
wine set Miss Kelly; wax cross Miss Bums;
vases D. Tobin; gold ring Miss Readon; cliromo
Miss Grow; silver goblet J. Bradley, Jr.; wax
Faharp Mis3 Wbeelan, Chicago; silver castor
velvet cushion J. Maloon; harther

reception chair

Wallace;
C. Cross; silver tea set Miss Anna McDonald; clock Miss McDony; prie-Diew Col.
A. W. Bradbury; sword and belt Capt. McMahon; silver tea pot ond napkin ring E. J.
Whitney. The receipts have been about §11,ness

000.
The fair has

proved very successful and the
Orphan Asylum will be placed on a successful

footing.

___

Police Notes.—Saturday night there were
very few drunks at the station.
Sunday afternoon,as Marshal Parker and deputy Bridges were ridiug through the city, they
saw a man thoroughly drunk trying to open the
front door of the residence of one of our Assessors. Upon questioning the man he stated that
he lived there. Calling out the gentleman who
did live there, they learned enough to satisfy
them that the police station was the best place
for the drunken mau to sober off in.
Last evening private watchman McClusky
discovered a pane of glass broken in the window of Litchfield’s fruit store on Exchange St.
oued the police who went after the
of the store. It was thought that the
glass was broken by a cat jumping through.
There was a knock down in front of the FalHe

summ

owner

mcuth Hotel last night.
There were six drunks at the

police

station

last night.
The police state that since the Leighton bagnio has been shut up that neighborhood has
been remarkably quiet.
Kleptomania (?)—A highly moral young
lady went into one of our fruit stores, Saturday,
ostensibly to purchase some fruit. Walking
a genup the street a little way, she observed
tleman looking very significantly at her shawl.
Casting her eyes in the direction of his glance,
she saw, to her chagrin, a Louise-bopne, hanging in the fringe. The gentleman remarked
in an undertone, that he had heard of silks be-

ing carried off in that way. Our highly moral
young woman (hitherto of irreproachable character) repressed an indiguant reply. She was
seen by the gentleman at the raffle the other

night—that

accounted for his

suspicions.

A New Tug.—The owners of the tug William H. Scott, have just purchased in Philadelphia a new and powerful tug, of about 75
tins burden. She is 82 feet long, 16 feet wide.
7 feet deep in the hold, 18 inch cylinder, and
will run in connection with the Wm. H. Scott.
She is to be commanded by Capt. Eben Griffin.
Capt. Dan .el Bogen is to take charge of the
Wm. H. Scott, and Captain Chwles Sawyer
will act as agent for both tugs. She is expectThis will
ed to arrive in a week or tea days.
be good news to owners of vessels, as the assistance of a powerful tug has long been needed in our harbor.
Fire.—About seven o’clock last evening, an
alarm of fire was sounded from box 52, which
proved to be caused by the burning of the barn
iof Edward Thornes, situated opposite the For-

City Trotting Park. The loss was mainly
the bay, of which there were about twenty
tons in the bam. The building was of little account. There was no insurance. The fire must
have been set, as Mr. Thornes and his family
returned home after a few days abhad
est

on

just

sence.

____

lines of
Army and Nave Lectures.—The
and Ligonia
East
to
Leering
running
coaches
the evenings
villam’ have been engaged to run
and Navy Union.
of the lectures of the Army
The horse cars on all the lines, including
at the close of the
Leering, will he at City Hall
those
lectures for the special accommodation of
who attend.
*'

Tbe pastor preached in the afternoou from
1st Peter, 4:18—“And if the righteous scarcely
be saved, where shall the uugodly and the sin-

appear.” The preacher began by saying
that the Bible was a wonderful book. One in
reading if often comes to passages that appear
to be written expressly for him. This passage
is intended to show that it requires the greatest
effort to reach heaven, and it is written for
those that aie not striving. Never was it more
established than to-day.
Professed Christians
are not perfect, but there is a wide
difference
between a professed Christian and a child of
the world. The Christian has seen the nature
of his sin and truly repented.
ner

FREE STREET CHURCH.

Rev. Edwin Burnham preached in the mornin and evening, taking his text iu the morning

Coriuthians, 16:22.—“If any man love
The subject
not the Lord Jesus Christ, etc.”
was the duties
enjoined upon the Christian and

from 1st

the fearful maledictions against those who do
not love Jesus.
In the evening Ins text was
from 2d Coriuthians, 4:10—“For we mast all
the
before
appear
judgment seat of Christ.”

Narrow Escape.—Yesterday afternoon of-

ficer Stevens met with a narrow escape from
instant death, As he was
passing along Free
street in front of the
carpet warehouse of W*
T. Ktlhorn 8c Co., one of the medallion cornices
of the building fell with a
crash, striking just
in front of the officer,
breaking the bricks in
the sidewalk.

Personal.—Capt. A. S. Daggett, U. S. A.,
received his old army friends at the office of
Lieutenant F.G. Patterson, Friday evening
last.
sculptor, arrived
urday night from Europe, and is
Judge Symonds.
Simmons, the

in town Satthe guest of

This church was filled in the afternoon to'
hear Rev. E. Burnham, who preached from 1st
Peter, 10:18—“And if the righteous scarcely are
saved, where shall the ungodly and sinner appear.” His points were—1st, why this is so;
2d.Absolute obstacles in way of the salvation of
the impenitent
ST.

LAWRENCF STREET

CHURCH.

In the moaning the pastor selected for his
Acts 17, 27, “That they should seek the
Lord if haply they might feel after him, and
find him, though he be not far from every one
of us.” The subject dwelt upon was, the facility with which men may reach God ; the loving
kindness with which he draws all men toward
Himself, and tbe fact that He does not appear
but sent His son Jesus
on earth Himself,
Christ by whom are revealed to us the attribSome men beutes and infinite love of God.
lieve that God has no mercy towards men.
This is not true; Christ came to explain God’s
God’s spirit came in the form of
mercy.
Christ to draw meu unto Himself,
text

luke’s cathedral.
*■
Bishop Neeley took for his text in the morning Ps 27; 4-5, “One thing have I desired of the
Lord, that will I seek after; that I may dwell
jn the house of the Lord all the days of my
life, etc.” There was no place so dear to DaThere must be worvid as the house of God.
ship. To David it was more. It was the
He
resort.
place where he would continually
loved it because it was the house of God whom
draw
he
would
he ioved; the Father to whom
near.
The love of the house of God was to the
Jews a test of love to God Himself.
st.

NEW JERUSALEM CHURCH.

Rev. W. B. Hayden in the morning delivered
the first of a series on the march of the IsraelIt
ites from Egypt to the land of Canaan.
was made to apply to the spiritual walk of the
Christian, as he progresses in the new life.
First, reformation; then, regeneration; and

lastly sanctification; a continuous progress.—
The great length of the journey, with its toilsome marches, show us the great spiritual dis-

when retance that lies between what
begins; and what we ought to become
efore our life is ended. The circuitous windings of the way, its beudings too and fro, its
turnings back,'with its various disciplines,—of
warnings aud terrors, of penances and promproviises,—reveal to us bow the Lord in His its
in
dence has to lead us about and instruct
of
the
exhibit
array
and
of
long
the way
life,
successes and reverses, of trials and triumphs,
combats and consolations, temptations and
states of peace, He must provide for us, before we can be led to give up our ow» selfish
wills in the affairs of life, and submit ourselves
freely and fully to the Divine will and guid-.
The Israelites carrying away the gold
atice.
and silver jewels of the Figyptiaus was explained as to its spiritual meaning.
we are

Centeucq

CATHEDRAL OF

In the

late fair

THE IMMACULATE

UOSCErTlua.

morning Bishop Bacon referred to
aud the good it had accomplished.

the
As

could lie ascertained $11,560 have been
realized, It is ex pec tod that the sum will he
made up to $12,000. He thanked his people
for their assiduous efforts and generosity iu befar

as

half of the Orphan

witnessed.
Tlie object of the meetings was to manifest
and so to perfect the unity of the different
branches of the Christian church. Many thouvarious
sand
of
nominations
churches
scattered through many lands, met by representatives in Christian fellowship. They met
as the scattered members >£ a family meet, to
revive and deepen brotherly love. They met to
pray together, to sing hymns of praise together
unto God; together to break the bread and pour
the wine of our Lord’s passion. They gathered
also to discuss questions of common interest.
The discussion of these questions was to be
subordinate to the great object of the convention, viz:—The manifestation and perfecting of
unity in Christ. This should he borne in mind
in
reading the papers in which the
Able as many
several topics were discussed.
of them are, their importance will not be apreniemthem
a ted unless those who read
er that they are the utterance notmerelyjof the
individuals who wrote them, but in a sense of
the communities whom those individuals represent.
Christerdom looks back with reverence
his great
upon the conference which Jesus and
lawgiver and prophet held upon the Mount of
that
a word of
not
Transfiguration; though
So, _we may
conference has been preserved.
reverently say,Jlong after what tvas said in this
great coufereuce of Christ’s churches shall
havs been forgotten; His people will find joy
and strength m lookiug back to the transfiguration mount of this great occasion, and beholding the representatives of bis churches iu many
lands, shining as it were with heaveuly light,
and holding conference together concerning
that cause which is dear alike to the heart of
all.
That tlie conference of the alliance was marvellously eifective iu securing tlie object for
which it was held, if its influence upon the
thousands who attended its sessions is a fair
test of its effectiveness, there can be no doubt.
Heart beet to heart. Unity in Christ was the
thought which all were thinking, the feeling of
which all were conscious. Many eminent men
were present, but the occasion dwarfed them,
There was a deep sense of something behind
the men whom we saw; something immeasuraIt wasCiirist’s people;
bly greater than they.
The millions whom wo had never seen; who
had drank of the same cup and been baptized
We
with the same baptism with ourselves.
felt their love; we were conscious of the support of their sympathy, we realized that we belonged to a great army, against which the embattled hosts of hell should strive in vain.
of
This deep impression of the oneness
must
abide
of believers,
tlie
family
of
those
hearts
of
many
through life iu the
who were present at the noble convention. They
go to their homes, many of them ministers of
the gospel, prepared to constribute their part to
that great movement which is steadily advancing, of all sects and denominations to a co-operating and manifest brotherhood in it. And
not only they, but tens of thousands of Christians, wlio,remaining at home, kept themselves
through the newspapers, in sympathy with the
meeting and caught their spirit, will get from
them larger ideas of unity in Christ, and be impelled by them to a more faithful compliance
with that new commandment, “that ye love
This is to
one another as I have loved you.”
be the permanent result of this great conference
a result not less,but more valuable because invis
Ible. The lesson which God would have us,
learn from it is that
religious provincialism
always,a blemish upon Christian character is especially inexcusable in the disciple of to-day.Our
sympathies should be as broad as the family of
Christ; our love as comprehensive as that love
which holds humanity iu its embrace.
ever

Ereci

HIGH

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.

PLYMOUTH OHURCH.

evening wound

zeal, the undiminishing enthusiasm, the unflagging attention of the thousands who attended them, itself constituted one of the most
imposing demonstrations of the power of
Evangelical religion which our country has

Asylum.

STATE STREET,
The pastor preached from Eph. 3, 5.—“One
The words
Lord, one faith, one baptism.”
have in a preeminent degree that union of simplicity and depth which characterizes inspiration. Full of meaning as they have ever been

to tlie church they seem to it to-day more suggestive and therefore more precious than ever
God lias made them the text of a
before.
wonderful sermon. In that great convention
of Christian believers which lately met iu New

him and he with me,” Moses on the mount
seeing the burning bush, wondered what it was
and what it could mean, until he saw in it the
God’s people are
presence of the Lord.
an emblem of it,
who standing in the midst
of trial and afflictions are not consumed, The
text calls on us to turn aside and see a greater
sight. The son of God, the Lord of glory,
standing at the door of the sinner’s heart.
Riches never honored poverty as God has honored men. Angels are amazed at the infinite
condescension aud love of Christ.
It is no
wonder that we have to go to Christ, that our
necessities spur us to Him.
The wonder of
wonders is, not that we should go to Christ, but
that He should come to us.
The benefactor
comes to the needy.
Our rejection of Cluist
was touchingly shownjin conttast to the
waiting attitude of the Lord at the hearts of men.
These words of Christ are peculiar words, addressed to a peculiar class of people, (the
churches mentioned iu the chapter.) The many
ways thaj Christ kuocks at the hearts of men,
by His word; His invitations; His spirit and
grace were dwelt upon, aud the great importance of accepting Him,
forcibly presented.—
God’s dealings with men by bis providence was
His
natural laws as in David’s
exemplified by
case, not merely reproved but chastised, un—til be cried out “Agaiust Thee, Thee only, have
I sinned.” In troubles, in despair, how true it
is that often what is best in a man comes out
of him. The Lord Jesus Christ has a great
many ways of knocking at our hearts in the
course of daily life; b.v losses, disapointments,
bereavements, and how happy will the man be
who will open at His knocking, whatever it
It is a dangerous thing, when God
may be.
undertakes to awaken a man, for him to lie iu
slumber. To-morrow all may be gone; Christ,
His spirit, grace, all gone, and you left alone
without a ray of hope.
■

A SELF-CONSTITUTED

sive power that the life which pervades
branches of the true vine is a common life.
will be profitable for us to look carefully at this
event, tryiug to apprehcud its magnitude, to
draw
realize its far-stretehing relations and
from it its practical lesson. Unquestionably it
to

it is an event of great historical importance.
The imposing gatherings of the church under
papal rule cannot compare with it in point of
moral grandeur aud depth of meaning.
They
had more of pomp and circumstance and were
followed by more of outward result only because
their origin was less noble and their aim less

lofty. In a point of permanent influence this
in moral grandeur it
one will as far surpass as
towers obove them all.
The Evangelical Alliance is the representative body of Protestant Christendom. Formed
in London in 1846, it sprang out of the deep desire of Protestant Christians that the common
faith aud mutual love of its members should
Another reason
take an out ward expression.
for its formation, but one closely akin to this,
the wish of Protestant Christianity to
was
gather its moral influence and bring it to hear
upon such governments as were disposed to
prosecute men for religion’s sake, in favor of
religious toleration. Since its formation until
the present time the Evangelical Alliance has
been steadily perfecting its representative
character and efficiently doing its noble work.
lias often lifted its voice in favor of
It
rarely in vain.
religious toleration, andthat
tbc meeting which
It was anticipated
our
in
metropolis would be of
was to take place
the fact it was
a surpassing interest. Obviously
kind which bad ever
the first convention of the
would
invest it
been held npon this continent,
and importance
with peculiar historical interest
unitThe old and the new were to be formally
ed. Different continents aud different generaan
occasion
Such
tions were to clasp handsthe elements of imwas thought to be full of
These high expectapressiveness and power.
tions were more than fulfilled. In elevation in
enthu iasm and in solemnity these meetings
surpassed the most sanguine expectations. The

CENSOR.

Considerable consternation was felt among
the older people assembled at the rooms of the
Salem Fraternity, Tuesday evening, at the conduct of a well-known clergyman, who entered
the premises and by solicitation and otherwise,
prevailed upon some twenty or thirty boys,
gathered tuere for study and recreation, to
leave the premises. It is further reported that
he addressed the people in charge to the effect
that the rooms were uo place for children, since
the reading matter spread before them was objectionable in the extreme aud the influences
and associations of the place were demoralizing. In this connection it may be a matter of
interest to know the character, etc., of the Salem Fraternity. As we understand it, the fraternity is composed of people of all religious
denominations or of no denomination at all; in
fact, reiigion per se has nothing at all to do
with the institution.
Its uim is to instruct the
young in secular studies and to furnish to all
who choose to avail themselves of its privilegesf suoh entertainments and amusements as shall prove more attractive tc them
than the hilarity of the street and grog shops.
The rooms, which are situated upon Essex
street, are onen evenings from 7J to 10 o’clock
and are free to all.
The leadiug magazines,
newspapers aud other periodicals of the day
are accessible to all who are inclined
to read.
Instruction in reading, writing, arithmetic,etc.,
is imported by some of the first ladies of Salem
to all who wish to learn, and not a few boys
receive benefits iu this department. Checkers,
dominoes and other games are also free to every
Such being the
one, but cards are excluded.
nature and object of the Salem Fraternity, the
action of the reverend father, last Tuesday naturally excites a good deal of comment today.—
Boston Ilernld.
Sacred Concert.—Despite the rain, City
Hall contained an excellent andience last evening on the occasion of the sacred concert.
Had the weather been auspicious there is every
reason to suppose that the hall would have
been Oiled full.
The programme as already
published in this paper was given without
The overture by Chandler’s String
change.
Bund and “Let thy hand help me” by Miss
Alice Carl were encored.
All the parts were

admirably rendered and cordially received,
eliciting frequent and hearty applause. The
selections were all adapted to the occasion and
In general such as are sung in the vesper
services. They were sombre and subdued in
character and had a general tendency consistent with the character of the day.
The band
evinced its customary nicety of execution and
Mr. Morgan’s fine, smooth, mellow tenor was
heard to great advantage.
Miss Carle’s rich,
musical contralto, supplemented by her rare
were

personal beauty, thoroughly pleased the audiMrs. Hawes was in remarkably good
ence.

voice and sang the “Inflammatus” with marked effect. The concert may be pronounced en-

tirely satisfactory, and the result
justify a repetition with change of
which

we

York, he has reminded his people with impresall
It

CHURCH.

STREET

Pev. Mr. Fenn preached in the morning from
Rev. iii, 20. “Behold I stand at the door, and
knock, if any man hear my voice and open the
door, I will come in to him, and will sup with

will

amply

programme,

understand is contemplated.

Army and Navy Course.—It must not be
forgotten that the time is rapidly approaching
when this course will begin.
Tickets are now
for sale and are being taken up very fast.
An
examination of their advertisement will convey
some idea of what will be offered to the public
in this course.

now

a

wiser, though

a

sadder man.

Accident.—Saturday morning a lad, named
John Williams, who lives on Centre street, fell
from
arm.

a

horse on Preble street and
Dr. Foster set it.

broke

his

Shipment of Boots and Shoes.—The shipment of boots and shoes for the week endiug

Saturday

a

parlor

Periodicals.—Harpers Monthly and all the
othea
monthly publications for November
have beeu received at the book stores of
Lorstreet,
L.
Hall
Davis, Exchange
aud
Augustus
Harmon
Short
&
ing,
Robinson’s, under the Falmouth Hotel; also
at the school hook, music aud perioilical store
of E. C. Andrews, No. 30 Centre street, at the
hook and^periodieal depot of Messrs. Fessenden
Brothers, Lancaster Hall, aud at Wentworth’s
Also at
corner of Cougress and Oak streets.
the newspaper aud periodical depot of George
H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street.
For Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
eucouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to 8. T. Pullen, Esq..
Press office.
jel4-dtf
Hinds’ Pearl Dentrifice is the best article
for cleansing, preserving and beautifying the
teeth.
Sold by Hinds, Apothecary, Preble
octl8-lw
House.
Custom Woolens.—The .finest assortment
290 & '-J2
in the city. Orin Hawkes & Co
Congress street.
Messrs. F. O. Bailey & Co., will sell at
tlieir rooms this morning, a fine lot of furniAt 12 o’clock an elegant
ture, carpets, Ac.

Chickeriug piauo.

241 pairs white wool blankets, slightly imperfect, (no holes) at two-thirds their value. St.
ocl5 dlw
Leach, 84 Middle

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
MURDER
A

amounts to

878 cases.

Davis & Co., 10 Clapp’s block are displaying
rich assortment of fancy goods and children’s

wear.
_

TUM EI.MNEOI S notices.
That Horrid Tickling in the Throat
which produces a backing cough, is relieved at
ouce by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar.
Pike’s Toothaeke Drops cure iu one minute,
oct 20-eodlw&wlt
Hats and Caps all the new
styles.
Orin Hawkes & Co., 290 & 292
Congress st.
6-4 Black Waterproof for 85 cts.
Black Alpaccas at 35 cts.
Corded Alpaccas at 25 cts.
Plaid and plain silk Windsor ties 50 cts.
At dry goods store, corner of Congress and
Brown streets,
oct20tf

IN

HOUETON.

man Found Shot—A man 8n»*

Young

peeled of the Crime—Coroner’* Inquest
etc.

(Special to Press.)

Bangor, Oct. 19.—Saturday morning the
body of a young man Darned Willie Martin,
aged about 19, was found on the flats of the
Meduxnekeag, in this village, where it had
been dragged after the murder took place.
There were two bullet holes through his head,
and blood stains showed that the body had been
there after the murder.
The murderer is supposed to be a blacksmith
named Keiley, formerly of Bangor.
Young
Martin was attentive to the daughter of Keiley, who is reported to dislike the ycqing man,

dragged

aud often threatened him.
At a coroner's inquest, held Saturday, Miss
Keiley said Martin gave her a pistol the night
before and in the evening she discharged it toShe
ward the stream but saw no one there.

spoke frankly

and the hearers were satisfied of

her.

Keiley denied everything

He said he

was

friendly to the deceased and never fired a pistol.
A bloody frock was found at his shop. He
is intemperate aud had threatened* the daughThe inquest adjourned till
ter and Martin.
There is intense excitement in tlip
Monday.
town as it is the first murder that ever took
place here. James Martin, the father of the

deceased,

is

a

well known stage driver and con-

tractor.
[To the Associated Press.l
Store Kobberrirn at Berwick.
Great Falls, N. H,, Oct. 18.—The hardware
store of Tebbetts Bros., and the grocery store
of A. K. Downs, on the Berwick side, were
robbed last night. Ten pistols and a few dollars in money were taken from the former, and
a keg of tobacco and other articles from
the
latter. The police profess to know the thieves.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Arrest of Liquor Dealers.
Lowell, Oct. 19.—Liquor dealers arrested
Saturday night and committed—Terrance Mahoney, Charles H. Crawther, James Armstrong
and Almon Waldo.
State Constables visited
several bars to-day and uotified parties to apThis
pear for violation of the Sunday law.
they declare they are are bound to enforce.

NEW YORK.
Detectives.
New York, Oct. 19.—It is reported that
complaints have been filed with Police Commissioner Duryea, of criminal offences committed by police detectives, aud that all detec
It is also
tives except three are implicated..
stated that if the Board of Police refuse to investigate, the case will be sent before the
Swindl ng

grand jury.

Frederick S. Beck, a custom house broker,
bag been arrested for swindling Rock, Son &
Co., of various sums, alleged to have been paid
for custom duties. It is thought other firms

have been swindled in like manner.
Hoboken Banks,
The excess of the liabilities over the assets of
the Hoboken Savings Bank is only 852,000. Of
Oue
this sum §32.000 has been subscribed.
bank will re-open as soon as Fisk & Hatch resumes business and returns $94,000 which they
owe the savings bank.
murder in

Pittsburg.

A despatch from Pittsburg, Pa., says that
Mrs. Margaret Brandin.agetl 70 years, supposed
to be very poor, was found in her room murdered. A German family who occupies the
lower part of the house, are suspected of doing
the deed. It is said that the old lady had large
which had been
sums of gold in her trunks,
broken open and rifled.
Disabled Vessels.
Arrived schooner Alpha, Barbadoes, 25 days,
with old metals and passengers to Colton Haley
of Boston. Oct. 8 tojllhad a revolving gale;
on the 8th inst., at 3 a, m., in lat. 39:40, Ion.
69:30, carried away both musts by the deck, and
the jib-boom, with ail the sails and rigging atThe binnacle
tached were also washed away.
and compass, and everything moveable were
washed off her decks, aud she received other
Blight damage to her bulwarks and sails. With
the aid oF jury-masts and prevailing easterly
winds, she reached New York in safety,all well.
Steamship Lapland, from Bristol," Eng., on
the 16th, in lat. 42:25, Ion. 60;35, passed close to
a vessel bottom up, of about 200 tons.
There
was no copper or metal on her bottom, but it
black top sides. Her
was painted red, with
rudder appeared to he in order. The end of a
broken mast was alongside, just above the waShe was of great beam and evidently of
ter.
American build.
Various matters.

The Senatorial Transportation Committee
heard Mr. Day on the warehouse system, aud
left for Washington to-night.
Base ball—Bostons 10, Mutuals 3.
Ellis H. Roberts, member of Congress from
this State, to day notified the Secretary of the
Treasury that he had covered his back pay into
the treasury.
Weather rainy, wind east.
Charles Schwab and Philip Becker, brothersin-law, both of Laurel Hill, I* I., quarrelled
Schwab had
on Saturday night, while druuk.
his skull fractured and died shortly after his
removal to the police station in Brooklyn.
Beoker was arrested.
This morning the lighter Uncoe, lying at pier
47 East River, sprung aleak and turniug over
350 barrels of flour, valued at $2000, fell overboard.
The opening of Hanson Place Baptist church
at Brooklyn to-day, under the pastor. Rev. Dr
Fultou, formerly of Albany and Boston, w as
attended by an immense audience.
Grnin on the Brie Canal.
Buffalo, Oct. 19.—Tfie following are the
amounts of grain afloat on the canal from Buffalo to Troy, Oct. 18: Wheat 1,956,306 bushels;
corn 1,812,080; oats 344,985; barley 56,796; rye
15,955. Between Oswego aud Troy there are
only 480,431 bushels of barley, and no other

grain.

themselves examining the work of the codifiers,
Messrs. Abbott, Janies and Burringer, appointed Thomas J. Durant to further revise the work
and prepare it for Cougress, subject to the supervision and approval of Attorney Geueral
Williams. Mr. Durant has submitted the result of his labors to the Attorney General, who
»s now
carefully examining by "detail! 1400 or
1500 printed pages into which, by the omission
of notes aud other extraebous
matter, the two
volumes containing the statutes, as revised by
the codifiers commission, has been condeneed.
In this form
substantially they will be submit-

tal to
sion.

Cougress

for enactment at the next

A Ku-Hlux Pardoned.
Washington, Oct. 18.—The President, on
the recommendation of Attorney General Williams, has pardoned Joseph Lucky of South
Carolina, who was convicted of Ku-Kluxism
six years ago and sentenced to eight years imRevenue Receipts.
The internal revenue receipts to-day were
$201,355; for the mouth, $3,1)98,952; for the
fiscal year, $30,109,930.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today : Currency $3,215,239; special deposits of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of deposit $11,580,000; coin $80,552,803, including
$29,147,400 in coin certificates; outstanding legal
tenders $359,806,488.
Granite Contract.
The Secretary of the Treasury to-day awarded the contract to furnish grauite for the new
public building in Philadelphia, to C. P. Dixon at 50 cents per cubic foot for sizes of stone,
to be deliv red at site of building, and the stone
to he fiom the same quarries as that in the
treasury extension and New York postoffice,
from Dix Island, Me.
How Honey Can be Saved.
Washington, Oct. 19.—Gentlemen intimately acquainted with the financial administration
of affairs, have been looking over the appropriations made in the forthcoming estimates. Official data show that the appropriations tor the
fiscal year 1874, were in excess of those for 1873,
more than $18,000,000,
Of this amount, 83,200,000 was for light steam sloops of war, and $6,of
the
in
excess
appropriations for pub000,000
lic works, not including the appropriations for
rivers and harbors. In these two items alone,
Aver $9,000,000 could he saved, and also $1,000,000 in tlie matter of public printing, the printing appropriation for 1874 being $2,000,000. The
amount of public printing will necessarily be
lessened, as Members of Congress are not disposed to pay postage on tons of matter heretofore sent free.
The Statutes.
The Congressional Joint Committee on a revision of the Jaws of the United Stales, after

ses-

PoHtnl Cards.

The total demand for postal cards lias settled
oown to an
average ot between 375,000 and
400,00 per day, which is believed to iudicate almost exactly their daily
consumption at the

preseut time.
The Death of Captain Hall Satisfactorily
Accounted For.
New York, Oct. 18.—A Washington despatch says the examination of Buddingto^,
Chester and Morton is already finished, and
that of Dr. Bessel nearly concluded.
The
practice of the commission is to let each witness tell a derailed
story of the expedition in
his own manner, and after the direct statement
has been completed, questions are asked
upon
whatever poiuts needs elucidation.
Bessel’s
testimony is said to be in the highest degree inEach witness has been asked
teresting.
whether be had any reason whatever to belive
that Capt. Hall died other than a natural death
and in each instance the answer lias been an
indignant denial of the cruel suspicious that
have beeu set afloat.
Morton denies absolutely that he ever had
any suspicion of foul play, or that he ever told
any one be had, or gave any one reason to suppose so. The charges of poisoning that have
beeu made appear to lie directed especially towards Dr. Bessel. The following statement
bears directly on this charge:—“When Hall returned trom the sledge expedition Bessel was
in the observatory, two hundred yards from the
Polaris. He ran down and shook hands with
Had aud his party aod returned to his work in
the observatory. Hall and party eutered the
vessel and all partook of coffee, which was not
made
especially for them, but was taken from
the ship’s locker, and from which the crew of
the vessel had previously drunk. The rest of
the
party were unaffected by the coffee except
Hall, who was immediately attacked with vomHe fell in a slate of insensibibility..
iting.
Half an hour after the return of the party Bessel was summoned from the observatory and
found Hall already io a comatose condition.
It is clear that Bessel could not have tampered with the coffee that Hall drank without affecting that used by the rest of the party, and
none of the others suffered from drinking it.
It seems equally clear it could not have been
poisoued at all. When Hall revived from the
state of iusensibily, it was fouud that his left
side was paralyzed. The fact is considered in
itself absolute refutation of the charges of
poisoning. The symptoms and medical treatment of Hall have been submitted to the most
eminent men of the country, and by them have
l>een unhesitatingly pronounced to have been
due to natural causes, and the treatment employed by Bessel is indorsed as exactly requiied
ana the ohly treatment proper under the
cirDr. Hammond says that the
cumstances.
paralvsis aud death were undoubtedly caused by
an effusion of blood in the braiu.
Affair, in the Indian C.nntry.
Parsons, Kan. Oct. 17.—Much excitement
exists in the Cherokee nation, owing to the arrest of Sut Beck by the Cherokee authorities,
for acting as one of the United States marshal’s posse in the notorious Going Shake affuav. It is believed their intention is to murder Beck in order to intimidate others from responding to the call of the United States marshal for the arrest of desperadoes in the Indian

D Koazer...100 Dominion Bank
*. 100
Robinson A Glen.100

Cartagena is that it is attempting to escape to
some place on the coast of
Africa; but Contreras gave out that he was
going in search of the
government squadron.
Sinking »f a Frigate CanOraed.
The repors of the sinking of the frigate Fer-

NEW YORK

Receipt*

tribe

Modoc

possible.

brought

The steamer was valued at 830,000. She-left
St. Louis Sunday with 20 passengers and 800
tons of freight, valued at about 875,000.—
Among the cargo was 75 barrels of oil, which
was burned, spreading over the surface of the
water in sheets of flame, by which many were
burned after leaving the boat.

Ohio.

Columbus, Oct. 19.—Both parties now concede the election of Allen, Dem,, by between
Some few Democrats
600 and 700 majority.
still hope to figure out the election of Bnrns as
Lt. Governor, but there is little doubt that the

have elected their whole State
Offiticket with the exception of Governor.
cial returns have been received from only 36
counties.

Republicans

METEOROLOGICAL.
THE NEXT
HOURS

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Sional 1
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Oct. lit, (7.30 P. M.))
Ear New England
winds with cloudy
soutbest to northeast
For the lower lake region,
weather and rain.
northwesterly winds,cloudy or clearing weather
followed by southwest winds and rainy temperature. "Cautionary signals are ordered for
Wilmington aud Cape May.

FOKEKxJN.

Spanish

Affairs.

Oct. 10.—A British despatch boat
from the harbor of Cartagena, arrived at Alieaute last evening with news. The insurgent
frigate Neumaucia ran into the Fernando el
Over half of the crew
Catobica and sunk her.
of the latter were drowned. The catastrophe is
attributed te tlie iuexperienee of the officers.
Another versiou of the affair is current here.
It is reported that the Nueinancia fired into
and sunk the Fernando el Catolico, because she
parted company with and refused to obey the
signals to rejoin the former.
The Minister of Marine has resumed command in person, of the squadron at Gibralter,
which sailed yesterday for Cartageua.
IMntform of (he French Monarchist*.
I-ondon, Oct. 18.—A special to the Loudon
Times reporting the agreement between Count
de Chambord and the nionarchial parties in the
Assembly, gives the following.additional points
of the programme to be proclaimed at the opening of the session: Eligibility of all persons to
civil employment, universal suffrage, reasonable
liberty of tlie press, and the tri color to be maintained as tlie flag of France.

Madrid,

oats_3

By

Insurgent Elect.
London, Oct. 20.—A special despatch to the
Lotidon Times from Cartagena, says tliat.Coutreras and a majority of the members ot the
Junta are on board the insurgeut fleet, seen off
Alieanti, The fleet did not stop at trie latter
port, but proceeded northward. The opinion at
The

water
A Co.

True

Jo’Ji4kL’

300fbuckets and

50

extra

St.

GW True, oats.1
Waldron A True, oats.. 1

tauis;

CITY

—

DR. J. G.

Subject “Element* of

50 cents. Doors open at 6$.
Lecture commences at 7J o’clock.
ocl7d5t

~NT£ISIC HALL."
ONE NIGHT ONLY 1
FRIDAY EVENING, OUT. 24.
WASHBURN’S

LAST

23 Unrivalled Star

Splendid Brum Band and Nuprrh Or*
chr.lra,
forming the moat complete CONGRESS of TALENT
in the world.
Popular prices—Gallery 35 cents; Parquetto 50
cents; Keserveil seats 75 cents. Box office at Music
Hall open for the sale of nuniffere-l reserved seats on

Thursday. Oct. 23d. at 2 o’clock P. M.
Parties holding numbered coupon tickets purchased

will be entitled to their seat at any hour during the entertainment.
fiy Fun begins at 8 o’clock. Carriages may be ordered for 10.45.
W. J. CHAPPELLE,
oclSdft
General Business Agent.
as above

ARMY AND NAVY
CO URSE

Lectures and Concerts.

given at

to be

CITY HALL,
follow

commencing

60

days.

FIRST CONCERT...November 1
This concert will Include the first appearance in

four 3 ears ot the classical violinist

MADAME CAMILLA

@ 55s.
Exchange irregular; Spanish Gold 51 @52
premium.

SECOND CONCERT.December 4

GRAND VOCAL CONCERT !

AUCTION SALES.
Rare aud Beautiful

Express Co.

Shells,

Bohe-

mian Glass

Ware, China

Orna-

ments, &c..

at Auction.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, Oct. 21id
and 23d, at 10 A. M. and 3 P. M., we shall sell
at salesroom. 18Exchange street, the largest and finest stock of above goo-^s ever offered in Maine. Pnblic invited to exnmiue the goods day before sale.
F. O. BAILEY A CO
Auctioaeer*.
4t
oc20

OS

ST. ANDREWS. NB. Schr E Bowlby—2250 railroad sleepers to order.
ST. JOHN, NB. Schr Maud & Berrie-2363 ship
knees to Z Taylor.
Receipts by Ruilron<l» and Steamboats.
Grand Trunk Railroad—4 cars sundries, 1 do
horses, 1 do shingles, 2 do laths, 38 do lumber, 6 do
iron, 12 do for St. John NB, 4 do for Halifax.

By John Leeming,

New York.—20

The Hon. Hudson’s Bay Co’s

hhds molasses, 6 do tobacco. 487 pcs castings, 395 bdls
paper, 2250 fire bricks, 117 bales paper stock, 25 bbls
oat meal, 103 do glassware, 4 do oysters, 85 do sugar,
5 do cement, 47 rolls leather, kLJl boxes almanacs, 104
do tobacco, 75 do soap. 38 do glassware, 186 do raisins, 19 bags coffee, 25 do pea nuts, 10 do buffalo robes,
9 bales straw bats. 1 cask terra alba, 3 horses, 1 piano,

INMIAL FAIXSAIX OF

BUFFALO

pkgs sundries.

pear: The beautiful

THK

Koston Stock Lilt.

BAY

Streets, Montreal,

On Wednesday, Oet. 29th,
ABOUT

11,000

Buffalo

Robes!

Catalogues of which will be prepared as usual, and
ready on the 22nd inet, and will be forwarded
by post to any part of the Dominion on application to
the Subscriber.
Terms of sale will l*e the same as heretofore.
Tho Robes will be en view three days before the
will be

Sale.

Sale at ELEVEN o’clock.
JOHN LEEMIXG, Auctioneer.
ocl4tf

F. O.IfAILEY &

!

31 R. JT. F. R1DOLFHSEN, Basso,
HKBUANN KOTZMCHMAR, Pianist.

Prof. Wallach upon the Ilarmouica.
THIRD

CONCERT.December II

GRAND CONCERT of the SEASON
The world renowned

THOMAS’
SIXTY
*

CO.,

—AMD

FOURTH CONCERT...

j

Commission
O.

BAILEY.

Merchants !
c.

W. ALLEK.

ABBAIUS & BRO..

RAILROAD.

Bbl*. Con&ianeea.
Bbls
Cowianeen.
SM Leach.100 John Randall.100
Marr & Traue.100 I> Keazer.100
Howes, Hilton & Co.. 100 Shaw,Hammond&Co.l00

Total.C00
GRAND TRUNK
D W

Coolidge.100

Marr «Sfc True.100

It. R

W L Alden.100
Webb & Phinney_100

29

Boston, (25th season),

rsslsted by the distinguished vocalist,

MRS.

H.

SMITH,

M.

LECTURES AM) LECTURERS.
November

Hon.

Daniel

18th,

Dongherty

of Philadelphia. Subject, Orators and Oratory.
December

ANNA E.
A

iie*v

*J4d,

DICKINSON,

Lecture—“For your

own

Sake.”

Jnunary Nth,

Prof. Edward S. Morse.
▲ scientific lecture—“From Monad to Man"—illustrated upon the black board.
Jnnuary 9l«t,

WENDELL PHILLIPS
will deliver bis celebrated lecture.upon “Lost Arts.*
The full PORTLAND BAND will furnish music
before each lecture.
Season Tickets, admitting to the entire course ot
lectures and concerts, $2.00, for sale at usual places.
Member's Tickets, $1.00, (each member entitled to
two) to be obtaiued of the Treasurer, Thus. J. Little.
Evening 1 ickets from 50 cents to $100. Reserved seats tor the course at $1.00 each. Sale to com
nience on Thursday Evening, Oct. 23. at 8 o’clock, at
Army and Navy Dali, after which date the plan
of seats can be found at Rand & Thornes’, next door

to Music Hall entrance.
Encouraged by the liberal patronage and unprecendented success of the past, the Committee have
secured at great expense the above combination ot
musical and literary celebrities, believing that the
public w ill fully sustain their efforts to make the
Lyceum as attractive as possible.
Sale of course tickes will necessarily be limited and
a large portion of the Hall will be retained for reserve seats.

LEFTFRE COMMITTEE,
A. I. HODSOON,
GFO. E. BROWN,
WM. E. THOMES,
WM. E. SIMMONS,
F. G. RICH,
A. K. PAUL,
JOHN O. RICE,
ocl
oclleodtf

930,000
To loan on Hist class Mortgages in
Portia iuI and Vicinify In
sums to suit.
Real Estate StrcritiTiEs. paying 8 to in per
cent. inetrest free ot Taxes. Investment® in Real
Estate in Portland and trinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest mode* of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and principal collected without charge. Gl arantev
perfect title and ample security in a 1 Its Real RoReal Estate investment and
tate loans.
improvements made on commission and on shares.
Bankable paper bought and sold.

(i. R. BA VIS,
Estate and Loan Agency
Brown’s Block.

Real
el#

2d p

Auctioneer* and Commit aion merchant*,
giye their special aUcnlinn to selling Heal Kstate,
Furniture anti Merchandise of a 11
kinds, Horn* CarAdvances made on consignments. Regular Sales of new and second-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Comma'
nicationg by mail promptly attended to
ABRAMS A- BROTHER.
i*
125 Federal St., under the U. &
ry>
N. B. Money advanced on Wat else*,
of
'V,e‘
i-#
and
all
goods
Furniture, Clothing,

apr23

sodly

|M K KCHANTS nnd MANUFACTURlEIts Will best insurr their shipments to
'their dc>*inatin hv using

r

DENNISON’S

k

PATKNr HlllPPl^ro TAGS!
Two Hundred Millions have been
used within the past ten years, without comloss
ot
by
Tag
detached. All Ex
plaint
pieses Co*s, nse them.
Mold by Priulera nud Mtationcrw everywhere.
Mibodan

_lover

becoming

DRIED APPLES.
50 Bbls. Dried .Apples
—FOR

SALE BY—

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,
»«

OC16.14W

__

EASTERN*

January

Mendelssohn QuintetteClu

—

1*2 ;
Union Pacific stock..
Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise
The specie shipments to Europe to-day were $120,every Saturday at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,
in
bars.
249 sliver
commencing at 9 o’clock a. M.
Consignments solicited.
ocSdtf
DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.
Receipts of Flour.

ORCHESTRA!
PERFORMERS,

with a very attractive list of Solo Artists, including
the peerless Basso 31. W. WII IT INKY and
ADOLPIIIM LOCKWOOD, Harp Soloist
from London.

AUCTIONEERS

F.

artist

COMPANY,

Corner of St. Peter and Common

New l'ork Stock anti Money Market.
New York.Oct. 18—Morninq.—Stocks have been
very quiet at the opening price, and showed a decline
of $ to 1$ per cent, compared with those current yesterday. There was a further decline in the early
dealings of $ to 1 per cent., but after the first board
thb was recovered, while after midday a partial reaction ensued.
Gold closed at 108$. Stocks were
dull at the close.
The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupouO’s, 1881,.111$
United States 5-20's 18G2.105
United States 5-20’s 18C4.105*
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.107$
United States 5-20’s 1863. new.110
111$
United States 5-20’s 1867,.
United States 5-20’s 1868,. .110*
United States 5’s. new.106$
United Slates ;10-40’s.,ex-ooupoii9.106
....109
Currency 6’s.
The following were the opening quotations < f

English

CLABIA DORIA, Soprano,
(first appearance in Portland
3IR9. FLORA K. HARRY, Corftralto,
31R. %r. II. FKWMKIMDFIY. Tenor,

31199

ROBES!

Subcrlber has received instructions from
JAMES BISSETT, Esq., to sell by Auction at
the NEW WAREHOUSE ot the HON. HUDSON’S

[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Oct. 17!.
Boston and Maine Railroad.114
92
Eastern Railroad.
Portland. Saeo& Portsmouth R R.123
Laconia Manufacturing Co.460
Sales at Auction.
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1882. .96$ @ 97
Eastern Railroad 7s, 1887.—
98$
do
do
do
registered.96

he following distinguished talent will ap-

In which

per cent,

m
Knropean Markets.
London, Oct. 18—12.30 P. M.—The Directors in the
Bank of England to-day fixed the minimum rate of
discount of the bank at 7 per cent. Consols 92$ @
92$.
American securities—U. S. 5-20s, 1867, 96}.
Eric
Railroad 39$.
Liverpool, Oct. 18—l.no P. M.—Cotton unchanged ; Middling uplands 9$
9$d; do Orleans 9$ (® 9$d;
sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 for speculation ami
export.

CRSO,

assisted by the eniment artists
311*9 FDIT1I ABRLL, Soprano,
31K. TO31 KAKT. Tenor,
31R. J B THOMAS, Baritone.
310318. ArcrSTE IIIRET, Pianist.

ot

Havana Market.
Havana,Oct. 18.—Sugar business small with no
export demand. Stock in the warehnutes at Havana
and Matanzas, 93.475l»oxe$ an i 6300 hogsheads; receipts of tie week have been 55$- boxes aud 12 hogsheads; exported 33.000 boxes and 1800 hhds, including
lO.r.OO boxes and all the hhds to the United States.—
Molnsses nominal. Lumber steady; White Pine 58c;
Pitch Pine $55 8 per M feet.
Freights dull; loading at Havana for the United
States
bx sugar 75c @ 1 00; f* hbd Sugar loading
at Havana for United States 3 50 @ 4 00; per hint
Molasses 3 00; to Falmouth and orders 47s 6d @ 57s
hhd Sugar loading from ports on the north
6<1;
coast to the United States 400 @4 25; phhd Molasses loading from ports on north coast, for the United States 3 00 @ 3 50; to Falmouth and orders 52s 6d

ingprogramm

Nov. 13th with the

CONCERTS AND ARTISTS.

Savannah.
lands at 15$ @

C$c

1874.

1878._

The Lyceum Committee of the Portland Army
and Navy Union have the pleasure of informing the
public that they have completed arrangements for
their titth annual course of Lectures and Concerts,

Middling

Providence Print Market.
Oct. 18.—There is a wide margin
prices for cash and in time sales for the past
week; sales 33.000 pieces extra 64’s at from 5|e net

Performers,

A

Shipments—2000 bbls flour. 2i,«JC0bnsb wheat,32,000

cash to

SENSATION.

The Largest Hall Show ever organized in this country, embracing the Finest Classical Gymnastic performances. The Greatest Musical Organization. The
best Troupe of Character Artists, coinj osed of

tush corn,

Providence,

Power,**

Perronwl

Evening tickets

Flour firm and in fair demand.
Wheat—demand light and holders firm: few sales of
Amber Michigan at 1 35$ cash; 1 44 seller Dec; No 1
Red 1 40 cash; No 2 do 1 33.
Corn in fair demand
and holders firm: sales of high Mixed at 45fc for cash;
low Mixed at 49 @ 49$o.
Oats in fair demand atm
firm; sales of No 1 at 38$ (d 39c; No 2 at 37 @ 38c.—
Clover Seed Bold at 5 25.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 14,000 bush wheat, 32,000
bu9h corn, 1,000 bash oats.

betwee

HOLLAND,

(TIMOTHY TITCOMB,)

I’OLxnn, Oct. 18.

firm; Middling

BY

LECTURE

at 89c.

Oct. 18.—Cotton

TV

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Oct. 22,

Cincinnati.Oct. 18.—Pork quiet; sales at 14 50 for
14 25 for round lots.
Lard dull; old
new steam at 7$c; kettle at 7} @ 8c.
Bulk Meats
dull and declining; shoulders at M @ 7c; clear rib
sides at 7c; clear sides at 7 % 7$c. Bacon is irregular
with an Improved demand; sales shoulders at 7$;
clear iib sides at 7$c; clear sides 7$@8c. Whiskey

Orleans,
uplands 17$c.

L.

THIRD EKTERTAINflEKT,

and

16$c.

nm.

3t

M.

jobbing lots;

New

instant,

—

ocl8

90,000T»ush

at

THE

Tne Managing Committee consistsof member* from
each of tie Irish American organizations of the city.
During the C ncert there will be drawing for the
following articles offered on chances at the Fair:
1— An Oil Painting of the Kt, Rev. Bishop.
2— A Ladies* Gobi Watch.
3— A Silver Tea Sett.
4—An Embroidered Chair.
After the drawing the Sword voted for at the Fair
will be presented to the winning officer.
Tickets, to admit one person, 30 cents.
M ale by the Portland Band, J. Cole, Leader.

6$c.

Oct. 18.—Cotton easv; Middling up15$c.
Mobile, Oct. li.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands

rOR

Benefit of the Catholic Orphan Asy

Receipts—8,000 oblstiour, 136,000 hush wheat, 154,000 hush corn,
oats, 3,000 bush rye, 5,000
bush barley.
Shipments -6000 obis flour, 1S8.C00 bush wheat, 47,000 bush corn, 52.000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 32,000
bash barley, 0000 hogs.

Charleston, Oct. 18.-Cotton steady;

HALL,

TUESDAY, the 21st

Chicago, c/ct. is.—r lour is quiet ana uncnangea;
sales of good to choice extra Soring at 5 50 @ 6 00.
Wheat active and higher; sales No 1 Spring regular
at 1 08 @ 1 09; North Western at 1 10 @ 1 11; No 2
1 05 cash; 1 03§ seller Nov; 1 04$
Spring at 1 04?
do Dec; No 3 Spring at 99 @ 99$; rejected 93 et 921c.
Corn i* active and higher; No 2 Mixed at 38c for
cash: 38$c id for seller Nov. Oats advanced and in
fair demand; sales of No 2 at 32$ @ 32$c cash; 32$ 'a}
32$c for seller Nov.; 32$ @ 32$c for No 2 White.—
Rye quiet and unchanged; sales No 2 at 63c. Barley
steady; sales of No 2 Fali 1 28; No3 Spring at 1 00 a}
l 01$. Provisions steady. Pork nominally unchanged at 13 624 for round lots cash; 12 25 @ 12 374 seller
Dec. Lara steady at 7$c cash; generally held at $c
higher. Bulk Meats firm and in fair demand and
unchanged. Bacon is quiet and unchanged.
Lake Freights lower; Corn to Buffalo at 6; Wheat

uplands 15fo.

Concert.

—OX—

1250 tes for Oct at S$c; 500 tes Nov at 8 -116c. Butter
steady at 31 @ 35o lor fair to prime State, hf firkins;
23 @ 26c for fair to prime Western tubs. Cheese quiet
and without decided change at 13$ @ 14c for fair to
prime State facctory. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine lower at 40 @ 41c; Rosin dull at 2 65 for strained
Tallow quiet; MUM IUO.ooo lbs at 7 9-10C.
Freights to Liverpool without decided change; per
sail Grain 11$ @ 12$d.

Detroit, Oct. 18.—Flour is quiet and unchanged at
7 25 @ 8 00.
Wheat sleady; sales extra at 1 53; No I
White at 1 47 @ 1 48$; Amber Michigan at 1 35$.
Corn is dull and declining at 49c.
Oats in good demand ; sales at 36c.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 4,000
bush corn, 7,000 bush oats.
Shipments-0.000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat, 3,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.

w

A Grand Promenade Contort will
take place at the

also sales extra mill

9,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, Oct. 18.—Flo ir dull and unchanged;
extra Spring at 6 50.
Wheat n ftir demand ; sales
of No 1 at 1 13; No 2 at 110 cash; 11>8$ for seller Nov.
Oats 9teady at 35c for No 1; No 2 at 31c. Corn in fair
demand and firm at 42c for No 2 Mixed. Rye steady;
No 1 at 66c. Barley quiet and weak; No 2 Spring at
1 32.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 7c; Wheat to Oswego at 13$.
Receipts—6000 bbls flour, 57,000 bush wheat.
Shipments 5,000 bbls flour, 105,000 bush wheat.

1

Promenade

Flour within the range; Southern Flour is quiet and
without material change in price; sales 750 bbls at
6 30 @ 7 00 for common to fair extra; 7 05 @ 11 00 for
good to choice. Rye Flour is quiet and unchanged:
gales 200 bbls at 4 75 @ 5 75. Corn Meal is quiet and
without material change; sales 300 bhlsat 3 in a 3 60
for Western; 3 90 @ 4 00 for Brandywine.
Whiskey
fairly active and firmer; -sales 4(H) bbls at 03$ a C4c,
Grain—reeipta of Wheat 132,322 bush; Wheat lc better and in fair export and moderate milling demand;
sales 158,000 bush at 1 32 for No 3 Spring; 1 33 @4l 37
for Iowa Spring; 1 40 for No 1 Minnesota; 1 37 lor No
2 do: 1 35 @ 1 37for No 2 Chicago; 1 41 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 53 for Winter Re 1 Western; 1 42$ for No
1 Duluth; also sales of
20,000 bush No 2 Milwaukee
for Nov at 1 42$. Rye is dull at 85 @ 91c; sales 400
bush Western at 85c. Barley quiet and heavy. Barley malt dull and drooping.
Corn—receipts 233.038
bush ; Corn is a little better with a good export and
lair home trade demand; sales 193.000 bush at
58$ «
59$c lor steamer Western Mixed; 00 {l 60$c for saih
61c for high Mixed and Yellow Western. Oats-receipts 29,950 bush; Oats a shade firmer with light
supply and lair demand; sales 49,000 hush at 48c for
inferior old Mixed Western afloat: 50 a. 52c for new
do; 52 @ 54c for White Western. Coal quiet and unchanged at 5 50 @ 6 50 for Anthracite
ton p cargo.
Eggs firm tor fresh at 26 @ 28c for State and Pennsylvania; 20c for Western. Hay ^qulet and steady at
1 00
100 ibs for Shipping.
flops quiet and without
decided change in price; 1673 quoted at 40 @ 53; California do 55 @ 60. Leather is quiet and ewithout defiled change in price; Hemlock sole, Buenos Ayres
and Rio Grande light middle and heavyweights at
27$
@ 30c; California do 26 @ 28c; Orinoco do 25 @ 27$c.
Wool is in moderate request and without decided
change in price; XX Ohio is quoted at 62$ @ 53c;
Texas 28 @ 28fc; Utah 35c, Coflbe firmer and more
active; sales 5052 bags Bio and Santo on private
terms; Rio quoted at 19$ @ 22$c Gold. Sugar quiet;
fair to good refining quoted at7g@7|c; sales 600
bhds. Molasses duHF‘ Rice quiet and unchanged.—
Petroleum dull; crude 5$@5$c; refined 16$c. Provisions—Pork is dull and heavy; sales 50 bbls new
mess at 15 75.
Beef dull and unchanged at 8 50 @
10 00 for plain megs; 10 00 @ 12 00 for extra do. Beef
hams are unsettled and. weak at 18 00 @22 50 for common to prime lots. Tierce beef dull and nominal at
16 00 @ 18 00 for prime mess; 18 00 @ 20 00 for India
do. Cut Meats quiet aud unchanged; middles quiet
and firm; sales 700 boxes long and short clear Jan at
8$c; 10 boxes long clear at 8$c. Lard is steady an 1
quiet; sales 150 tes Western steam onspotat8$c;

steady

Ladies’ Ticket, »2.00.

« It A nr D

R. R.

Total.11
conveys nee 1,000 bush cornmenl toGco W

choice

°n

n^Ucnt’a Ticket., S.l.ob.

cases

■somestic Marlcri*.

common

RAYMOND will commence an evening
beginners in Darning at LaxcastMONDAY EVENING, Oct. 20, 1873, at

bchool for

York, Oct. 18.—Ashes steady at 8 25 for |#»ts.
Cotton in moderate lequest and steady: sales 1085
bales; Middling uplands 16$o. Flour—receipts 10,231
bbls; market for shipping grades 10 fa) 15c better with
limited supply and fair export, demand; medium to
good grades rule dull and heavy; sales 11.600 bbls at
5 25® 5 80 for sui>erflne Western andSiate; 6 30 <•
« 50 tor common to good extra Western and
State;
6 55 @ 7 00 for good to choice do.; 7 00 @ 7 75 for
common to choice White Wheat Western \
6 30 ®
7 85 tor common to good extra Ohio; 6 -*5 @ io 75 for

Foreign Imports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—28 bales merchandise to Kimball & Brown: 36 hhds bones, 7
casks, 3 crates zkins, to Hart & Co; 25 qtls cod fish,
32 casks oil, to E K Twombly; 15 pun molasses to order; 2 pks merchandise to Swett’s Express; 2 do do

Eric.**$
Erie prefer red.

Arc.

New

reached

Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 55$
Pacific Mail. 31$
N. Y. Centra’ ami Hudson River consolidated.... 88

Dancing School.

y,

No. cars.
Consignees.
Reuse II A T^bor oats 2

TRUNK

Kensell A Tabor, corn_6
*•

WESTPORT, NS. Schr Hibernia—50 bbls flour,
meal, 150 gals kerosene oil, 3 bbls pork, 200 lbs

600

cars.

GRAND

13 do
lard.

from

CSraiu,

lard.

are

Steamer Chesapeake,

No.

Consignees.

Yreka Friday, under the escort ot Captain Hasbrouck, with a company of artillery, ea route
for Wyoming Territory.
About thirty wagons

to Eastern

THE ELECTIONS.

ot

Aldrich A Cressey, corn,
800 bush
T. Champlin A Co, 20 tes

tons feed.

city.

Weston..

EASTERN R. R.

MINOR TELEGRAHI.
The Republicans of the Detroit, Mich., district have nominated W. P. Williams for
Congress as the successor of W. D. Foster, deceased.
The banks of St. Louts have voted to resume
currency payments Monday the 27th inst.
The Executive Committee of the State granges in the Mississippi valley have taken measures to secure a system of foil
agricultural statistics.
lu Louisville, Ky., a prostitute named Josephioe Brown stabbed Mike Kehler so that he
died. She was released on tbe ground that the
murder was iu self-defense.
The Bauk of England has raised its discount
rates to nrovent a further draw of gold to the
United States.
Dullness is complained of at New York in
the domestic dry goods market but couutry
collections are easier.
A Baltimore despatce says that Postmaster
General Creswell, at a mass meeting Friday
night, advanced his ideas of postal savings
banks, which, it is understood, will be enlarged
He said the only
upon in his annual report.
fault of the natioual hanking system was that
the depositor is not equally protected with bill
holders. He said that the Government might,
through his department, provide machinery
whereby the labortug masses could have the
fruits of their toil protected from lawless speculation and guarded with absolute security.
It is a cause of regret that Jav Gould's ageut
says he is not going to relinquish swindling ou
•
Wall stroet.
the

CA

Total.m

nando el Catalico is confirmed. It is believed
that all on board aje lost, although it was reported at first, that many took to the boats.
Tlie sailors of the British squadron have been
searching the water where the frgate went
down, and recovered five bodies.
A Republican Protest.
Paris, Oct. 18.—Eighteen deputies in the
Assembly, from the department of the Seine,
have signed the manifests protesting against
the attempted royal restoration, and declaring
they will energetically resist all such schemes.
Revolution in Honora, tlrxico.
San Francis o, Oet. 18.—A special dated
Tucson, Arizona, 11th, furnishes the following
news of a revolution
in the State of Sonora,
Mexico. Letters from Ouymas state that a pronnnciacjento was issued at Promontoris on the
littlr of September, by Connant and Barbaytia,
against the authorities of the State of Souora,
and in favor of restoring the State constitution
of Novemlier, 1882. The revolutionists took the
city of Los Alamos and hold the district south
df that place. They levied a contribution of
$32,000 on the merchants of Los Alamos, which
was paid.
They have a force of 3.50 men well
armed. Gov. Pasquera has taken the field in
person, and is organizing a force of 800 men to
proceed against the revolutionists. The chances are that the Governor will crush the revolt
at the outset; but all agree if he loses his first
engagement the revolution will extend over the
whole State, and probably prove disastrous to
his future political power.
Hundreds of poor,
emaciated natives are coming in on all of the
roads to Arizona, destitute of food and
clothing
Communication with the capitol of Sonora by
laud is cut off.

The remnant of

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Total.800

STEAMER.

Norton A Chapman—120

used for their transportation.
In San Francisco, Thomas R. Furt, one of
the sailors detained as witnesses against the officers of the ship Sunrise, and who, with other
country.
witnesses in the same
case, was paraded
During the recent visit of the Commissioner
through the streets from jail to court, ironed
of Indian Affairs at Port Sill, Indian Territory,
like criminals, by order of United States Marthe Commissioner demanded of the Comanche
shal Norris, has sued that officer to recover ten
Indians certain depredators of their tribes then
thcusaud dollars damages for the outrage.
on a raid in Texas.
The Indians informed the
The Spanish minister of War has presented
Commissioner that those young men were in
Texas, and if he wauted them he could go after Geu. Sickles a fine sword, having tfce names of
them. Commissioner Smith told them if they -the battles of the late war in which he particiwould not deliver them up within thirty day's
pated, engraved thereon.
he should treat them as enemies of the governT. B. Snow, clerk in the Westfield, Mass.,
ment, and should withdraw all supplies and in- postoffice, has been arrested for robbing regisThis coarse had such an
tercourse with them.
tered letters. He confessed having stolen seveffect that they immediately sent out a party
eral thousand dollars.
after them, and will deliver them up to the auThe receipts for fractional currency in Washthorities at Fort Sill within the prescribed
ington, for the week endiug Saturday were 81.time. The people of Texas now seem satisfied
172,000.
that the raiding in that State is practically at
Tbe house of Abraham Post, in Catskill, N
an end.
Y.. was entered by six men Friday night, who
The colored residents of Indian Territory,forbound the family, and carried away over a
merly slaves, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, thousand dollars.
Serainoles and Cherokees, recently held a conDennis Marr of Woburn, Mass., was shot by
vention at Armstrong Academy, in Choctaw
A coroner's
Nation, at which they adopted a memorial to John J. Hurst sametime ago.
Congress asking for equal rights in the terri- jury exhonorated Hurst, but Man’s sister subtory with the* Indians and protection in such sequently obtained a warrant charging him
rights. They ask for. sectioning of the lauds with murder, on which he has been rearrested.
aud the organization of a territorial governThe President returned to.Washingtou Saturment such as the Indians consented to in the
day evening.
treaty of 1866, and advocated by Col. Boudiuot.
The Boston Light Infantry Tigers celebrated
A delegation was appointed to go to Washingtheir 75th anniversary at the Parker House,
ton to carry out the views of the convention.
Hon. Joliias Quincy presided and Hou. K. C.
The colored people claim to number 15,000 out
Winthrop was among tbe speakers.
of 50,000 composing the population of ludiau
£00,000 bullion was shipped from SouthampTerritory, aud to raise by their labors eightton, Eng., to New York Saturday.
tenths of the products of the territory.
Ths case of the thieving State cashier Phelps
has been continued to Wednesday.
TELLOW FEVER.
John Bright was reelected to Parliament
Friday without opposition.
A Salt Lake City despatch says there is a
At Shreveport.
large amount of bullion locked up there on acShreveport, Oct. 18.—There were eight in- count of tbe scarcity of currency. Silver is
terments to-day, including Kev. C. S. McLoud.
selling at 70 cents announce and mining is deShreveport, Oct. IP.—There were seven inpressed.
terments to-day.
Gen. J. F. Blair has been appointed InsurAt Montgomery.
ance aui>erinren(lent tn Missoni i.
Montgomery, Oct. 18.—There was but one
Charles C. Smith has been appointed Postdeath from yellow fever to-day.
The total
master at North Bridgton, and Wm. T. Wells
number of deaths from the disease since Sept.
at South Durham.
19th is 25.
The Senate transportation committee will
•
At Little Rock.
hold a session at St. Louis on the,30th inst.
Little Rock, Oct. 18.—A despatch from
The Executive Mansion at Washington has
Pine Bluff announces the death from yellow
been altered in some of its interior arrangefever of Gen. Sam Mallory and Col. Arthur
ments and the exterior has been thoroughly
They contrated the disease at cleansed.
Hemminjjway.
Chicot a few days since. The Board of Health
Caroline Hajel, aged 22, was killed by her
that
there is no yellow fever in
report officially
father Sunday immediately after landing from
the city.
steamship Louisiana at New Orleans, for imIVo Improvement in Memphis.
proper intimacy with a Frenchman ou board
Memphis, Oct. 18.—There is no improvement the vessel.
in
in
the
fever
this
the
reported
city, although
Hon. Calvin Blodgett of Burlington, Yt.,
-mortality is not as great as was expected.
died Sunday, aged 70.
There were thirty deaths from yellow fever toDaniel Calowof Linsdale, It. I., died Friday
day.
from the effecis of a fall from a tree while nutMemphis. Oct. 19.—The weather is clear and
cold with a prospect of frost. Reports of visitting.
ors are good aud those of physicians favorable.
Mary Donohue of Providence, R L, was
is
Johnson
The
extreme
Mayor
recovering.
fouud dead in her chair Saturday, ahd Geo.
cold of last night and to-day, and the great
Beadey dropped dead Sunday in a house where
falling off in the death rate make it certain he was making a call.
that the scourge is yielding. The frost, which
The Oseaik, Gov. Kellogg’s rival steamer,
is sure to appear to-night and which will probwith the metropolitan
police, horse accoutreably last several nights, will, it is hoped, relieve
ments and two pieces oi artillery left New OrThere were
Memphis eutirely of affliction.
leans for Grant Pariah Sunday night. The
seventeen deaths to-day from yellow fever and
object of the undertaking has not transpired.
three from other causes.
The distillery of Carpenter, Hamilton & Co
of Cincinnati, was damaged by fire Sunday.
Loss 837.00C.
Hlrnnifr Burned—Loss of Life.
The woolen store of Jas. Todd & Co., of
Memphis, Oct. 18.—Ten miles above Osceola,
Ark., on the Mississippi, above Memphis, at Louisville, lvv., was destroyed by fire Sunday.
Loss 850,000.
four p. m. yesterday, the freight aud passenger
steamer Mary E. Poe, was discovered to be on
Bark Stratbdon arrived at Quebec Sunday
The flames gained snch
fire near the boilers.
from Malaya, after a voyage of 27 days, the
on
to
a
but
the
was
ruu
that
she
b3r,
headway
quickest passage on record.
passengers were forced to swim for their lives.
The wile of Pere Hyacintlie gave birth to a
The clerk reports 65 persons on hoard .of whom
son Sunday.
a chambermaid, one cabin boy, one cabin pasA change in the Prussian cabinet is rumored.
senger, two female and one male deck passenger are missing. The pilot was badly burned
Several passengers
before leaving his post.
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
were also badly burned but none seriously.
The Mary E. Poe was a large stern wheel
steamer. The steamer Helena arrived on the
Foreign Exports.
scene of disaster aud rendered all the assistance
HALIFAX, NS. Schr Manitoba—960 bbls flour, 10
She
the survivors to this

PROBABILITIES FOB

WASHINGTON.

prisonment.

Sold Again —This time it was Charles B.
Woods of this city, who was swindled out of
$40 in Boston by the two confederates, one of
whom had a little bill agaiust the other and
borrowed the money of Woods to pay it.—
Woods is

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
is a welcome visitor to the
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancascorter Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress,
ner of Oak street.

publication

Cole’s

Hand

ftinilsh music <»ny number
Portland Band) for Mali., Par-

lrom

where music is reajj
t<‘rms*
APP*? to J- COLE,
Band. No. 16 Brown Street, or at
soWritt
Headquarters, 19$ Market Square.

li^*’
nuired,
Band

Quadrille
f,t

...

9 ,IN
pieces

«—-~,ri*1

onLrtlsnd

Annual Meetini?.
annual meeting of the subscribers to the FeOrphan Asylum.will be held at their houss
on Tueson the corner of State and Danfrrth Streets,
‘-1st
the
iust, at 3 o’, lock in the ;iifteraoon.
day,
3*
ABBY S. BARRETT, Sec’y.
oclldid
Portland, Oct. 13,1873.

THE

male

“Oh Sir, Flease lo Say ‘Amcni’
BY

_

LOCATED

ON THE HUDSON.
to health by the laying on of
hands guaraute d to selected cases. No
drugs used.
Clairvoyant diagnosis by a skilled proficient. Consumption,
Spinal Curvatures, Irritations. Softening ot the Brain, all forms of
Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Chills and Fever, other
Liver Complications;
in Uterine Difficulties.
Paralysis. Bed-ridden from various causes, anti all
forms of acute anti chronic diseases successfully
treated at their Institution, where spacious rooms
can be had.
Hygienic board, invigorating atmosphere, pleasant walks, picturesque and beautiful surCome
and sec ever day. or address I)rs.
loundings.
C. C. & P. A. F. Dusenbury, Tarry town, N. Y., or
16 W. 24th. St., N. Y. City, Mondays and Fridays, or
address Post-Office box 3556 N. Y.au!3dl2wt

Cerebro-spinal-meningitis.

in

a

dance.

Jessie was my dove, my dar ing;
Oh, she came from Eifln land!
With her eyes of starry splendor,
Rosy mouth, so sweet ana lender,
Little queen of all the band.
To the kirk upon the Sunday
Jessie took me o’er the lea;
Scon, her golden head low bending.
Soli she whispered, “How descending,

Bright with the momentous
“My papa it is who preaches,
An the yospital he teaches
To the people in the pews.

news.

1

S(‘29t8w

Send for Catalogue.
DOMESTIC NEWINC. MACHINE CO.,
ocl
NEW YORK.
4wt

AM)ALL THKOAT

Wells’

tin praying,

Ct

nevqrlhindering,

Carbolic

fjTTCT
AA U
1 li

Sermons,” of

If._

OLD

474 Middle St. All
Machine* for sale and lo let.
No.

MAIDS

Fine

Aceordeon; or Webster’s Illustrated
or Roger’s World Renowned Statuary Groups; or a Fine Violin* ora K mington
Rifle Cane; or Remington Double Barrel Breach
Loader Shot Gun; or a Cabinet Orgau worth $1J0;
bv simply working up your unoccupied time in a
or

Bakers.
I

a

Booksellers and Stationers.

Book Binders,
WM. A. <|l'INCV, Boom II, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.

BROADWAY AND 31ST STREET,

Confectionery.

NEW YORK.

V..

A. PERKINS niauarncturer efplain
aud funcr Caudle., 487 Congee.. St.
Portland Me.

Carpenters and BaHders.

Dfe House, 44 Cnion Street.*

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
CO., Arcade, No.

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Uphol.tering of all kind,

9
w

order.

ed and not liable to derangement,
Their Combined Engine
and
Boiler is peculiarly adapted to
all purposes requiring small pnwer.
More than 400 engines, from
ix*

w

Exchange and Fed-

Street.

Av>r

oc2t12w

Power,

etc.

selling from 15 to 25 copies of this
we send a canvassing book free to
Address, stating experience, etc
National Publishing Co. Philadelphia, Pa. oc3Mw
Agents

are

A WATCH

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.

FREEjatii'tfevo.l'uye
agent.
light

who will act as ovr
Business
and
honorable. §3',0 made in 5 days
Saleable as flonr.
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have
it. No Gift Enterprise, no Humbug.
oc4t4wr
KENNEDY & CO.. Pittsburg, Pa.

man

SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Block
Congre** Street, opposite Old City Hall.
F.

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing

WATERS’ CUXCEKTU 1’AUEOIt OKCAVS

§.

we

ore

most

Dcandful

btj'lc and perfect

OIABMITVG
IPMOST
Sia ml fSOI li ST IIIgttUENG, while its 1ITI-

A. KEITH.

IT ATI ON

Manutm..urers of Trunks, Valises anil
lift

DURAN A CO., 171
Federal Streets.

&WATEBS & SON. 481
—

CO.,61 Exhange

SlOO; 4-STOP $110;S-STOP, $125,

Model Maker.
Fore Street,

and uvwards. ILLUSTRA TLI) CA TA LOGUESMAlLED. A large
discount to Ministers, Churches, SvndatbSchorU, Temperance
Societies, Lodges, etc AGENTS WANTED*

foot of

t4\v

oc6

ProsprctufMM*

TO

Photographers.
CO.. No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON. ■ 52 Middle St.,cor. Crow.
A. S. D A VIS A

BOOK

Plumbers.
JAMES

uroaavrav, w. y., mu
crnd ORGANS <j first-

dispose of 500 PIANOS
class makers, including WATERS’, at extremely loAvpriccs for casli,w part cash,and
balance ins mall montlily faymenfs. New 7Octavo first-class PIANOS, all modern
improvements,far $275 ™?h. ORGANS 5Octave, $70. DOI RI.E-REED ORGANS,

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpttiags.

J. V. B t It BOVJR.
Cron. Portliiud.

AGENTS

MILLER, No. »1 Federal Street.

CO., Hartford, Conn.

Heal Estate Agents.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—S. Jordan Sc Son, Prop
Hotel.—N.
H. Higgins Sc Sons, Props.
City
FOXCROFT.
Foxcroffe Exchange, D. Savage, Proprietor.

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor
HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler Honse,—Hiram Baston, Pro*

prietor.

Roofers.

ready

LEWISTON.
House, Waterhouse Sc Mellen,

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.
necnANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

NORWAY.
Beal’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
Elm Honse, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh'

Proprietor.

NAPLES'

Honse, Nathan Church

Sc

Sons,

Pro-

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Dan forth Honse, D. Danforth. Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown Sc Hilton, Propri-

etor.

prietors.

PARIS HILL.
nnblmrd Hotel* H. Hubbard. Proprieto

Adams

&

Street.

Stair Builder.

York.

R. F. IiVRBV.IaO. *W2 Fore Street, cor.
from Hi., in DHcno’* Mill.
G. Jj. HOOPER, Cor. York Ar Maple
Streets.

etor.
Preble House.

Congress St. Gibson & Co.,
Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plnm
Sts. G. E. Ward. Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel* Junction ofCongresaand Federal Sts. E. Cram Sc Co., Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.
Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.

companions for her Wide Awake" and “Fast
Asle-p." Agents have immense success; call it the
‘best businos ever ottered canvassers.” We furnish

Kerosene Oil Company
Would inlonn the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

Portland Kerosene Oil,
lnree quantity oi inferior and
dungcrou* oils in the market, at a ch ap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha ftnelf—and the
existence of false reports in regar to the Portland
Krrosen*- Oil. renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consnmere, hat some notice should betaken of these facts. Therefore we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard of our oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the fire ten of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the tire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.
The

prevalence of

a

quote from chap. 39 It. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured

:

the lightest and handsomest outfit and pay very high
coinmii?siGns. Each subscriber, old or new. receives
without DELAY two beautiiul pictures. Fnll supply ready for immediate delivery. The paper itselt
stands peerless among
so popjournals,
ular that of its class it has ine largest circulation in
the world ! J mploysthe best literary talent
Edward Eggleston’s great serial story is just beginning;
back chapters supplied to each subscriber.
Mrs.
Stowe’s long expected sequel to “My II i/e and /”
begins in the new year. Any one wishing a good
or an independont business should send lor
circular and terms to J. B. FORD A
O E JH T S
& CO., New York, Boston,
go, Cincinnati or San Fraiicieco.
ocl4d4wt

family

Chica-xJLwANTED.

Spota. Freckles, 'Jan, MothHI Batches, Black Worms, Impurities and Discolorations;
^
either within

leaving
^f^p*kin,
« pliable.
GIST FOR IT.

Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or
burning fluid
shall cause every cask or o bet vessel thereof to be
bo inspect*.**I and marked,
by a sworn inspector, And
if anv person manufactures or sells such oil or binning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been go inspected and marked
as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall
pay a Jine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be
imprisoned six months in the county jail,
upon indictments
therefor.
Portland. Me., April 21, 1873.
sep20dtf

Newest and Best

MUSIC
Dt ftec*

are7

HOUR OF
For

most recent and

SINGING

High Schools

and

best

$1.00

Seminaries.

CHOICE TRIOS
For High Schools and
Sominarics.

THE STANDARD

$1<oo

41 .ko
The BANNER Church Music Book of the
Season
■

THE RIVER OF LIFE
A

Magic ConibS'S"^!'*^
i.lack
ocl4t4w

and all

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner Honse, T. la. Hussey A Co. Pro
prietors.
Elm House. M. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

WING

&

Invalids

or

Tourists will find

PIANOS!
(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

*

Great Discovery for the immediate relief and
cure of Rhcu«uaii*i», JVrnraHe hi,
MpraiIih,
Bruise*, Pains, • train*. HliffJoinh. KWrlliugn, Inflammations, Bun.on*. Catarrh
&c.,
and for the
toilet is a luxury in every family. ThouRand?^m
and now testify to its great merits. Try it PnV*>
per bottle 21 cencs. REUBEN HOYT, Pror.’r 203
Greenwich St.. N. Y.* ocl8t4w

Ac.^IMVinjiotj^reaseor■wtain.

Numerous County Fairs.

tr'y/n Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated Piauist
“I conscientiously be "eve that your Piauo is In
every respect a mo$t magnificent instrument.**
Form ihe

"Independent**
American Piano has deservedly become

Purchasers* testimonials from all parts of the U. 9.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) TEARS

Prices Low for the

Quality.

&

—Tv.

MAINE

Tv.—

PARLOR
ATTACHED

75

A.

Through tickets to New York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore nnd Washington via the Stonington, Fall River and Norwich Steamboat Lines or the
all Rail Routes via Worcester and Springtield and
the Shore lanes.
Travellers who wish for RELIABLE information
are desired to call at our office and procure Time
Tables, Maps, &c. Our arrangements (as for the
past twelve years) are such as to enable us to afford
every facility, and have no motive to deceive,
tickets to Boston via Railroads and Steamers.
se30
dtf

FOR
AHEAD

TO

M., J12.3fl.t3.30,

oc!4

"iion,

“nd Alton Ray t6.15, A. M„

“,orh,'*,cr
For

Wolfboro and Tenter Harbor, via
fro“ Alien Bay

S*?™-*
t6.15 and *9.15 A. M.

Wolfboro and return, Price *4 65; to
Centre Harbor and return $5.00.
For Milton and FniontO.laA M
*3.20 P.
'*

Orchard, Saco

Notice to Owners of Lots in Evergreen Cemetery.
NY person owning lolB in Evergreen Cemetery
by calling at the Office ot the City Treasurer
and paying the sum ot one dollar for each
lot, will insure the best of
for

A

care
the same by the Superintend
for the current year; and any person paying the
sum of tw enty-five dollars w ill secure the care o;
their lots by the city for all time.
JAS. BAILEY, )
§,* ^-ALMER, [ Trustees.

ent

)

DOGS—Any Dogs found in the inclosure after his
date without the presence of master will be in neril
BAILEY,

palmer,
JOSE.

Passenger trains f?ave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., an<l 1.30 P. M..
making
direct connect ion at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over BoEton & Maiue and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at LOO P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 1’. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.
Limiugton, daily.

Bid-

Baltimore,
AND

Washington,

Boston at 10.30 A.
forlVe"' Aorta via Shore

UmTaTll ?0SA. M

bvPJpher?orntet'k':ted

Address,

W, LORD,
PHILAPBfiPHlA. PA.

0C18

td4vr

cuUd at

thl* OffiM.

promptly

and

uaatly

or Passage apply to
FOX, Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

May 9-dtr
N. B.—The Steamer Chase will tor the present rr.n !

in connection with the Franconia and Chesapeake,
between Portland and New York, making tn- weekly
selG

The Old Union

Passenger Ticket Agency!
Is

.»•

heretofore at

dow as

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,
WHERE

—

—

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA
West, South and Northwest, mav procure
Through lickets at iLe lowest rates, via the MichiCentral
and Great Western (via Suspension
gan
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (via New York city),
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, or Rock IslaDd, Chicago & North Western, and all the principal and favorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to tho Old Agency
And toe

NUTTER BROS & Co., are Sole Agenr* in ibe City forBarstow's Celebrated Wrought Iron Furnace. Ca
Examiue. Every Furnace Warranted

and

NUTTER
29

MARKET

Omtonsb^B k’R.

Freight received at Portland «r
Freight Depot, West Commercial street

S

5 P.

Portland, Dangor and Machias Steamboat
Co.

any kind and

CAPTAIN C.

_Will

PROUT & HCARSANT
LONDON, ENGrlL.AJN’D,,
fcold by all Drnggists,

o’clock P. M.

The Steamer Lewiston,
CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf every TUESDAY and
FRIDAY Evening?, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,) Mlllbridge, Jonesport, and Machiasj»ort.

THURSTON’S

Ivory Pearl

Returning will leave Macbiasport every Monday and
Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, arriving in Portland
cuing, connecting with tbe Pullman Night
Train and early Morning Trains for Bos: on.

Tooth Powder

Price, 25 anil 50 Cents per bottle,

Beautiful,

same e\

For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, CSen A«>t.
Portland. May 19. 1873.
m vl9tt

eodlyr

Soft,

Glossy

Hair,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL VIA S’ HAVE IT
by constant

use

EftMtport, Cain in

anil »t. John,
W indsor amt Halifax.

of

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME
Price,

25

and 50 Cents per Bottle,

FALL

eodlyr

■

JOUVEN’S
INODOROUS

will renovate them
bottle. All sold by

F.

■

same

«>

Crlove

Cleanei

thoroughly. Price 25 cents per
Druggists and Fancy Dealers

WELLS & CO., Sew York,
Wholesale Agents.

ARRANGEMENT.

On and afler Monday September
29tli the Steamer New* York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Steamer City of Portland, Capt. S. H.
Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

Kid

Disbr

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

in

■

m—

days.

Connections made

at

Eastport

tor St.

Andrews,

Robbins ton, Calais. Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Wind son, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., r'rederiekton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I., and Summerride, P. E. I.
Freight received on days of sailiug until 4
o’clock P. M.
sep26ot»te_A. R. STUBTiS. Agent.

eodlyr

FOR BOSTON.
THE HlPF.KIOIl HEA-CO
ISfi STEAHERH
BtSaC

jp.

BROOKH and

Having eoiumodions

FOHENT CITY,

Cabin and Stale

commodations, will

run

CAN

CURED,

AND

DR. GRAVES’

Heart Regulator
GIVE IT A TRIAL.

The Heart

Regulator

has

ac-

Exchange Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken ai low rates.

various

W. L. BEliliHVjgg, Agent
JT. 11. C^OYliK Jig.. General Agent.iuchoOlf

of this Line sail from
of Central Wharf. Boston

Steamships

end

Semi-Wecklv. for NORFOLK and
BALTIMORE.

been recommended by

many Physicians, and is allowed by all who know its
value to be just what we claim it—a Cure lor Heart
Isease

circulars of testimonials, See., address the [sole

FRANK E. I\G A LLS,Concord N.II.
$1 per. Battle. For sale by Druggists generly. J. W. Perkins & Co., & W. F. Phillips & Co.«
wholesale dealers.
Janl3eod*wlv
Price

Book, Card and Jok

enrea

at

once.

Eruption*, Pimples, Blotches and all impnrtics
bursting thri ugh the skin or otherwise,
by following the directions on the bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derange-

ot the blood,
cured readily

ments it has no
most sceptical.

equal;

Steamships:—

William Lawrence” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.

“George Appnld” Cant. Winslow Loveland.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo. 11. Hallett.
Freight forwarded irom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady oi the Lake.
Freight tbrwarded Irom Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail; and by tbc Va. Tenn.

Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia’, anti over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
bv the jBalt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and 11
places West.
Through rates given to South ana W est.
Fine Passenger acconir locations.
Fat e including Berth and MealJto Norfolk $15.00
line *18 hours; to Baltimore $15. time 05 hours.
For further information anplv to
K. SAMPSON, Agent.
33 Central Wharf. Boston.
June2tf

one

bottle will convince the

Warm*, expelled from the system without the
difiicultv; a few bottles are sufficient for the
obstinate case.
one bottle lias cured the most difficult cast
when all other remedies failed.
ftorvon* Difficulties,
Neuralgia, Headache,
drc., eased immediately.
Swelled Joint*, and all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or
greatly relieved by
this invalJ
uable medicine.
least
most

Bronchi!in,Catarrh,
Convulsions,
or

and Hysterics
much relieved.
Difficult f»rcnlliing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
and Chest almost i variably tured by taking a few
but lies of the Quaker Litters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among
Am riean ladles, yield readily to thisinvnluahh- med- !
cin the Quaker Bitters.
Billion*, Rendttaui and Intcrmittant Fevers, sc
prevalent in many pasts of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters
:
The Aged find in the Quaker BitL-r* just tb
article thsy :-t.and in need of in tli* ir declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and
pa vet
the passage down the plane inclined.
No One can remain long uuwe’.l mules* affllcte
wilh an Incurable disease,) after
taking a few bottle
of the Quaker Bitters.

Sold by all Drng'ii«f* and Dealer* in
Jledicine*.
ritErAItED BY

DR.

II.

S.

FLINT Ac CO.,
At their Great Medica Depot 195 and 197 Broad
R. I.

SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

au26

PORTLAND,

HERE AS William Parker of the City of Portlaud in the County of Cumberland and State
on the twenty-fourth
day of March A. 1).
1873 by his mortgage deed of that date re ordedin
the Cumberl uid Registry ot Deeds, Book 390
Page
22fi, conveyed to Samuel F. Merrill of Portland aforesaid acotain lot «>f land wilh the improvements

nov__<ta>d«£weow

vv

of Maine

thereon situate in the

town

rf Cano Elizabeth in .-aid

County of Cumberland and bounded as fellows viz:
Beginning at, the most South Western ccrtier of
Thomas Korcrt's homestead lot, thence tunnhig
south 4-1J degrees west, ninety-nine rods by land
which the said Parker i*old to Silas Skillins to other
land owned by said Skillins; thence s utb-iasterly
by said Si la.5 land to the Murry ro.nl thirty rods;
thence north 76 degrees east by said road, seventy
rods, to land sold by the said Parker sold to W, M.

Skillings; thence north lit degrees west ten rods;
tbence north 7*1 degrees east by Raid W. I!. Skillhis
land, eighty rods to the Long Cxeek road: thence
northerly by said road to Slla* Skillins mill piiv 11ege; thence by said mill privilege to Tit mas Roberts
land; then’e westerly bv said Roberts land to the
first bounds: containing tifty five acres more or less;
with authority in cape of breach of tUg condition in
said mortgage to sell said
at aucAn and
from the proceeds to pay the debt secured thereby
and all expenses Incurred in the collection of said
debt; ami whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken by said Parker*
This is to give notice that said lot with the Improvement* thereon, will be sold at public auction on
sai i premises on the lOtb day f January A. D. 1874
at 11 otc!ock in the forenoon tor the reason and
purpose atoresald.

premises

!

1

?nl■f'."barfevery

Proyidence

DYSPEPSIA,

and all ccrnplaints arising irrm an impnre state n
the Blond, or the deranged Cc nditl, n of the Sterner),
Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
This Preparation is purely Vegetable, containing
in
Extracts
a highly concentrated form nt
Root,
Herbs and Barks—among which arc Sarsaparilla'
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian, Wild Cherry Orange, Mandrake. Anise. Juniper Beriies, Ac.—'rank
ing a line Tonic alter:,five and Laxative Medicine
which never taila to give tone and strength to the svs’
tom debilitated by disease. AS A Bl.OOI) PIJRIf I.
E H, GOODHUE S BITTERS HAVE NO EQUAI
FLINT A COLT.TIIWAIT, Pr.
Strcet* Salem, Mass.
Sold by all Dealers^et?.r
in Medicines

TiouttQu

BOM,*,

Mom

Durable;
Double

Inqc ire of
HARRIS, ATWOOD & CO.,

Every

description

of

Work

Portland April 23,18T3.

Spinal
COGS,

p.Ielort

raft

generally

U'orkinf;

Commercial *st.
apr24tf

1

__,_<WaVkw

Adjustable

l1

C’nrfrd

CLAMP,
/

promptly and

carefully executed

Providence, K. I.
For Sale bv E. A. JOY, Fluent Block, Opposite
New City Hall. Portland, Maine.
au2in3m

HI.

MARKS,

A Fine Business

Opening:

man

one

MANAGER.

capital. Investigation
Atfdxese Boa 291ft Portland Me

WORK,

44 IS road
street, Boston, Mass.

novSltf

$100worth
Stamp
.S’

,a"

cents

in

toA'/

cis
^^

BABC & t'O.. Boa lag#
Bangor, Me.
eodtt

C i\ A

I

Mehic-I

Gon, Asthma, Nervousness, Sleeplessness,
•il Deblli y, and 110*1 ly eveiv el ss of Chronic
eise.
Pamphlets containing History of the Spring*
and Test :ni on in Is from Medical Journals, h min J

deowly

or(orro™a,lon

and 10

s

Rheumatism, Dyspepsia, Neuralgia. Gravel, Pia-B
betes, Diseases of the Ki lnetfS, Liver and Skin*
Abdominal Drops'-. Chri>nic Diarrhoea, Constlpa-w
Gener-*

Agent,

---

of unexceptionayoung middle aged
FORble character.
Experienced accountant and
thousand dollars
is invited
or

It.

V

Great
Indorsed by the Highest Medi-B
Restores Muscular Power to theB
Paralytic, Youthful Vigor to the Aged, and IV-B
velops the Young at a Critical Period; Dis-oIresM
Calculi and “Chalky” Deposits; Cures Gout*

INK of Nature.
ial Authorities.

providence TOOL CO.,
J.

t

KATALVSINE WATER—The

Hold*

Firmest"

and at the Lowest Prices.

WM.

complaints, weak

LOSS
OK^hAP'P»Siw2r9.M^CH and bowels,
HKARTCOLIC,
^i/Vhr. JilySKSSTOMACH. DIZZINESS
Ciirn,r,m,THI': of the: head, livBILES, PIMPLES,
BOTLS. SOI'R STOMACH. CONSTITUTIONAL weakness, HE'adache lowness of spirits,
COSTIVENESS. INDIGESTION,

at

f

re-

EBCoMF’i.AtNTS.

Wringer.

{L

ts

Team

fo/tbe

COLDS,
l PvPKa^«.
ATTACKS.

MsAttys.

Wedncsilay
n’cock, A. M„ for Rootlibay, Round t-..u.< and
Waldoboro, and every Saturday at 7 o’clock V M
for Boothbay, Hogdon's Mills and Damariscotta
Returning, wffl leave Daiuariscotta every Monday
at 7 o’clock A. M., and Waldolwro, everv Thursday
at 6 o’clock A. M., connecting with the Railroads and
Boats for Boston. Freight and passage cheaper than
by any other route. Freight received after < L
O’clotk P. M.. days previous to sailing.
145

TRADE MARK.
W hich has stood tlie test for
more than
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine

AJ5R,r'ullnkss

SAMUEL F. MERRILL,
Bv Bradbury & Bradbury,

Alex.

0

energising effects are not followed by
corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, rigor, and neut
life into all parts of the system,
c:nd building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from
Sicily, suffering creaY'ealc,
tures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and moment and
invalids cannot reasomMghes*
itate to give it a trial,
See that each bottle has
PERU*
VI AN SYRUP blown in the glass,
Pam;>Met3 Free.
SEi H W. FOWLE It SONS,
IVo. 1 ^Xllton Place) Boston.
Bold by D.iacc:sTa ox* lb ally.

eod&wl2w35

For Waldoboro and Damariscotta.

109 EXCHANGE STREET

Chills
and Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of tiio Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the
blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its

Proprietory

W. F. Phillips & Co. & 3 W. Perkins & Co

oc7d*m

The Steamer
CIIARLES HOUGHTON
Farnbam. dr., .uu-ur, will
.on and after 30th
Inst., leave At-

rhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,

cured

treet, Providence,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
A.T 7 O’CLOCK 1?. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF. Boston, same
days ai 5 P. M. Fare Sl.f'SO.
GP^Tickets and State Rooms for sale at No 74

CONVINCED.

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria
the following complaints:—
Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Loss ot Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
Latitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

ably cure

Portland,

Norfolk and BiiHimorc and Washington
1>. C. Steamship Line.

WILL 310 IT.

AND YOU WILL BE

Room

alternately, leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF,

For

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protect-'
ed Solution of the Protoxide of,
Iron, is so combined as to hard
the character of an aliment, ad
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It incr eases the quantity
of Nature’s Own Vitalising
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures **a thousand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalising the System. The enriched and vitalised blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

_______eodlyr

ALL MAY IIATE BY USING DAILY

ARE

MAES TiiF WEAK STSONS!

eave

evening, at 10 o’clock,
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Sears port, Sandy Point, Buckspori,
Winterpnrt and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday morning at fi o’clock, touching
at tho above named lauding, arriving in Portland at

PREPARED By

no20

KILBY,

Railroad Wharf,
1
every MONDAY, WED-NESDAY and FRIDAY

tacking any vital parts.

no20

and

The Steamer
CITY OF RICHMOND,

attention or confinement of
certain to prevent «tbe disease at-

are

flnncor, lit. Rc**rrl
Machiaa.

Portland and

a

JjSSSfflS?’ "-"ArifS*-*

MAINE

!xonm&*j£Slood

t Accommodation.
•Fast Express.
,ram

CO.

PORTLAND,

**

Baggaee decked throngh

depart irom this station eDger
Passenger Depot in Boston, Havmarket Umrire

SQUARE,

au4tf

&

49 l-» EXCHANGE STREET.
Jan30(13wiatostt

Norwich Lines.

—

BROS

W. D. L.ITTLE V €©.,

They require neither

711 B

d&w2w

j

HENRY

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.

Fall River,
The *3.20 P. M. train (Fast p,,,,,,., .rvives in
Boston at 6.50 P. M.,
conn«dlnK ‘ trains tor New
York via Springfield at 9 00 P M
and

Chesapeake and Fianfurther notice, run

For Freight

THE

Daily Press Printing House
and

will,

j

excruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and cured in a few da\ s,
by tlio celobratod -Hugli&n Medicine,

I lie t9.15 A. M. train arrives
in Poston In s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for
Torkvia

Stonington

Steamers

com.
until
a* follows:

Leave Portland, every MON- I
DAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P.
and
leave
Pier
38
E. E., New York, every MONM.,
DAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear every Thursday, is
fitted up with tine accommodations for passengers,
making thibtne raosi convenient and conitoriable j
route for traveler* between New York and Maine.
;
Passage in State Room $5. JMfeals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all part? of Maine Shippe
are requested to send their freight to the Steamer* as
early a* 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

SOUTH AND WEST.
The tC.15 A. M. train arrives in

ARRANGEMENT.

Inside lines between

PRINTING

ALL POINTS

Steamship Co

eyrfc
"

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

For New York, Albany, Philadelphia,

rive at and

OEO.

mv3dtf

WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware A venue Philadelphia.
lv

urdays. returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfield.

17.30 A. M.

w!tb *\ns

BOiLKnY

charge.

Riddeford

at til 25 P. M.

Orchard,
Senr^ro.Old
Kennehnnk 1.30 p. jvj

P17_ly

I4,c™ady ln Sreat dcmand-

and

Riddeford

Returning, leave Kcnucbunk

417 Broome St., Kew York.

no

leave

Still Ahead of Competition, liarstow’s Wrought Iron Furnace !

communication.

agent,

Portland to

GOODS.

janll

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

TRAIN

46.15 A.M.,‘3.20 P.M.
For I.owe II—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowed
Manchc.ter i, :d C om ord via Lawrence
jU.15 A. IV].

sel8d2m

SOX,

EXCHANGE STREET,
SOLE AGENT FOR ALL MAGEE

| Jr., Portland.

dly

CARS
TTIS

13

XOYES

|

NEW

FALL ARRANGEMENT,

X.

A.

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to and
rom Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia antfbevond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached jy the Pent*.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., und to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission ior forwarding.
Full iinformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 7 State Street, Boston, or J. B. COYLE ;

OTHER*.

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence K. B. DeDot daily, except
Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stoningtou wit li the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, aud with tile elegant and popular Steamer Stoningtou every
Tuesday,
Thursday amt Saturday, ai riving in New York «iivnyx in advance of all other linns. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procuied at depots of Bcston & Maine and
Eastern Railroa 's and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 431 Exchange St.
L. VV. FIBRINS.
I), s. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.

*.

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers !

Maine

YORK,

A 1.1,

city:

PHILADELPHIA.

'lliis is tin* only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

*0.0,1 P. M.

Fo.
dr ford and

WIIG & SOI¥,

JOSE,

NEW
OP

our

-am®

8TO\I\GTO^U\E!

BE

Trnlnn from Ronton me due at Portlnnd
nf 12.30 4,55, 8.10. 0.45 P. M.
For .TTtinebrnicr and Concord. !V. If
and
teNORTH via lt.dk P. R.
R’j„
juucuoo.

Reinrnins,

make

°Lnr“«;jK>s™.
dway, Neww
York.

Suvnnnah aud all Southern

DIRECT

PORTLAND

Fort Wayne & Chicago Railways

Or the Great Southern Mail Route and
ATLANTIC COAST LINE.
The most Direct and Short Lines to Florida,

the maiket to the foliowing well known citizens of

Hon. Wm. Deer tag. H-n. Bion Bradbury, Capt. John W. Deering. *J. P. Baxter, Esq.. Lewi* Whitney,
Esq., Hiram Peiice. Esq., Buiau A Co.. End llale, Esq., II. CL Beat ley, Esq., J. M. Filiehl, Esq., A.* A.
Carter, P. Will
Strout, Esq., YVm. lf:imm*ii*l, Esq., John \V. White. Em;., I)i B. II. Fcst* r, Capt. Henry
Libby, Esq.. Chas. F. Bait ridge, Esq.. Gee. C. Hoj kina, Esq., (.Sen. S. J. An* lei son, Win. Henry Anderson
Esq., Mannasseh Smith, Esq., Henry Dunn, Esq,, Oiin Hooper, Esq., Westley Jones. Esq., Chas. F. Mouln, Esq., an l many others.

B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, o**
r^Excursion Tickets to Halifax and Return goed
until Nov. Its—at reduced rates.
mar25dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

JOHN

SEPT 29 ih 1873.
PiMMn.er Tin inn leave Portfor Bonion tC.15, 19.15 A. M.
*3.20 (Parlor Car.-), *6 P. M.
Returning, leavo Boston at *8.30(Pallor Cars)

tg®£j

i’
C. E.

Line,

in

close connections with the Nova Scotia
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, and steamers foi Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindsey’s Stages for
CaT»e Breton.
V&- RETURNING will leave Halifax on THURSDAYS, at S.30 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J

Pennsylvania Central, Pittsburg,

no20

EXCURSION TICKETS.

H-WaiMeAewU warned (nr unoccupied terrl™!?fa,lt es w,1CTe agencies are not yet cntub-

will Remove and Preveni
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, 01

Neat, Complete,: orfect. For Social
Meetings.

All are Choice Books
Sent post-paid, for ReMl

instriment.”

I

Collection for Reed Organs.

Devotional Chimes

BOSTON

Three Hours and Thirty Minutes.

SCALK H

$2.50

Great Western Railway

For Chicago. Milwaukee. St. Paul, Hi.
Louis, Omaha, San Francisco, and
all Points West, Northwest,
and Southwest, or via the

Economy.

APPARATUS

HEATING

BEST

Making
Railway,

Passenger train leaving Portland at 3.20 P. M.
daily (Sundays e>cepted), arriving in Boston at fb,50,
making tlie time in

mylOdtf

50

—AND—

FAST EXPRESS.

Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

JAS.
j. s.
C. E.

L. O. Emerson’s Latest School Song Book.

oc8

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

“The
very popular

BOSTON to CHICAGO, via

ng Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX

Old Orchard, Saco, Bidtfeford, Kcnncbank. Dover. Great FnIN, Exeter,
Haverhill and Lawrence.

a

“camphorTne77-

The

in Variety. Unexcelled in
Quality
Sab ath School Song Book by 40 composers.

Undeniably the best

FURNIVAL, Agt.

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

Unequalled

THE ORGAN AT HOME

Southwest

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in Bi'Iendi I
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
and
is making the best connections and quickstock,
est time of anv route from Portland to the West.
^-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

The American Piano.
FIRST PREMIUMS.

from

MICHIGAN CENTRAL

Rates!

trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding §50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate of
one passenger foi every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
t.1
Portland, Sept. 12.1873.

-l^vf±^J.JJil.#very pleasant location, large

The best and cheapest in tho world an
the most
accurate. Illustrated price list and lowest rates sent
free. Address FULLER & CO., 28 Bond St., New
York.
ocl4t4w

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,

points in the

J. C.

I

The new side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W.A. Colby,
willleave Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
M., (or on arrival of train leav-

Street.

Via Boston, Albany and Niagara Falls.

Only 35 HOURS

to Prince Edward IsCape Brcfou.

ONE THUMPER WEEK.

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

Northwest, West and

SON’S

land and

Apparatus.

KKNACKW have been in me, t ttd the mtif„rm satisfaction the
the principle upon which they ate constructed,an<l by which th

«.

CO..

&

Exchange

Wilb^omiectionN

the

Procure Tickets by the

THE

rooms, first-class table, courteous attendance and
reasonable prices, at the Riverside House.
Address
A. F. Styles, Prop., Jacksonville, Fla.
ocl4f4w

35

CHEERFUL VOICES

-j

M.

1?T
ftBIIU
■T

LITTLE

!N"o. 49 1-2

nrv2^

To Canada, Octroi
Chicago* Milwaukee. Cincinnati, St. Louis, Omaha,
Saginaw, *9 Paul, *alt Lake City,
Rcnrer. San Francisco*

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel* H. Springer. Proprietor

Chafed

cnange any colored hair to a permanent
or
brown and contains no poison. Trade supplied at
low rates. Address, MAGIC COMB CO., Springfield,

Mass.

AKD

Tickets sold at Reduced

SOUTH CHINA.
Lake Honse, J. Savage, Proprietor

Skin it is the best
thing in the
—I world ASK YOUR
DRUGTAKi: NO O I HEE. oHt4w

Genuine Waltham Watches Sent C. 0. D.

BOOKS !

Amon8 tile

The

or

D.

W.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF IXOIA ST.

or upon the.
it smooth, soft
For
Cha/p*d

Mauds, Bough

-*

—

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

wi

We

Articles.”

Pearl’* While Olycrrpenetrates the skin wilhout injury, eradicates all

an
Low as lhe Lowest at
OLD UNION TICKET OFFICE OF

and

Sanborn & Co.,

■ uc

1

Offices1

74 EXCHANGE ST.

being

salary

■■

Passenger

VIA

and

TIIE PORTLAND

accommo-

d ati on train to Inland Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mall train 1.20 P. M. ^stopping at all stations to
Island Pot.d,) connecting with night mail train for
Quutcb. Tffuiitiuil Slid (.Tic Weal.
Accommodation train lor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. ra.
Accomidation train from South Pans and way
Stations 6.15 p. ra.

Propraetor.

ocl4|4w

ZZZ
77"^Canvasserp,
Agents and Salesmen /-Hekry Ward Beech tit’s
family newspaper starts its Fall campaign, giving
fcUbscribers a pair of :he largest and finest OLEOGRAPBS,—t wo most attractive subjects tha “take”
on sight,—painted by
Mrs. Anderson, as contrasts

MCDUFFKE,Cor. Middl

mu

House* India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Davis Sc Co. Proprietors.
Falmonth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

Proprietors.

Ratcii

oc6tc

Monday, Sept. 15th,

after
run as

American

Commercial House—L. O.

and

will
follows:
^SpifpHifilSTrains
—Mail train for Gorham and

Scotia,

DIRECTI

OF TRAIN*.

ARRANGEMENT.

On

__

PORTLAND.
Adams Honse, Temple St. Charles Adams
Proprietoi.
iihios H-n^m FederalSuJ.G Perry,

“TAKES”on sight•combination

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. A H. 11.
Ac f: i)ion 'Iti,

WINTER

TO

Halifax Nova

daily.

Robbinson,

NAJHPMON, Agent,

LINK

perfectly

<P«iIJg,-through

Long Wharf. Boi Ion.

HI AIL

a

rant
It has been discovered by actual e>] ciiir .nlI Him C*rl>«ni« Arid
ti c ItlADlK 1 ( AflACK CO
Iron when heated to a certain tf mpei*i"If^ hvlatc this c.iffitudy
have made a Furnarr «« Isc«%V Wroiifi^l lr©n, rmird firmly l««« iher. alter the manner o
111,0
oir ckambt r.
a Steam Boiler, ami we mtaravke that wo </«* or < ust run WMsiUy
We append tim follow nm interesting report el the biaool Bcaid of the City of Chelsea concerning a testing
of the MACS EE llliiM E. w ith t u se of other rnakes:
“The Cantr School Home was oriJini! y lurnished with tour tunuueb by a Beaten dealer, but it was »f*on
cement was that n money should
found that the rooms could not be warmed with ib*m. It seems tin* »
be paid, till the furnaces were tested and satisfaction giv* n. Satislsicii <-n was never given, and when it was
tiiey must be a lo#
proposed to take the furnaces out it was ulscoveud tha*. the cPy had paid r tl.tinofand
another company were
to the city. They were remove*!. Two new luniaccs of Magee & Co. and two
then placed in the 1 uiiding. Magee preferred to lmve his placed oil me nortlf sale ol the building, where
had been most difficult m warm ti e building. < oal to ti c amount of fr. ty f* tis was placed on each aide of
the cellar, anti notice was to be luktn at the clotf* f winter I * v the coal I ore il *• Ust. 'I I e Magee furnace
were run
week belt re and lour days aft* the * tl ers, and a* the close it waa louud the other furnaces had
consumed all the ceal, ami the Magee tun.aces have six tons vet to the ermit.
With the original furnaces there was consumed ninety ton* ol coal; vrJh tl,. pro: td furnaces but seventyfour tons, although last wiuUr w as by Car ibe coldest * jh
The 1’nmen'ial Committee was instructed to
convey to Mr. Magee their thanks for the pt riect satisfaeii* n rendered l»v his luinaccs where they are used
in the schools. This is considered a great tiiumph for the Magee Company."
During the past year we have set over hil XX V of these furnaces, and wenld refer all desiring the

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
TO

our

F IJ It X A C E

True Method of Bnrninsi fo.il with the Greatest

sailing vessels.

West by the Penn. R. IL, and South
Freight
by eonnectinj lines forwarded free of Commission.

E. B.

I 22 O X

1® L A X Ml

Tl-c many years that tto MACK® »'
have givm. warrants us in aiiiimiug that
tiro is controlled, is the onlj

for the

jn23-ly

take pleasure iu calling u,« auentlen
„f the public to

Healthy, Economical and Durable Heating,

Wharfage.

1

wo

assured that itsuppllies a long felt want, that of

From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

SAVE TIME ANDMONEY J

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION

•

annual advertisement,

Sat’d’y.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.xn.

JyZD'ltf_C.

General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.
tl
jy29

R.

Wo

our

X E W

Leave each port every Wed’s’y &

T. M.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Liniington .daily.
At Centre Waterhoro* for Limerick, Newfield, Par
Bonstield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

PHILLIPS.

.

decay cf vital forces, exhaustion of the
system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
cleanse vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
and acts directly on the Liver and Spleen.
Price $1
a bottle.
JOHN y. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St.. New
nervous

LINCOLN,
Supt. F irst Div. M. C, R.
GEO. BACHEIJDEE,
L. L.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Dailey Sc Co. Pro-

It arrests

"Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congre*.

morning.
m
t Accommodation train
llFast Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
Supt. Eastern Railroad,

ORCHARD REACH.
Ocean House. B. Senvy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

House,
Proprietors

Naples,

Bridgtou,

prietors.

Barden

leave

Portland

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoraville, Northport, South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. luesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tnoinasto%tor St. George daily.
At Warren tor Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefierson and Wlnteiield, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Wnidoboro’ for North Waldoboro’,
Washington*
ami Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at ,ow rates*
A. COOMBS. Sun’t.

In this,

Steamship Line.

Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

Points.

For Lewiston via Danville at t5.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t7.15 A. M.f returning at 5.15 P. M.
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New iork by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stoniogton and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in reason to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M.
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGre&t Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.30 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad, (via Sebago Lake) for
Harrison and Waterford.
Bridgton, North
The 8.30 A. M. tram lio
Boston connects with
the Grant) Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada Fast.
The 12.30 P. M. train from Boston connects with
steamer Falmouth every Tuesday for Halifax. N. S.
Through tickets arc sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax. Dover, Foxcroft, Rocklaud, &c.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does nut run Monday

prietor.

ocl4t4

*

JURUBEBA

CO., 2S Spring Street.

_

Proprietors.

Elm

Passenger trains

PHIL A DELPHIA

Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machine, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,

Charleston,

29, 1873.

Portland daifor Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-^*3days excepted) at *1.30 A. M. to. 15 A.
—“-““M.. tO.IO A. M., 113.15 P. M„ t6.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., t12.00 M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 17.30.
1|8.30A. M, 112.30, t3.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at tlO.OO, 1110.35
A. M.; H2.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M„ *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houltrn,
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Waierville, Skowhegan, Belfast and Bangor
at 17.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath. ewistoii, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter,Bangor. St. John
and Halifax at H1.05 P. M.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
-_—

DIXFIELD.

The Highest Medical Authorities ojg
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
Deobstruent known to the modical world is

PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

TRAL RAILROAD.
COMMENCING SEPT.

Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

iTIODoi'M.

P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin 8t«.

J. N. MeCOY A

nre now

for our three new b v>kg, viz:
THE GILDED AGE, by
Mark Twain & Ciias. D. warnkk, illustrated bv Augustus
Hoppin, EVERY ROD V 'si
FRIEND, by Josh Billjnb,
illustrated by Thomas Nast, and

jv28tf

DANVILLE JUNCTION.

raiJE
Nothing need he said about
these books. Every ody knows they will outsell all
others, and wise agents will act according and apply
for territory at once to AMERICAN PUBLISHING

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

JOHN C.
Street.

literal.

gbeat
“OFFER. HOEACE

N. E. BEDLON, 233 1-2 Congre*. St.

Pattern and

IBUis SU-

|a

Middle and

Masons and Builders.

LOTHROF.DEVENS A
Sreet and 18 Market St.

of the

VOICE
[SfjITIAlV
PEHB* Te> ms

Carpet-Bags.
R.

(!ON*

culiarly voiced, the
CjnEFFEtT of which is

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

J.

The

tuinv

C£RTO STOP is the best
ever placed in any
tti qan.
it is produced, by
an extra set of reeds pe-

m

J. A. MERRILL & CO., 119 Middle St
A. MERRILL.

made.

ever

Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER 1,0WELL, 301 Congre** Street.
A cents for Howard Watch Company.

in

in

Div.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

CAM DEM.

Ray View House, E. D. Demath, Prop.

OLD

work a flay, and
any book agent.

2:45 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 5:£5 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Hon It on, Calais, St. John, Hali-

Augnsta, July D, 1873

Simpson*

etors.

Manhood. Womanhood and their
Mutual I liter •relation*: Love, It* Law

done to ordera

J.

ixinsiraieu

On

Vp-

by

ccxju

Canvassing Books sent free for
Prof. Fowler’s Great Work

Post Office,

Done in the bent possible manner
VOING Ac CO.. No. 102 Wore St.

u&c.

circular.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. SO Federal St.
All kinds of VJpkola rringnnd Repairing;

J.

ST.,

Superior Steam Engines and
Boilers, bv special machinery
and duplication oi parts. They are
Safe, Economical, Easily Manag-

WALTER COREY Ac
18 Free Street.

Exchange

COURTYARD
NEW YORK.

3 0

L. F. HOYT, No, It Preble Street.
hol.tering done to order.

D.

etor.

Proprietor

Dye-House.

:

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemnsket House, W. W. Stanley, Propri-

N.Y. SAFETY STEAM POWER CO.

--■r,-ntram.)

For Balb, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at- 7 :ft0 a. m.
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta, Rendfield,
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:03 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.20 p m*.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:15 p. m.
Trains are Dae at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 8:55 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East at

%

THOS. D. WINCHESTER,
*

oc2t4w

Furniture and House Furnishing Hoods.

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.
Limerick llonse, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro-

House,

CORNER OF

MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

International

Winchester

SHACK.FORD, No. 35 Pinna

HOOPER Ac EATON, Old

-■n

fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, Ac.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent First,

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

DeWitt

EUROPEAN PLAY.

*

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain,Propri-

Trains leave Portland for Bancor,
John at 12:15
m.
day cars on this

Damar
Kockiaml.
No change of cars between

and Rockland.

—AltD—

Wiscasset, New
seotta,
Waldoboro,
to

route

'w^'^Warreti ami

Calais and St.
l??ff^MlHoultcn,
(sleeping and

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Dining Rooms, W. R. Field.

explained in the circulars of the M. II. P. Co.
Perfectly legitimate and respectable; many would
say nhilanthro. ic.
Address M. H. P. CO., 120 Fast
18tb St., New York.
oc2t4w
way

HOYT, FOGG A BREED, No.91 Middle
Street.

cor.

__—

_

Qoarto Dictionary;

BEN I. ADAMS,
eral Street..

21.

Direc rail

T??*I?q???;-?lwCastle,

BAILROm

Commencing July
1S7J*.

Hummer Arrangement,

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson* Proprietor.

Teachers, Students, Clergymen, Postmasters, and
wide awake Young Men, and Men and Women of
all classes:
Yon can easily earn a first-class Sewing
Machine;
or Books
suftiiipiit to stock a Libarary; or pome
valuable Pictures to beautifv your homes; or a tile#*
Sereogcope; or a good time keeper (Cloclror W .tcli);
or a Music Box; or a Gold
Pen; or a Photographic
iMbum; or a Stand Korose le Lamp for your Parlor:

%v. C €ORR, Noa.aud .'to Pearl Street.
An direct route between Nrw Cu«toni
House aud Post Office, near the Market.

to

Tablets.

Ageuts and Canvasser
Mu It o
wan ed.—• * Lectures
and
Rev. W. M. Punshon, LL.D.
Bnst
and Cheatest Family Biiile*, Maps, Charts,
Pictures, Golden I1b», Sewino Sii.k and Linen
Thread. Apply for terms to L. L. Guernsey, Pul.,
Concord iY.
riclt4w

on

Repairing.

done

MAINE CENTRAL

etor.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLCE BOXES.
ATR1ED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by
wltlw
Druggis._

Agency for Sewing Macliines.

EOSTEB’S

DISEASES,

Use

BUbIJNESS DIRECTORY.

R’HITNEl Ac
po.ite Park.

L.Ric

School

Proprietor.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

“From Ihe m mths of babes and sucklings
Hast thou, Father, perfect praise.”
Raiher say “Amen” when weary
Thau to render bom ige dreary
To the Author ot our days.

R Tm.f. A
Street.

BOSTON.
House, Hanover St.

depart.
Freight trains leave Portland at 7.20 A. M. for
North Conway, returning leave North Conwav 'it 1 30
P. M.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Sept. 13,1873.
aug30ti

BOLSTER HILLS.
Hancock House,—HI. Hancock, Prop.

P. A K.

For

tThbie—then
ho was praying,
In his ear she whimpered, saying,
"Oh, sir, please to sap 'Amen!***

ki’iiU of

at 7.00 P. M. daily.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston «& Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. Ii. R. arrive and

Parker House,
St. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
Revere House. Bowdoin Square,Bulfinch,
Bingham* Wrisley A Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J. P.M. Stetson Propri

A gem* Wonted.

where

DYER,

Proprietors.

Franklin Home, Harlow St., R. Qniuby,
with HI D HfcLanghlin A Son., Prop.

Proprietors.

Then there came a gentle touch;
“I’ll be quiet as a tnousie,
But, oh, never, in my liousie
Di 1 my pupa pray so much!”

W. 8.

Connections-in Portland
with the Bos'on & Maine Railroad to or
from Boston and all points South and West; by 12 25
P. M. from Upper Bartlett with Steamers of Portland Steam Packet- Co., leaving Portland for Boston

by all trains

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler A Co.

Baby'face composed so quainlly,

>se

BANGOR.

Hnrriman House, J.E. Harriman A Co.,

etor.

Ckscd upon with whiteue-s saintly,
By the mystic sweet moonlight.

Stepping lig:t

Fryeburg
Upper

Tremont Honsc. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley A Co. Proprietors.

Jessie nestled close beside me,
1' uv hauds wer„ folded tight;

Crept she cl

Rak-

tors.

Proprietor.

circular._

At the quiet manse that evening^
Came an aged friend to stay.
All the o mule bairns before us,
Ah 1 the in >unlight Hooding o’er us,
Kuelt he slowly down to pray.

Soft she rose—I

State St. Harrison

er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprie-

American

Siz-^-j

So that lovely wee thing taught me.
And of earthly thoughts beguiled,
There I listened to ihe preaching,
And thr yospital—the teaching
Was from heaven through the child.

was

At Sebago Lake with steamer for Naples, Bridgton
and Harrison; at Baldwin with stages for Condsli,
Porter, Kezar Falls and Freedom; at Brownfield with
stages for Denmark and Brid ton; at
with
stages for Lovell and North Lovell.
Stages for Craw ford House leave
Bartlett on
arrival of trains from Portland until October 1st.

AUGUSTA.

Augusta House,

8agn<lnhor Home, John 8. ITIillikey. Pr.;
prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. HI. Plnmmer, Proprietor

less e\]*ense than any
other engine manufactured,
es from J to 20 horse-power.
§p:
WARE ROOMS, No. 46 CORT- ^
LANDT ST.. N. Y. Send for

safety and

That big bookie is the Bible,
It was written long ag
How the bell has ceased its ringing,
N\ e’li have praying—we’ll have singing,
Like a little heaven below.”

Long and solemn

AUBURN
Elm House, Court. St. W. S. A A. Vonug.
Proprietors.

BAfn.

Vertical nnd II rrizoutal
STB AW KWCJI.’VBS.
Our COMBINED ENGINES &
BOILERS are made In quantities and to standard, gang«*s so
that all parts are interchangeable. Can be run with greater

Then she said, her eyes uplifted,

and after Monday, Sept. 15,1873,
further notice trains will
ni>Mgn_y-HjgB!gami untilfollows:
leave. as
—23—^aa- Portland for Upper Bartlett
and intermediate stations at 7.10 A. M. and 1.0ft p. M.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland at 6 A. M. and
12.25 P. M.
Connections by 1 P. M. front Portland *

BOSTON

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
___——

On

„_—

tor.

Fitchburg, Mass.. Manu*rsof

come to me.”

Holy Spirit,

Haskins Machine Co.

The

CHANGE OF TIME.

ALFRED.
Comity House, Edmmid Warren,Proprie-

specific

OGDENSBURG R. R.

PORTLAND &

AT

TARRYTOWN
Complete restoration

Seven precious little children
Made a heaven of the manse,
With their coaxings, loves, and kisses
Tinv ecstacies aud blisses,

circling

HOTEL DIRECTORY,
Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
the Daily Pkess may always t>e found.

BARROW.

FAKNY

Ia the bonny Scottish Highlands,
At a manse l was a guest;
All the land a flush of heather,
Glowing, sweot, the summer weather
Filling me with balm and rest.

Ever

iiahjveuaAA

_miscellaneous.
The Magee Plate Iron Furnace !

STEAMERS._

_

MAGNETIC MOVEMENT CURE

”

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

HOTELS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETRY._

|
/

ont Phvsieiaiirt and Distinguished Citizens, sent*
bv mail by WHITNEY BROS., Genera*
Ag»*nts. 227 Sonth Front St., Philadelphia. tor*

FREE

^al^^—^au6d3n^B

